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For Peter, my beloved sometimes badling 
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badling /’badliNG/ noun (plural badlings) 1: one who is bad; a 
worthless person. 2: a brood, group, or flock of ducks. 3 
(author’s interpretation): a bad child who doesn’t finish 
reading books or neglects them in any manner.  

If you rip, tear, shred, bend, fold, deface, disfigure, smear, 
smudge, throw, drop, or in any other manner damage, mistreat, or 
show lack of respect towards this book, the consequences will be 
as awful as it is within my power to make them. 

J.K. Rowling, Quidditch Through the Ages 
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Chapter 1. Mad Tome 

Just because you find a book in the dirt, doesn’t mean you have 

to dig it out and throw it at innocent ducks. It could be a bad 

book. It could be a very bad book and it could go after you. 

Unfortunately, nobody offered this crucial advice to Bells. 

Mad at her mother for calling her a “silly scientist,” she 

halted abruptly by the duck pond and, dropping her bike, stomped 

to the water in search of something to hurl as far and as hard 

as possible. Her eyes fell on a corner sticking out of the 

ground. In the next minute she uncovered a thick leather-bound 

tome, weighted it in her hands, and, with a sly grin of 

satisfaction, chucked it right at the birds. 

I imagine you want to know what happened next. Well, it was 

as expected. 

The book creaked mid-flight, landed in the midst of 

startled fowl, and flung open. An ominous and rather repulsive 

sucking noise issued from its midst, enough for Bells to step 

closer and lean in—another mistake she made on this lovely 

autumn afternoon. By the time her unsuspecting friends Peacock, 

Grand, and Rusty biked up to the pond, Bells was sunk in the 

book up to her waist, too stunned to utter any noise or make any 
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movement. Her dark ponytail hung limp and her eyes shone out 

like two frightened saucers. 

At first the boys gazed at her silently. This lasted 

perhaps a couple seconds, during which the book made a motion 

akin to slurping in its prey. Bells clasped the edges of the 

cover that hugged her in a determined rectangle. She felt her 

legs dangle in the abyss below and suddenly found her voice. 

“Sissies!” She took a deep breath and added another insult, in 

the hopes of persuading them to move. “What are you looking at? 

Help me!”  

Grand’s round face shone from perspiration. He wiped his 

hands, sticky from the sugar-glazed doughnut, and opened and 

closed his mouth several times before finally saying, “Bells? 

Um, how did you get in there?” 

“Did you dig yourself in or something?” Said Rusty, 

sniggering. He sniggered a lot. He also talked a lot, which, 

coupled with his small size and knobbly joints that never seemed 

to stop twitching, gave him an appearance of a monkey. 

“Does it matter?” Bells slid further in, as if jerked by an 

invisible and contemptuous force. Her shoulders prevented her 

from falling through, and she clawed at the dirt to try and 

climb out. “Are you going to stand there until you die?” 

“Um, no, I don’t think so.” Said Grand thoughtfully. 
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“Good. Then maybe you can— Ah!” She dropped another foot. 

Her head vanished from sight, and only her knuckles indicated 

that there was anything strange about an open book calmly 

resting by the sedge. 

Peacock scratched his head. “What the...” He was the 

tallest of the four, the gangliest and the most colorful. A 

peacock, indeed, with slanted green eyes and a bright blue 

fauxhawk. “Holy cow, Bells, what happened?” 

“I’m falling! Help me get out!” Her voice came muffled, 

distorted by the swish of the wind that appeared to have been 

born out of the book. She hung over a misty nothing that 

stretched into a scary forever, holding on to the edge of the 

page, her fingers slipping one by one.  

The book shook. 

Bells slid further in, losing hold. 

The boys unfroze and rushed to her aid, brushing aside 

curious ducks that have gathered around the strange sight, 

perhaps thinking that they could score some bread or doughnuts 

or whatever it was that smelled so cunningly sweet in one of 

Grand’s pockets. 

As you may have guessed, several things were about to 

happen at once. We will pause here for a moment and observe this 

peculiar scene.  
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A nice sunny September afternoon. A rarely visited corner 

of an ordinary park overgrown with yellowing maples. An old duck 

pond, complete with mossy stones, round lily leaves, and a dozen 

or so shameless ducks, the very reason why not so many people 

ventured here. Four bikes heaped one of top of another helter-

skelter. A growth of sedge, a mound of dirt, a thick open book 

that looked like a hole cut in the ground. Not a dark hole, mind 

you, but a piece of sky from another place. A girl inside it, as 

if fallen into a well, hanging by its edges, and three boys 

kneeling around, their faces lit with a mixture of amazement, 

bafflement, and fear.  

Alas. It’s yet one more of those annoying places where we 

have to step back in time. This book is full of them, in case 

you were wondering. If it doesn’t suit you, you are welcome to 

close it and fling it at your couch in a fit of vexation. If, 

however, you decide to stick with it, this is what you will 

find.  

Less than an hour ago Bells had a mighty row with her 

mother, an imperious hot-blooded Spanish woman by the name of 

Catarina Monterey, a famous opera singer and, therefore, an avid 

proponent of raising her daughters—eleven-year-old Belladonna 

and seven-year-old Maria—as future singing stars, or, if they 

exhibited no voice talent whatsoever, at least actresses or 

models. No amount of explaining that Bells didn’t aspire to 
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become an entertainer of any kind and planned to become a 

scientist had any effect on Catarina. She forced her daughter to 

take singing lessons and drama classes, bought her hideous 

dresses, gaudy shoes, and kitschy bow ties to pretty up her long 

dark hair.  

Bells used every opportunity to escape the wrath of being 

turned into a ‘proper girl’. She rode bikes with the boys, 

watched birds, or simply hung out in the streets until she 

absolutely had to show up for dinner. Her father left 

childrearing to his wife and spent all his time on fixing cars. 

The terror of womanhood reigned in their house under Catarina’s 

overpowering presence. Whenever she lectured Bells, her little 

sister Maria—proudly dressed in the ugliest princess frock 

imaginable—mimicked her mother behind her back, which made Bells 

want to strangle her. 

Bells concocted her revenge in the from of dressing as 

carelessly as possible, spending her time with boys who didn’t 

care what she wore or how her hair looked or whether or not she 

was ‘girl enough,’ and performing daily scientific feats like 

climbing trees or jumping from her father’s garage roof or 

throwing things in the pond. 

It was last year when Bells declared to the boys that 

Belladonna Monterey was a grossly inappropriate and ostensibly 

pompous name for a budding scientist. They have conspired by the 
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pond for a good hour, brainstorming and feeding ducks. As a 

result of this Belladonna became Bells, for her shrill 

commanding voice. Russell took on Rusty, for his constant 

sniggering that sounded like a rusted out mechanism. Peter 

called himself Peacock, for the ever-changing colors of his 

hair. And, collectively, they renamed George as Grand, for his 

formidable size. He neither protested, nor appeared excited. 

“Don’t you like it?” Asked Bells, twirling her hair on a 

finger. 

“Um. Don’t I like what?” Grand bit into a doughnut. 

“Your new name? Don’t you like it?” 

“I guess I do.” He shrugged, chewing carefully.  

“Well, you’re welcome.” Bells squinted at him in that 

unforgiving expectant way. She waited for a while, but Grand 

didn’t say anything. “It was my idea, so, naturally, I want to 

know if you like it or not.” 

“I do. I like it. Thank you.” Grand brushed the crumbs off 

his t-shirt and sighed. Nothing was ever easy for him. Ordinary 

things like tying shoes or brushing teeth took him an enormous 

effort and deep thought, and were supplied with lengthy 

pessimistic ruminations, mostly picked up from his mother, a 

funeral home cosmetologist. His father died from heart failure 

three years ago—“from being too fat,” as his mother explained—

and it was his main home chore to watch over his two little 
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bothers who liked to climb him like a little mountain, twist his 

ears, pull his nose, and poke his sides. This instilled in him 

an admirable and enduring patience, as well as caution in 

choices and a morbid obsession with death that could be curbed 

only by eating doughnuts. “Um. Does this mean on my tombstone it 

will say Grand Palmeater instead of George Palmeater? I don’t 

think my mom will like that.” 

“No, of course it won’t, you dolt.” Said Bells. 

“Poor Grand. Are you sad now?” Peacock looked at Grand with 

mock pity. 

Bells narrowed her eyes. “Peacock, stop it.”  

“What? Can’t I say a joke?” He passed a hand through his 

hair, magenta at the time. It was his desire to be noticed in 

the multitude of people present in his crazy house. His father, 

a real estate agent, has gone off his marbles, in Peacock’s 

opinion, and married a loud artist woman in swishing skirts, who 

recently moved into their tiny apartment together with her five 

children from three previous marriages. 

Bells stared at him. “Don’t you get it?” 

“Don’t I get what?” 

“Girls.” Said Rusty and sniggered, putting all kinds of 

feelings into this one word that meant something like, “I’ll 

never understand them and I’m not sure it’s a good idea to try.” 

His parents were killed in a terrible car crash when he was six 
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years old and the brunt of his childhood was spent in the 

company of his Polish grandmother Agnieszka who walked dogs for 

money, cursed like a man, smoked cigarettes without filter, and 

filled his head with her own ideas about how the world was 

supposed to work. 

Peacock appeared like he didn’t hear Rusty’s short and 

witty remark, although Bells glared at him so hard, he thought 

she wanted to melt him. 

Neither Peacock’s ignorance, nor Bells’ silent wrath 

produced the desired effect on Rusty. He hopped up and plopped 

next to Grand. “Girls, right?” 

Grand politely didn’t answer.  

“You know what?” Said Bells, standing up. “I can say the 

same thing about you. Boys!” She turned on her heel and stormed 

off to the water. The ducks circled her, loudly quacking. She 

produced a couple flat stones from her pocket and sent them 

skipping across the pond. 

“...five, six, seven.” She looked back with a triumphant 

smile. “Seven. Can you beat that?” 

Peacock snorted derisively. “Easy.” 

“Oh, is it? How many can you do?” 

He tossed his hair. “Eight.” 

“Don’t even hope.” Bells turned around and flicked another 

stone. It arced over lily leaves, plopped on the rippling 
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surface, and hopped eight times before sinking. Bells smiled. 

She always won at skipping stones. No matter how hard the boys 

tried, she managed to tilt her head just so, lift her arm in a 

special way, squint an eye, and deliver a perfect throw. Her 

record was ten. Her ambition was to get to eleven. 

She tossed another. “Nine! How about it?” 

Peacock stared at the spot where the pebble vanished. “Holy 

cow, Bells. How do you do it?” 

“With female grace, you dolt.” She wiped the dirt off her 

hands. Female grace was the only manifestation of womanhood she 

declared to the boys as often as she could, precisely because 

her mother said it was something Bells was lacking. 

“I thought your mother said—” began Peacock. 

Bells rudely interrupted him. “It doesn’t matter what she 

said! What matters is what I say.”   

Grand walked up to them, hands outstretched in a way he did 

when pulling his two little bothers apart, their fingers and 

teeth intertwined in a deadly embrace of sibling rivalry. “Guys, 

please. My mom says it’s not what people say about a person that 

matters, it’s what’s inside that person that matters.” 

Peacock grinned. “You mean, intestines?” 

“No, not that.” Grand sighed and continued solemnly. “She 

doesn’t mean the actual organs, not like you would need to look 

inside someone when performing an autopsy on them, after they 
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are dead. No. By then it will be too late to discover whether 

that person was any good. What I mean is—” He fell silent under 

Bells’ piercing stare.  

“That’s enough about cadavers,” she said. “I need you to 

stand guard.” 

“What?” Peacock appeared puzzled. 

“Stand guard. Get it?”  

“Oh.” He said, understanding.  

Bells picked her way through the bushes and squatted 

behind. It no longer embarrassed the boys to witness her 

disappear into the greenery and do her business. As a future 

scientist, Bells firmly believed in nature taking its course as 

nature intended. “Restrooms are rubbish,” she’d tell them, using 

her father’s favorite word. “If you feel like peeing, you need 

to be able to pee where you want and not hold it in your 

bladder. It’s bad for you. It can give you kidney stones. 

Besides, if boys can pee anywhere, why is it that girls can’t?” 

And she’d prove them that she could. 

Only today her proving went too far. 

As you remember, we have left her dangling at the edge of a 

very strange book that opened up into a sky of some other place. 

It took a whole minute of swinging suspended over a vast 

emptiness for Bells to give up her resolve and bellow, “Don’t 

just stand there, pull me out! I can’t hold on anymore!” 
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“But why did you get in there in the first place?” Asked 

Peacock incredulously. “How did you—” 

“It wasn’t me, it’s the book!” She cried. “I found a book 

and it got me.” 

“A book?” Peacock looked at Rusty and they shrugged. “What 

book? What are you talking about?” 

“The book I’m in! Can’t you see?” 

“Come on, Bells,” chimed in Rusty, “stop making fun of us, 

all right?” He winked at Grand. Grand frowned. 

“Please!” Bells’ voice didn’t sound bossy anymore. “It’s 

not letting me go. I can feel it pulling me in. I don’t know how 

deep this place is, what if I drop and die?” 

It didn’t dawn on the boys until this sordid cry that the 

problem at hand was very serious. They unanimously believed that 

Bells had somehow managed to burrow herself into the sand and 

was playing a joke on them. It simply didn’t fit in their minds 

that there could be a possibility of dropping into a book, much 

less an idea that a book could be something more than a bundle 

of paper stamped with lots and lots of words. And in that they 

were inexcusably wrong. 

“Okay, very funny, Bells. You win. Ha-ha-ha. Can you stop 

this and get out already?” But as he said it, Peacock reached 

and seized her arms. A gust of freezing wind washed over him 

from the gaping void of the open book. He shrunk back. 
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“Holy cow, it is a book.” He stared at it, an old scuffed 

leather cover lying flat on the dirt. Where the pages should 

have been, there was air. A rectangular opening the size of two 

pages into what looked like a snowy afternoon sky. 

“It’s snowing there! Look!” Rusty’s eyes shone with 

excitement. 

Peacock cautiously peered in. “It is. This is insane. How 

can it—wait. How is this possible?” 

“Pull me out first?” Cried Bells, clawing at their arms. 

“Then we’ll talk, and I’ll kick this stupid book and throw it in 

the pond!” 

“No, you won’t.” Said a spooky rustling voice. 

The children started, looking at each other. 

“Who said this?” Asked Peacock. 

There was no answer. Instead, a fierce wind was born out of 

nowhere. It rushed across the treetops, whistling its 

treacherous tune, tearing off leaves and loose twigs. The sky 

scudded with clouds. The sun disappeared. Squawking, the ducks 

fled to the far end of the pond and huddled there in a tight 

trembling mass of feathers. The coldness issuing from the book 

made a sucking noise. Bells, half-way out of the hole, suddenly 

slipped back in, together with leaves, twigs, and loose earth. 

Rusty cowered, looking around.  
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“Who is here?” Repeated Peacock, turning white. “Bells, did 

you say something?” His grip slackened and, if not for Grand’s 

hold, she would’ve tumbled in. 

“No, I didn’t, you idiot! It’s the book. It can talk! 

Grand, you’re hurting me!” Only her head showed, the rest of her 

twisted in the hole. 

“Sorry.” Grand puffed, gripping her forearms, fighting the 

sucking force like in a tugging war with his bothers. 

“The book said it?” Peacock swallowed. “What book?” 

“The one I’m in, dummy!” Said Bells. 

“That’s right.” Said the rustling voice. 

The children fell silent. 

“So...you can talk, can’t you?” Asked Bells breathlessly. 

“I sure can. I can scream too, if I need to.” Answered the 

voice. It did indeed issue from the book itself, and Bells 

started trembling, sensing a malevolent thing that possessed 

considerable intelligence. She glanced over the cover and asked 

the obvious question. “Are you a talking book or something 

talking in the book?” 

The voice huffed on contempt. “No, I’m a troll rolled over 

by a tractor.” 

Rusty sniggered. Bells gave him a deathly stare. “Do you 

have a name? What kind of a book are you?” 

“I’m not telling you.” Creaked the voice.  
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“Why wouldn’t you?” She said quietly. 

“Because I’m pissed off. Isn’t it obvious?” 

“Pissed off at who?” But as she said it, Bells knew. “Oh, 

are you pissed off at me because I threw you at the ducks?” 

The voice broke into a cackle. “Exactly. In you go!” 

In the next instant, as if fed up with playing the game, 

the strength of the pull overpowered Grand’s significant weight 

and with a shriek full of agony and terror Bells tumbled into 

the swirling snow and out of sight. 

“Bells!” The boys fell to the hole. 

“I’m going in.” Grand swung his legs into the opening. It 

was large enough for him to squeeze in and potentially get stuck 

in the middle. 

“Going where?” Peacock’s eyes widened. “Have you lost your 

marbles?” 

“What if it’s a tomb full of corpses, or a giant fridge, 

like the one in your mom’s funeral home?” Added Rusty.  

“It got Bells.” Said Grand, and with an effort pushed 

himself in. In another moment he was gone. 

Peacock and Rusty stared at each other. 

The wind died, the noise stopped. The book began to close.  

“Wait!” Rusty wedged a hand between covers. “We can’t just 

leave them there alone, can we? I mean, it’s nuts, right? Man, 

I’m scared. But we have to get them.” The book swung open. It 
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pulled on his hand and he stepped in, shaking from excitement 

and fright. “I’m going in, Peacock!” 

“Okay, whatever. I’m coming with you.” Peacock shivered. 

The little hairs at the nape of his neck stood up, and before he 

had time to blink, the book sucked both of them in. The 

rectangular void dimmed back to yellowing paper stamped with 

words. The pages rose and flipped with a rampant rustle, and 

when the last of them fell into place, the cover shut close with 

a vicious thump, startling the ducks and sending ripples across 

the pond. 

“Happy reading,” rustled the book and sunk into dirt. 
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Chapter 2. The Freezing Book 

When you open a new book, rarely do you know where it will lead 

you. Sometimes it will be dark places, sometimes disturbingly 

white, like this one, cold and blank and endless.  

Bells rubbed her arms. Freezing wind cut through her 

clothes, snowflakes blew in her face. She took a step, slipped, 

and promptly fell over. The ground—solid ice covered by a sheet 

of flurries—met her with bone-chilling hospitality. She 

scrambled up and set her legs apart, looking around, but there 

was nothing to see except drifting twirling fluff. 

“Hello?” Her voice sunk into silence. 

“Anyone here?” She glanced up, fully expecting to see a 

hole or some sort of a passage through which she ended up 

falling. There was nothing, only more of the depressingly 

cottony whiteness. “What is this place? I wonder if I’m 

dreaming. That must be it.” She pinched herself. The snowy 

landscape didn’t change one bit. In fact, it appeared even 

snowier. Bells snorted. “Okay, fine. Whatever you are, I’m not 

giving up so easily. I’m telling you this for the record, in 

case you thought I’m scared.” She pinched herself harder. No 
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change. The first twinge of panic slid down her spine like a 

piece of ice.  

Bells took a deep breath and blew out a tiny cloud of 

warmth. “Okay, okay. I’m okay. I’m inside some stupid book that 

somehow opened up into this stupid winter place, and all I have 

to do is find a way to climb out of here.” As she was talking, 

she noticed that the wind quieted down and every snowflake 

appeared to have grown ears, or else snow started falling 

slower, carefully listening to everything she said. 

“It’s dumb, that’s what I think.” She said a little louder. 

“In fact, I think this book is a slow-witted hare-brained 

goose.” 

The snow stopped. The wind died with a disgruntled sigh. 

“Goose, you say?” Swished the book’s voice over her head. 

“How about this, ill-mannered girl who likes to throw books?”  

A sinister crack ripped through the air, and the ice under 

Bells’ feet shifted and groaned, as if a fissure ran through the 

surface of the frozen lake, because suddenly it became visible 

in all its splendor, an indifferent oval plateau fringed by 

black woods glazed over and frosted into an impenetrable wall. 

Bells cowered and stood like this, expecting the worst, but 

nothing else happened. Not a noise reached her, not a sound. It 

was deadly still. 

She cautiously looked up. “Hey, book?” 
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No answer. 

“I really didn’t mean to throw you, seriously.” There was 

silence. “I was just mad at my mom, and, well...” 

The air around her puffed as if offended. 

“I’m sorry, okay?” 

Without a slightest warning—this is how bad stuff happens 

in books, usually—the ground lifted and threw Bells off her 

feet. She sat back hard on her behind and cried out in pain. 

“No, you’re not.” Whispered the snow, rolling around her in 

great dunes like lips of a giant mouth. “You’re not sorry at 

all. You’re scared, and you’re trying to placate me. Well, it 

won’t work like this, arrogant little girl. You will pay for 

your offense, you and your friends.”     

Bells swallowed. “My friends? They’re here?” 

“Indeed they are.” Said the voice and cracked up in a 

laughter that sounded like ripping paper. “Find them, this is 

your first task, then we will talk some more.” 

“But how can I find them? There is nothing I can see for 

miles except ice and snow, and if I stay here any longer, I will 

freeze to death!” Cried Bells. 

“Suits me.” Said the voice. 

“Who are you?” Asked Bells, faint with fright. 

“Who am I? Why, finally you have asked the right question. 

I’m the Book of Unread Pages.” 
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“Dead? What does that mean?” 

“It means that you, a disrespectful girl, have started 

reading a book and never finished it. Whatever page you have 

stopped on, has fallen out of its book from grief and died and 

floated aimlessly in the void until I found it and bound it to 

others like it. I’m full of them, full of pages flippant readers 

like you have forsaken in favor of some fleeting fancy.” It fell 

silent. 

“But...this doesn’t look like anything I recognize.” Bells 

stared around. “Where am I?” 

“You’re on the page you haven’t finished reading. Isn’t it 

obvious?” 

“No.” Said Bells weakly. Rubbing her arms didn’t help 

anymore, and she started hopping from foot to foot. “I’m really 

cold. How do I get out of here?” 

“I suggest you finish reading it. That is your punishment.” 

The voice rustled so close to her, Bells felt surrounded by it.  

“But there are no words!” she cried. 

“Of course there aren’t. You’re in it.” It cackled.  

The noise chilled Bells’ blood. She peered into snowy mist 

but couldn’t make out any shape. “So what do I do?” 

“You live through it.” 

“What? Live though it? Why?” 

“To make it come back alive, you dim impudent creature.” 
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“But what page is it? From what book?” 

“Guess. If you guess it right and make it to the end, you 

have a chance. Or maybe you don’t. I don’t know. It will depend 

on the mood I’m in. I must say, right now I’m in the mood for a 

nap. You badlings have tired me out.” And with this whatever it 

was talking whooshed up and away in a mist of sparkling 

crystals. The sky, a moment ago choked with heavy snow clouds, 

rapidly cleared and hardened into a cobalt dome crowned with a 

silver sun. 

“Badlings?” Called Bells. “What’s that supposed to mean?” 

No answer.  

“Hello, book? Nice little book of dead pages, are you 

there?” 

The sky gazed at her condescendingly. 

“Guys? Anyone?” Bells walked a short distance, then 

stopped, at once enveloped in a bitter exasperation. 

“You let me fall in, didn’t you. Just like this. I see how 

you are. Sissies.” Saying this word made her feel a bit better, 

just like expressing your distaste for something not necessarily 

bad makes you change your opinion about it towards a slightly 

more favorable one.  

“Okay.” She determinedly marched forward, although it might 

as well have been backward. The lake around her spread equally 

icy in every direction. Snow crunched under her feet. “I have 
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dropped into this dreadful book of dead pages,” she shook a fist 

at the sky, in hopes that the book would hear her and feel the 

full amount of her mounting fury, “and now I need to figure out 

what page from what book I’m on.” 

Luckily, the book didn’t listen. Perhaps it was napping as 

it said it would. 

After a while Bells stopped. She came close to the woods to 

see individual trees. Tall pines and firs, covered with snow, 

hunched under its weight like sullen giants.   

Bells blew on her hands and tucked them in her armpits. 

“Okay, let’s think a little. It’s a lake, a frozen lake. What 

book did I read that had a frozen lake in it?” She squinted 

hard, but by now she was so cold that her thoughts turned to 

churning sludge. 

“I can’t think of anything.” She rubbed her arms. “It seems 

like there is nothing else left for me but to keep walking. 

Otherwise I’ll freeze to death, just like those corpses Grand 

always talks about, in the funeral home freezer.” She shuddered 

at the idea and waded forward, calling out names. 

“Grand? Peacock? Rusty?”  

After wandering about for what felt like an eternity, she 

stumbled on something sprawled across the ice. Whatever it was, 

it was warm and breathing and alive. Bells choked a scream, 

terrified out of her mind, thinking that it might be a sleeping 
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polar bear or some other beast. White fur covered it from head 

to toe. Only it wasn’t fur, it was snow, and it fell off in 

clumps as the figure sat up and dazedly looked around. 

“Huh? Where am I?” 

Bells’ face lit up. “Grand! You’re here! Did you come after 

me, or did the book suck you in too?” 

“Bells, that you?” He blinked. 

“Yes, it’s me. Where are Peacock and Rusty?” 

Grand heaved a heavy sigh and took his sweet time to 

process their surroundings. “I don’t know where they are, Bells, 

I wish I knew. Are we dead?” 

“No, we’re not, silly. We’re in a book of dead pages.” 

Bells tongue moved with difficulty. “And inside it, we’re on a 

page of some book that I didn’t finish reading.” 

“On a page of a book...dead what?” 

“Okay, so this book told me, the one I fell in. It said 

it’s The Book of Dead Pages. It picks up every page that people 

don’t finish reading and adds to itself. That’s why it’s so 

thick. I suppose there are thousands of them, and this is one of 

them, only I don’t remember what book it’s from.” She glanced 

about the desolate lake in hopes of seeing something that would 

jar her memory. “Somehow it must have ended up at our duck pond, 

or maybe someone buried it there on purpose. I wish I never 

found it. I wish I never threw it!” 
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“It’s too late now, Bells, no use wishing for something you 

can’t change.” Grand shook his head, which caused a cascade of 

white powder slide off his face. He pulled himself up. “Did the 

book tell you all this?” 

“Yes. It can talk, remember? It was eerie. This thick 

screeching voice floated around me and I thought it would touch 

me and suffocate me, brrr...” She winced. 

“That doesn’t sound so good.” Said Grand thoughtfully. 

Contrary to Bells who has attained a faint shade of blue in her 

face, he didn’t appear to be suffering from cold. His round 

cheeks blazed bright pink. “But I’m really glad I have found 

you. Did it tell you how we can get out of here?” 

“It did, sort of. I think I have to live through the rest 

of this page and guess what book this is.” 

“And what if you don’t?” 

Bells shrunk a little. “I don’t know.” 

“Um, I do.” Said Grand sadly. “We will stay here forever 

and grow tired and cold, then we will lie down in the snow and 

our blood will chill and our hearts will beat slower and slower 

until—” 

“Okay, Grand, I get it.” Said Bells nervously. “Thank you 

for the image, it’s just what I was missing.” 

“You’re welcome.” Said Grand, nonplussed. “I’m scared of 

what will happen, that is all.” 
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“Boys are not supposed to be scared.” 

“That is not true.” Grand looked her straight in the eye. 

“Everyone gets scared. It’s okay to be scared. Girls always—” 

“Don’t talk to me about what girls do and don’t. I’m a girl 

and I know better.” Bells’ face flushed and she felt a little 

warmer.  

“It would’ve been great if Rusty and Peacock were with us.” 

Grand sighed. 

Bells nearly jumped. “They are, they are here! The book 

told me. How could I forget.” 

“Are they?” Grand smiled. “That’s good. So they went after 

me after all.”  

“Let’s find them.”  

This new purpose filled Bells with energy. She grabbed 

Grand’s hand, marveling at how possibly it could stay so warm in 

this freezing temperature, and together they trudged along the 

bank crusted over with dark layers of ice.  

Not too far off an echo of a voice trailed on the wind. 

Bells gripped Grand’s hand harder. “Did you hear that?” She 

took a deep breath and yelled, “Peacock? Rusty?” 

They struggled up the frigid slope, afraid to slip and 

slide and all. 

“Bells?” Came from behind a snowdrift. 
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They bolted on the direction of the voice and quite 

suddenly collapsed into their friends. There were cries of pain, 

calls of names, then, once they confirmed that all four of them 

were fine and whole and uninjured, exchanges of agitated 

bewilderment over what The Book of Dead Pages told Bells: where 

they were, how they got there, and what they were supposed to do 

to get out. 

“Only I can’t think of what book this is, no matter how 

hard I try.” Said Bells. 

“This is crazy,” said Peacock, his teeth chattering. “I’m 

freezing, by the way. What if you won’t remember? Do we have to 

stay here?” 

“This is cool, man!” Rusty’s exuberance didn’t damped by 

the unfavorable circumstances they were in.  

“No, it’s not. It would’ve been cool if it was warmer.” 

Peacock said with feeling. “Are you interested in turning into 

an icicle, Rusty? I’m not.” 

Bells crossed her arms. “Well, nobody asked you to follow 

me.” 

“Oh, thanks.” Peacock stared at her. “Thanks very much.” 

His nose was dripping from cold, and he held himself in a 

desperate clutch. “We couldn’t just abandon you, could we?” 

Bells squinted. “I bet you were the last to get in.” 

“Yeah, he jumped after me!” Exclaimed Rusty.  
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Peacock gave him a murderous look. 

“Guys, please.” Grand put up his hands. “Not now. We need 

to help Bells figure out what book this is, before we freeze to 

death.”  

“Do we really need to?” Peacock rolled his eyes, which was 

hard to do, as they felt frozen solid in their sockets. “Why 

hurry? I like it here. It’s nice and warm and sunny.” 

Bells pursed her lips. “Stop it, Peacock.”  

Suddenly Rusty gave a start. “What’s that?” 

“Where?” Bells peered into the distance. 

“There, see?” Rusty pointed at a rousing cloud of flurries 

that drifted toward them in a puzzling fashion. It glided. It 

squeaked. And then it rang a bell. 
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Chapter 3. The Zombie Queen 

Never trust appearances on first sight, especially those 

described in books. The author might be fooling you, for all you 

know. Authors are sneaky like that. They show you one thing, and 

just when you thought you have figured it out, it turns out to 

be something completely different.  

To Rusty the eddy of snow wisps looked like a swarm of 

bees, or maybe a giant white chicken. Bells saw a polar bear on 

wheels. Peacock fancied it could be an alien messenger that came 

to abduct them. And only Grand saw it for what it was. 

“Um.” He said. “Guys? You know how you’re supposed to 

escape mortal danger in books?” 

“Yeah?” Asked Bells breathlessly. 

“I think now would be a good time.” He took a cautious step 

back. “Actually, I think running away would be good. Unless, you 

know, you want to be torn to pieces.” 

Peacock has gone white. “It’s the aliens. They will 

experiment on us. They will take us to their ship and—” 

“It will eat us!” Shrieked Bells. “A polar bear!” 

Rusty gave a cry and brandished a stick crusted with ice 

over his head. “We just have to beat them off! My grandma taught 
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me. They’re just bees, see? Come on!” He poked the stick a bit 

too vigorously and knocked himself off his feet. 

“Those aren’t bees, Rusty.” Said Grand with the tone of one 

who pronounces a death sentence. “I think it’s too late to run 

now anyway. It will get us any moment, it will rip out our 

throats and crush our bones and bite and rend and get us all 

infected, and then we will black out and after a while—I’m not 

sure how long it takes, um, but from what I’ve read I think it’s 

a few minutes—we will rise and start looking for victims of our 

own. The only good part in this is, we get to be immortal, until 

someone neutralizes us by destroying our brains.” 

“If that’s the case, my brain is destroyed already.” 

Wheezed Peacock. “Stinky aliens.” 

“Rise as what, exactly?” Asked Bells in a little terrified 

voice, her eyes on the squeaking apparition that has rung the 

bell three times now. 

Grand sighed and opened his mouth to deliver his punch 

line, when Rusty interrupted him, pointing an enthusiastic 

finger. “It’s a zombie!” 

For the next few seconds they held their breath, 

contemplating the strange appearance of a bicycle covered with 

hoarfrost, tiny icicles hanging off its handlebars, and a filthy 

bluish-pale woman—there was no mistaking this was a woman, as 

she wore a torn gown under a mangled fur coat and sported long 
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matted shreds of hair upon her wrinkly scalp. Considering her 

stiff jerky movements, she pedaled quite energetically to within 

a few feet of them, tossed the bike aside, drew herself to a 

full height and leered with a blood-crusted grin, her decaying 

face bruised and disfigured.   

“Sweet sweet badlings,” she croaked, baring her pointed 

teeth, “are you cold? I am Zombie Queen. Come, I will warm you 

up.” She opened her cloak and they saw with horror a ragged 

bloodied dress that indicated multiple fights and a generous 

consumption of raw meat without a care in the world for proper 

table manners or at least for a simple cleanup after she has 

eaten her fill.  

“Uh, no, thank you.” Said Grand in a voice he didn’t know 

he still had. “We are not that cold, actually.” 

Peacock seized his arm. “Aren’t we supposed to run now?” 

“I don’t think we will make it.” Grand worked hard on 

keeping his voice steady, but despite his best efforts it came 

out in a shaken measly squeak. “I don’t think your stick will do 

much good either, Rusty. If I were you, I’d drop it.” 

Rusty, oblivious to Grand’s advice, jumped and waved his 

arms about, one of them clutching the same frosted stick, his 

eyes shiny with feverish agitation. “No way you’re real, no 

way!” He thrust it at the zombie queen and, surprisingly, she 

flinched. Encouraged by this, Rusty advanced. “Come on, guys! 
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We’re in a book! This isn’t real, is it? I mean, really? Is that 

what you guys think? That’s just silly! Silly, right? Only you 

know what? I thought that too, I did! I thought, This is it! 

When I fell in here, I thought I was going to die. For real! And 

then Peacock dropped on me—plop! Right? And I thought, man, it’s 

cold. I thought, This is nuts. So get away from us, stupid 

zombie! Shoo!” 

This was delivered in a few seconds. Exhausted by his rapid 

speech, Rusty caught his breath and waved the stick in front of 

the queen’s face. She followed it with her eyes, an amused 

expression on her face. Her eyebrows slid up and up and up, 

threatening to run off her forehead. 

“I will never throw another book, ever again.” Said Bells. 

While Rusty did his courageous stick dance, she has gathered 

snow and rolled it into a ball. It has melted in her hands to a 

perfectly round shape, and she hurled it at the zombie with 

precision typically reserved for flinging pebbles across the 

duck pond. Her aim was true. It hit the zombie in the face and 

plastered over her eye like a white eye-patch. 

Another snowball, thrown by Peacock, obliterated her other 

eye. True to her character, she blindly groped around, groaning 

and dragging her feet like a proper zombie should, although it 

seemed a tad exaggerated. 

Grand frowned. He detected a new noise. 
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As is usually the case with zombies, where there is one, 

there are two, or two hundred, or two thousand, depending on how 

scary the author wants the story to be. In this case it was two 

only, at least for the moment. 

From behind a snow dune a head appeared, then a thin figure 

of a boy. He looked positively dead, if not for his moving 

colorless eyes. His blond hair was covered with snowflakes that 

didn’t melt and sat on it in an uneven sparkling layer. His skin 

was hoary, and his voice had a metallic ring to it. 

“Rawr!” He groaned and shuffled to the zombie woman, his 

arms outstretched, his feet turned out and scraping ice with 

every step. 

“Um.” Said Grand. 

“Another one! Get him!” With a shrill war cry Rusty lunged 

for the boy.  

The boy withdrew, fright contorting his face. 

“Aha! You’re scared!” Rusty brandished the stick around 

without a real aim, exhilarated by his own bravery. 

The zombie queen cowered under the snowballs that were 

smacking into her every few seconds. “Stop! I’m trying to help 

you!” 

Bells, her ponytail askew from all the commotion, was 

scooping more snow with red unfeeling hands. “Help us? Yeah, 

right. I’ll show you.” She muttered. “I’ll show you, you book of 
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dead pages. You lied to me. I don’t remember reading this story. 

I have never read anything as dimwitted as this. This is 

complete and utter rubbish!” She straightened and suddenly froze 

mid-throw, an arm flung out over her head. 

The zombie queen was now trying to smile, not in a sinister 

hungry zombie way, but in a friendly accomplished way, although 

how it was possible and where the change came from, Bells 

couldn’t comprehend. She glanced around. Rusty poked his stick 

at the zombie boy and Grand nodded his head as if everything 

made perfect sense. Only Peacock stared from Bells to woman to 

Bells again, thoroughly puzzled. 

“That was good, wasn’t it?” Said the zombie queen with a 

hint of pride. 

Bells blinked. “What?” 

“Are you scared?” 

It took Bells a moment to gather her wits and come up with 

a disinterested and convincing—or so she hoped—lie. “Scared of 

who, you?” She said airily. “Pfft. Not one bit.” She dangerously 

weighted the snowball in her hand, as if ready to chuck it. 

“Hey, Bells?” Called Rusty. He managed to struck a 

conversation with the zombie boy. “This is Kay. Kay, this is 

Bells, Peacock, and Grand.” 
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“Nice to meet you.” Said the boy, beaming in a pleasant 

non-zombie way. “We’re sorry it had to be this way. But it was 

quite entertaining, wasn’t it?” 

“Kay!” The zombie woman clasped her forehead, which made 

part of the bloody frost peel off her face and crumble to her 

feet. Underneath it was smooth pale skin. “You were not supposed 

to. Not yet. What have you done now, you naughty boy. I shall 

kiss you to death.” 

The boy grinned. “Nope. You can’t. That’s not until the 

next page.” 

“It’s your luck Mad—” She covered her mouth, horrified. 

“You see what you do? You almost made me say too much.” 

“Does it matter when, though?” Kay looked up with innocent 

puppy eyes. “Please? I’m so bored, I can’t wait any longer. 

Besides,” he lowered his voice to a conspiratorial whisper, 

“it’s napping anyway.” 

“Do you understand what is going on?” Asked Bells Grand. 

“Um.” He scratched his nose. “Maybe?” 

Rusty elbowed Kay, “come on, tell them.” 

“Hang on.” Kay was waiting for the signal from the woman.  

Peacock gazed at the spectacle with an occasional roll of 

the eyes and quick sneaky glances at his friends, to see if his 

obvious contempt had any effect on them. Which, naturally, it 

didn’t, as they were absorbed in the conversation. He stomped, 
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for the added effect. Alas, nobody noticed. “This is ridiculous, 

if you ask me.” He said, elegantly tossing his hair. As nobody 

asked him what he meant, he grew quiet. 

“Have you guessed?” Asked the zombie queen. 

Bells shifted uncomfortably. “Guessed what?”  

“What book you’re in.” 

“Er.” Said Bells.  

Kay gave the queen a knowing look. “I don’t think she has. 

Should we show her?” 

“Is that what you want to do?” 

The boy shrugged.   

The queen winked. “You don’t remember reading about Kay?” 

Bells raised her head high. “Of course I do.” 

“Oh, you do, do you?” Said Peacock derisively and kicked at 

the snow. “Since when?” 

“Since now.” Parried Bells. 

“Then why don’t you tell us?” 

Red spotted her cheeks, but she was determined to play out 

the lie to the very end. “As soon as I’ll tell you, who knows 

what happens? The book didn’t explain it to me.” 

“Oh, yes it did. You said so yourself.” Peacock stepped up 

to Bells. She narrowed her eyes. “Well, maybe I don’t want to go 

yet. Maybe I want to talk to...” She nodded at the zombies. 

“You don’t know.” Concluded Peacock triumphantly. 
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For a moment Bells couldn’t find a word in her defense. 

“I’ll give you a clue.” Said the zombie queen with a kindly 

smile. “If I breathe on you, you’ll frost over and turn blue and 

die.” She approached Bells, who hastily retreated. “And if I 

kiss you, your heart will turn into a lump of ice. The more I 

kiss you, the colder you will get, until, well, you die again. 

Does that ring a bell?” 

“The bicycle bell?” Blurted Bells, surprising herself.  

“Oh, that? No. That’s just part of the disguise. It was my 

clever idea. I thought maybe it wouldn’t be as scary for you, 

since you’re so fond of your bikes.” 

Then she started peeling off her face. Quite literally, she 

hooked her blue nail under her chin and in a swift yank tore off 

a chunk of skin. Bells would’ve yelled, if her throat weren’t so 

dry. The freezing weather didn’t help either. She expected to 

see a skull underneath. Instead, she perceived a marble-smooth 

face. With another masterful move the woman took off her wig, 

and then ripped off the bloody rags frosted over the glittering 

silver gown. 

Bells gasped from surprise.  

In front of her stood a regal lady, good-looking to the 

point of mathematical perfection, slender and almost 

transparent, as if made of ice. She smiled, revealing dazzlingly 

white teeth. “Better?” 
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“I think so.” Bells looked at the boys, who weren’t much 

help. Mouths open, they were gaping at this new attraction with 

an abandon of one who has been struck with a stupefying daze.  

“She is so pretty!” Said Rusty. 

“I know...” Echoed Peacock, his green eyes wide. 

Grand didn’t say anything, he simply stared, his entire 

face the color of deep ruddy sunset, steam coming off it in an 

almost visible mist. 

Bells shook her head and professed one word that carried a 

million meanings in it, “Boys.” 

The woman seemed to enjoy the attention and was sending air 

kisses and breathing around at various objects that immediately 

frosted over with intricate sparkling swirls, stars, and other 

mesmerizing designs that usually appear on the windows in the 

wintry mornings. 

Kay elbowed her. He looked like a normal boy now, only very 

pale. “Sorry to interrupt, but it’s time.” 

“Oh, yes, yes, of course.” She coughed in her fist and 

smoothed her coat that now looked like the most exquisite white 

fur made of fresh snow. 

The lake rattled, startling them all, then a raspy cough 

shook the sky and a voice rustled over their heads, “Ahem. What 

exactly are you doing?” 

Kay’s eyes widened. “Oops, I think we woke Mad Tome.” 
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“Act scared,” the zombie queen hissed at the badlings, “go 

on. Now!” And she stuck out her arms and waddled and grumbled 

and overall strained to enact a zombie in pursuit of sweet juicy 

victims. 

It took them a moment. 

“Oh no!” Cried Bells and clasped her face in mock distress. 

“They are going to get us!” 

“We better run.” Picked up Peacock. 

“They are very scary!” Rusty waited for Grand to add his 

lamenting comment, but Grand said his usual “Um.”  

“Run, run.” Said the queen through teeth, and together, 

slipping and sliding on the frozen lake, they took off into more 

undefined whiteness until the ground under their feet changed 

from sleek and smooth to coarse and frigid and they collapsed on 

the edge of the lake at the foot of dark looming woods. If it 

was possible, individual pines and firs and other tree varieties 

ushered them further into the forest, slapping boughs and 

branches on their behinds. Here, in the murky shadow, they 

stopped, breathing out great puffs of air. 

“Well, this is unfortunate, but we must leave you now. We 

need to the beginning of the page, before Mad—” The woman bit 

her lip. “Before we will be missed. Have you guessed what book 

this is?” She sounded eager and hopeful. 
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“You mean, you’re not a zombie queen?” Said Bells, hugging 

herself. Her nose was running, and she wiped it with her sleeve. 

“I had to pretend. I’m actually a...different kind of 

queen.” She stood straight. “Can’t you see? Don’t I look 

queenly?”  

Kay was tugging on the queen’s sleeve and pointing. Bells 

turned in the direction of his finger. Through the trees the 

lake shone like a steel knife blade. A cutting wind blew wisps 

of snowflakes in the wake of something moving across it, 

something white, shrouded in sprays of crystals. Faint gallop 

grew steadily louder, and in the next moment a sleigh drawn by 

three white horses swished past them. 

“The Snow Queen.” Said Bells and swirled around. “You’re 

the Snow Queen! But...it’s Maria’s book, I didn’t even read it 

till the end, I only—” She stared. “I stopped on that page where 

The Snow Queen leaves Kay to go off to the summer lands and 

bring them winter...” 

“At last.” Said The Snow Queen. “I was beginning to worry. 

Unfortunately, that was my sleigh, and I really need to be 

going.” 

“Wait. But why were you a zombie?” 

The Snow Queen regarded Bells impatiently. “Oh, that was a 

disguise, to make you guess harder. I had to do it, because Mad—

” She bit her lip. “Kay, we must go now.” She gripped his arm. 
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“Who is Mad Tome?” Asked Peacock. 

“Shhh!” The woman pressed a finger to her lips. 

“Oh, it’s too late now. It heard us. It’s the book of 

unread pages,” explained Kay. “Only it doesn’t like us calling 

it in this way, it thinks it doesn’t sound important enough. In 

general, it’s not a good idea to mention it by name, because 

then it hears you and—” 

“I heard that.” Boomed a voice above. 

Kay spread his arms. “See? I told you. Now it will get mad 

at us. You might as well go to the next page, before it sends 

you there.” 

“Then why did you just mentioned it?” Asked Bells, puzzled. 

Kay beckoned to them and whispered. “I’m trying to irritate 

it.”  

“I have heard what you said.” Rustled Mad Tome through the 

trees.  

The Snow Queen shrunk and glanced around. “Anyway,” she 

added quickly. “I suggest you go to the next page, before it 

gets really mad.” 

“I’m beyond mad now.” Mad Tome boomed, and the large heaps 

of snow fell on badlings’s heads, shaken from the pine boughs 

hanging overhead. They didn’t have time to scream. The ground 

under their feet trembled and bulged and careened. It was 

lifting as if a gigantic page was turning to the next one. They 
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fell over each other and rolled through the trees, down, down, 

to a flat glade where they abruptly stopped, hitting the base of 

a large fir. 

Snow got into Bells mouth and eyes. Her hands froze into 

claws. She dug herself out with stubborn determination and sat 

up, dizzy. “Guys? Is everyone okay?” 

“Sort of.” Said Peacock, brushing the snow off his hair. 

Rusty was the first to stand up. “Whoa!” He reached to 

touch the space next to the fir tree. 

It was a blank nothing, misty and damp, as if the world of 

the snow and frost and ice had been neatly cut off and thrust in 

a middle of a cloud. They were on the edge of a horrible 

precipice. 

Bells cautiously peaked down. “We are floating in air.” She 

turned to the boys. “There is nothing there.” 

“Oh yes, there is, you cheating lying girl.” Mad Tome’s 

rustling voice sent goose bumps along her back. “You didn’t 

guess the book properly, you cheated.” 

“How did I cheat?” Said Bells indignantly. “I did guess 

it.” 

“No, you didn’t. You were supposed to guess through 

disguise, and it took for The Snow Queen to show herself for you 

to make up your mind. Well, too bad. For that you get to guess 

another book, and another, and another, until I’m satisfied.” 
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“But—”  

“Happy guessing.” 

The forest floor slipped from underneath them, and they 

tumbled headlong into the hole below that felt like a fired up 

furnace impatiently waiting to fry them alive. 
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Chapter 4. The Baby Prince 

Good books like to surprise you the moment you feel comfortable 

and grasp the story. Good books like to do it, but not Mad Tome. 

Mad Tome, being a bad book, liked to rudely throw readers for a 

loop on every page without so much as a pause to catch their 

breath or to take a bite of a doughnut.  

And so it was that instead of munching on something sweet, 

Grand found himself chewing sand. He opened his mouth and 

energetically spit, coughing. Next to him Peacock and Rusty did 

the same. There was no sign of Bells.  

All around them spread the desert. Countless bleached dunes 

rippled into infinity, the bright blue sky held a blinding sun, 

and the air felt too dry to breathe.  

“What is this place?” Said Peacock, wiping his mouth. His 

hands and feet tingled, and his nose burned from the heat. 

“Where is Bells?” Said Grand, looking around. “Bells?” 

“Bells!” Picked up Rusty. “Bells!” 

“Here!” Came a feeble voice from above. A few seconds later 

Bells slid down the slope of an enormous barchan. The boys 

watched her descend in a shower of dust that grew to a torrent 

of swirling grit and finally dropped right on top of them. They 
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yelped. Bells squealed. They disentangled and lay on their 

backs, breathless, gradually sinking into the warmth the way you 

sink into a bath that’s too hot but so pleasant that you don’t 

mind your skin burning and lower yourself in, bit by bit, with a 

quiet sigh of, “Ahhh.” 

“Ahhh.” Said Bells. 

“Ahhh.” Echoed the boys. 

They looked at each other and giggled. 

The buzzing sensation of heat was so enjoyable that for a 

while none of them spoke. All they did was sit back and feel 

their hands and feet hum and their minds thaw and their bodies 

relax. This lasted a few minutes, then it became too much. They 

started sweating. 

Bells redid her ponytail and vigorously brushed herself in 

an attempt to get rid of the sand grains. Her eyelids drooped 

and she yawned. 

“Stop it.” Said Peacock and yawned too. 

“I can’t stop.” Said Bells crossly. “I can’t control 

nature. I feel sleepy and I yawn and that’s that.” 

“Oh really? You seem to be controlling your other natural 

needs very well.” Said Peacock with a sly grin. 

“I already took care of that, you dolt.” Said Bells and 

motioned to the crest of the barchan. 
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“I’d be too scared to pee in the desert.” Said Grand with a 

dejected sigh. “I mean, the way girls pee. You have to take off 

your pants and squat. Can you imagine if a scorpion or a snake 

bites your butt? Then you wouldn’t be able to sit down if you 

felt tired, and the poison would spread and make it look like a 

red balloon and in your deathly convulsions you wouldn’t even—” 

“If you won’t shut up, I will bite you instead of a snake.” 

Said Bells with feeling. “And I will make sure to inject as much 

venom as a thousand cobras.” 

“I’ll go pee!” exclaimed Rusty suddenly. “I’ll be right 

back!” He laboriously toiled up a dune, sending down rivulets of 

sand.  

“Don’t let the scorpions eat you!” Called Peacock after him 

and peered at Bells questioningly. 

“Yes?” She said. 

“Aren’t you confused?” He asked. 

“Confused?” She made a face. “Why?”  

“Because I’m confused, okay? By everything that has 

happened. First we drop into this weird book, whatever its name—

” 

“The book of unread pages,” supplied Bells and lowered her 

voice, “Mad Tome. Remember, it’s not a good idea to say it out 

loud.” 

“All right, Mad Tome it is.” 
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The sand underneath them trembled. 

“Shhh.” Said Bells accusingly. “It will hear you.”  

“Holy cow.” Peacock’s hair stood on end. He gripped onto 

sand as if it would make him stay put. The tremor passed and all 

was still again. “This is crazy. This...book got us here because 

of you, Bells.” 

“Thanks for the reminder.” She scoffed. 

Peacock ignored her. “I wasn’t planning to freeze by that 

lake or talk to that zombie snow princess—” 

“Snow Queen.” Corrected him Bells. 

“Fine, Snow Queen. Look, I don’t understand why we had to 

go here. I get why you had to go here, for punishment or 

whatever, but what do we have to do with it?” 

“I thought you went after me on your own!” Cried Bells. 

“Well, what else were we supposed to do?” He looked at 

Grand. 

Grand shrugged. 

“Why do you always shrug. Don’t you have anything to say?” 

“You guys don’t like it when I say things.” Said Grand with 

a flat tone of someone preparing for the worst stroke of luck in 

his life. “You always interrupt me, and then when you interrupt 

me I lose my thought and it takes me a while to find it again, 

so I better not say anything at all, because then you won’t like 

me anymore and stop being my friends and one day I will find 
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myself all alone sitting in a room and spending the rest of my 

days like that until I grow old and die.” He stopped because of 

the sudden silence. “What?” 

“Nothing.” Said Bells and Peacock, stealing a glance at 

each other. 

“You think it’s funny.” Grand sighed.  

“No, it’s not. We don’t think it’s funny at all.” Lied 

Bells with the most innocent face she could muster. “It’s just 

that...your stories tend to be so pessimistic, and we are kind 

of in a pessimistic situation right now, so, you know, it would 

be great to talk about something uplifting for a change?” 

“Like about how we can get out of here?” Offered Peacock.  

“Okay, okay, I understand you’re worried.” 

“I’m not worried!” He threw up his hands. “Who said I’m 

worried?” 

“Okay, you’re not worried. But let me explain how I 

understand it, and we can go from there. Deal?” 

The boys looked at Bells.  

“Well then, here is what I think.” She flipped her ponytail 

back, aware of the admirable attention and at the same time of 

the silence around. Apart from their own voices and the thin 

hissing of an occasional breeze, no other noises reached them, 

and Bells’ stomach gave an unpleasant jolt. They were in the 

middle of the desert, and people died in the desert from the 
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lack of water and food. She suddenly wished for a glass of 

water. “I think,” she began, her voice shaking a little, 

“because I threw the book at the ducks it got pissed off, like 

it said, and it sent me inside of it, though I don’t understand 

how it’s possible—” 

“Neither do I.” Interjected Peacock. 

Bells regarded him sternly. “Please don’t interrupt me. 

Anyway, as I was saying, as inconceivable as it may seem—” 

“What does that mean?” 

“Peacock.” Bells said in exasperation. 

“What? I don’t understand what you’re saying. Where do you 

pick up these words?” 

“In books, you doodle. Now, if you interrupt me one more 

time, I will—”  

“At least it’s not cold here.” Said Grand suddenly, his 

face lax and sweaty, his eyes closed.  

Bells threw him a murderous look. 

“It’s like in a sauna.” He continued, oblivious to her 

scalding stare. “Although I think I prefer the frozen lake to 

the desert. What if we fry alive here? In my mom’s funeral home 

they have this incinerator, and when the relatives want their 

dead to be cremated, they—” 

“Grand! Can we not talk about dead people for a while?” 

Bells positively fumed. “You know what? If you don’t want to 
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listen to me, and if you’d rather do something else, go ahead. 

I’m not forcing you to.” She crossed her arms. 

“Oh.” Grand opened his eyes. “Sorry, Bells, I didn’t 

realize. I started thinking and then I got a few ideas, and 

because you guys said you liked to listen to my stories, I 

thought...I was going to suggest a few things.” 

Peacock smirked. “What things? Like how to come out of an 

incinerator alive?” 

“That’s not funny.” 

“It’s not supposed to be funny.” 

“Guys! Guys!” Rusty yelled at them and waved both arms from 

behind the dune. They have forgotten about him altogether. He 

clambered on top, toppled over it and half-crawled, half-waded 

to them through the sand. “You wouldn’t believe it!” His eyes 

glistened with amazement. “Guess what I saw?” 

“What?” They said. 

“A baby!” 

“A what?” Bells stood up. 

Grand shielded his eyes with a pudgy hand. “Um, I think 

he’s right.” 

“What the...” Peacock squinted. 

On top of the sand hill stood a baby in a diaper, plump and 

rosy, happily sucking on a pacifier. The only other item of 

clothing it wore was a bib encrusted with porridge or some other 
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pureed food. The baby didn’t appear to be suffering from 

sunburns or any effects of the scorching heat. It shrieked 

happily and slid down the slope like down the slide in a park 

until it came to a stop right by the badlings’ feet. 

They stared at it laboriously pulling itself up and swaying 

from left to right until it found enough balance to stand 

straight. It looked up at them, its pacifier hanging out of its 

full lips. On its bib faded blue letters spelled, THE BABY 

PRINCE. 

“Hello badlings.” Said the baby. “Feeling warm yet?” 

Bells felt her feverish forehead. “Badlings?” 

“Badlings. Bad children who don’t finish reading books. Are 

you not?” 

“That’s what the book called us...” Bells trailed off. 

Peacock blinked several times. 

Rusty beamed, as if this was the most exciting thing in the 

world, to meet a talking baby while stranded in the desert in an 

unpredictable book that promised to get even madder. 

“That’s it.” Said Grand and patted the top of his head. It 

was too warm for comfort. “We had a heat stroke and are 

hallucinating. Soon we will lose our consciousness and—” Bells 

nudged him. “It’s facts about what happens after a heat stroke. 

What’s wrong with that?” 
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“Everything.” Said Bells and turned to the baby. “Hi, er, 

baby. Who are you?” 

“The baby prince.” Said the baby, a little stung. “Can’t 

you read?” 

“It says on the bib, Bells.” Said Peacock with a victorious 

smile. “You should ask him what book this is instead, so we can 

leave sooner.” 

“You can ask him yourself, if you’re so smart.” Hissed 

Bells out of the corner of her mouth, envious that she wasn’t 

the first to make the connection.  

“That’s not very nice.” The baby prince studied the 

badlings as if they were new toys to grab and play with and 

perhaps tear off their heads and limbs for such an uncouth 

greeting. “And I was going to help you. I was going to risk my 

precious position. Maybe I should leave and not bother.” He 

pouted and opened his mouth, as if to wail. 

“Very funny.” Said Peacock crossly. “The Snow Queen wanted 

to help us too, and it got us here instead.” 

The baby whimpered. 

“Hey, baby prince!” Said Rusty loudly, “Please don’t cry! 

We’re not mean, I swear! Really!” He took the baby prince’s hand 

and shook it such with vigor that the pacifier fell out of his 

mouth and swung back and forth on the ribbon. “It’s very nice to 

meet you! I’m Rusty and these are my friends, Bells, Peacock, 
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and Grand.” He let go of baby’s hand. It smacked down on his 

thigh.  

The baby prince hiccupped. “Peacock? That’s a funny name.” 

“What’s so funny about it?” Said Peacock a little hurt, 

smoothing his turquoise hair. 

Rusty was too enthralled to notice that it wasn’t his turn 

to talk. “So, hey, Baby Prince, is that your real name?” 

The baby prince began to answer, but Rusty cut in, too 

excited to hold back. “Man, that’s cool! Are you a prince for 

real? Like, royal and stuff? So, like, I told you I’m Rusty, 

right? Well, I think Baby Prince is just a nickname, right? You 

must be John or Bob or something. I tell you what, I’ll tell you 

my real name, and you can tell me your real name. My real name 

is Russell Jagoda, only you say it with “ya”, not “ja”, got it? 

It actually means “berry” in Polish. My grandma is from Poland, 

right? Where are you from?” At this Rusty had to take a breath. 

“Rusty, stop it. You’re overwhelming him.” Bells pulled him 

by the sleeve. “Let him talk, okay?” 

“Sure! But it’s a cool name! I wonder if he has a real 

name! What do you think it is?” 

“I think I’m more interested in the fact that he can talk.” 

“Of course I can talk.” Squeaked the baby prince, 

thoroughly offended. “What did you think?”  

“Oh, sorry, I’m...I was assuming, since you’re a baby...” 
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“Obviously. This is so irritating.” The baby prince sucked 

on the pacifier to calm down, then took it out with a loud plop. 

“I must confess, everyone always thinks that. Frankly, I’m 

getting tired of this...camouflage.” He suddenly came closer to 

them, speaking quieter and throwing cautious glances around, as 

if checking if anyone was eavesdropping. “I don’t look like a 

big boy, do I?” 

This took the badlings by surprise. “No.” They said. 

“Phew, good.” Said the baby prince. “I was a tad worried. 

Glad you think so.” He waddled even closer and beckoned them to 

bend to his height. “Help us, please.” 

“I thought you said you wanted to help us?” Asked Peacock. 

“Yes, we want to help you to help up. The Unread sent me 

here, they wanted me to ask you, before it’s too late. It’s 

gotten madder and madder, and we’re afraid of what it might to 

do us next. First, we had play out our pages over and over 

again, without being able to come and visit our books. Then it 

made us seek out badlings and put them through guessing tests, 

just like you. Most of them guessed our stories too easily, so 

now it’s demanding we change appearance. Look at me. Can you 

imagine anything more hideous? When I go back to my...moon, 

my...my... cactus won’t recognize me, and my...camel will chew 

it off and—” 

“Whoa! You have a camel?” Rusty sniggered. 
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“Rusty, shut up!” Shushed him Bells. “Go on.” 

“No. Yes. I don’t know.” Wailed the baby. “This is all very 

confusing to me.” 

“It’s very confusing to us.” Said Bells. “Can you tell us 

more about The Unread?” 

“Wait.” Said Peacock. “What test? Is this a test of some 

kind?” 

“I thought as much.” Sighed Grand. “I imagine if we won’t 

pass it, our punishment will be a slow and painful death.” 

This time not only his friends, but the baby prince too 

gave him the glare that didn’t invite any more morbid 

ruminations. He talked so quietly, they could barely hear him. 

“Promise me you won’t breathe a word about this to the...book? 

You know the one I’m talking about?” 

“Mad—” Began Rusty, but Bells cupped his mouth just in 

time. “Yes, we promise.” She said as quietly as she dared, “Who 

is The Unread?”   

“That’s not important right now. What’s important is, we 

want you to destroy it.” 

“Destroy what?” Asked Peacock. 

“The...book.” 

“How?” Asked Bells. “And what will happen if we do?”  

There was a tremor that felt like the yawning and crackling 

of bones in a huge mouth hanging somewhere above them in the 
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sky. Blood drained out of baby prince’s face. He clapped hands 

and cooed gaily. “Hello! Are you my new pets?” 

“Pets?” Repeated Bells. The change was so sudden, she 

startled. 

“I knew it. How lovely!” The baby prince clapped and 

winked. “You are my new pets, and I will train you.” 

“Train us?” Peacock gaped. “To do what?” 

“To do tricks for me!” He took out the pacifier and beetled 

his brows. “No, wait, that’s on the other page, not on this one. 

I don’t like this impersonation, it makes me so forgetful. Ah, I 

remember. You are to be...anacondas! I am to meet you, and you 

are to bite me, and I am to die. That’s it.” 

“Anacondas?” Bells looked at the boys, stumped. “Okay, this 

is getting weirder and weirder.” 

“I thought you were supposed to guess what book this is so 

we can get out?” Said Peacock sarcastically. 

“I don’t remember reading anything about a baby in the 

desert, okay? And why is it always about me? Why do you always 

poke me like I’m the only one who’s done something wrong? What 

about you? Is there a book you haven’t finished reading?” 

Peacock paled a little. “No.” He suddenly became very 

interested in his hair. 

Grand cleared his throat and winked. “Um, baby prince? Do 

you mind, um, can you tell us what book this is? It is getting 
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very hot and we very much would like to get out of here.” Sweat 

rolled off his round face. He wiped it with the back of his 

hand, looking at the baby prince expectantly. 

The baby prince considered. “Well, I would love to, don’t 

take me wrong, but I’m not supposed to, unfortunately.” He 

raised his voice. “It’s terrible that I can’t help you in any 

way. There is absolutely nothing I can do.” He spread his arms 

to demonstrate the futility of their request. 

“Can’t you help us at all? Can you maybe tell us who you 

are, you know, underneath your disguise?” Bells winked. 

“Oh, no. I can’t do that. It would get me in a lot of 

trouble.” The baby prince winked back. 

The ground rumbled alarmingly. 

The baby prince pulled Bells down and talked feverishly 

into her ear. “I don’t have much time, but I’ll try and explain 

as much as I can. You see, my book is a Copy Wight. You,” he 

thrust a pudgy finger at her, “stopped reading it on this page, 

so it ended up in here. When my book lands in the Manic Domain, 

then I can stop wearing this pitiful costume, but it will take 

years. If you destroy the...book, I can get back home 

instantly.” 

“Copy Wights?” Bells frowned. “Manic Domain? What’s that?” 

“Copy Wights are dead books. My book isn’t very dead yet, 

so it can’t be mentioned in other books, you know, like in Mad—”  
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A harsh wind beat on them out of nowhere, throwing sand in 

their faces, and a rustling voice announced over the desert, 

“That’s enough! Next thing I know, you will tell them who you 

really are. Can’t rely on anyone these days, how very 

irritating.”     

“Guys?” Rusty pointed at the dunes. As expected, they 

formed a mouth that sneered in the most unpleasant manner.  

“Hey, Mad Tome!” He called, angered by what the baby prince 

told them. “How was the nap?” 

The sand mouth migrated closer him and asked with sinister 

glee, “Do you have anything against naps, you lippy brazen boy?” 

“Nope!” Exclaimed Rusty. “I love naps! My grandma and I 

always take naps on the weekends. But I have something against 

you!” 

His friends shushed him, but it was too late. 

“Do you now?” Said Mad Tome. “How interesting. And what is 

it, if I may be so bold so as to inquire?” 

“I don’t like it how you treat your characters!”  

“Would you like a taste of that treatment? You said you 

like naps, how about a nap, then?” 

Before Rusty could answer, Mad Tome’s mouth disappeared. 

The sand under his feet swelled into an enormous hand that 

seized him by the waist and threw him across the desert to the 
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very edge of the page, where the ground peeled off from under 

the sand, curled, and swiped him into oblivion. 

“Rusty!” Cried the badlings and rushed after him, Mad Tome 

and the baby prince forgotten. It was an easy idea, but not easy 

going. Their feet sunk in the thick sand, and when they made it 

to the spot where Rusty vanished, they gasped. The desert ended 

sharply into the same misty nothing they saw before, its only 

positive characteristic being the cool air brushing their faces. 

“Where did he go?” Asked Bells incredulously. 

“To another page, where else?” Said Peacock. 

“Let’s go after him.” Her throat felt parched, and she 

badly wanted a drink of water. 

“And how do you suggest we do that?” 

“Dig, you dolt.”  

“Dig?” 

“Don’t you get it?” She rounded on Peacock. “We are on a 

page, so underneath all this sand there must be paper. That 

means, if we dig, we might lift it and get in.” She scooped two 

handfuls of sand, which was a rather useless activity, as more 

sand streamed into the spot she had just cleared out.  

“I don’t think we need to dig anymore.” Said Grand with a 

tinge of panic.  

“That’s right.” Rustled Mad Tome. “Let’s see what you make 

of this book.” 
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“Are you going to keep throwing us from page to page to 

guess them?” Asked Bells. What she really wanted to ask was, 

what kind of test they are being put through, but she didn’t 

dare, remembering the baby prince’s words. 

“I might. I might not. It depends on you. So far you have 

proven your naïve impertinence, immaturity, and foolishness. 

However, you have provided me with entertainment. If you keep 

going like this, I might even skip my nap to watch you closer.” 

The page heaved. Bells pitched forward, toppled over the 

boys, and cascaded down the slope into the widening gap between 

the desert edge and the void. It opened with grim familiarity, 

welcoming three screaming badlings into its depths. 

Bells worked herself into frenzy, kicking and screaming. 

“Mad Tome, stop it! Please! Can’t we come to some kind of an 

agreement?” 

“Agreement?” Mad Tome cackled. “You should’ve thought of 

this before you threw me, you shameless cocky girl.” 

The page wiggled from under Bells; she sped down. Peacock 

and Grand slid past her and with a cry of horror fell in. Bells 

managed to grab on to a root, her legs dangling over the abyss. 

She hopelessly clenched her fingers, knowing it was futile and 

suddenly feeling furious. 

“Nobody asked you to show up at our duck pond, you know!” 

She yelled, hoping Mad Tome would bite the bait. 
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“You are exactly right.” Rustled Mad Tome. “It wasn’t me 

who put me there.” 

“Who was it?” 

“I’m not telling you. That, my cheeky girl, you will have 

to figure out on your own.” 

Bells wanted to say that she already had. Her hold 

weakened. She let go, flailing her arms and pedaling her legs. 

The last thing she saw, before hurling onto the next page, was a 

sneering face made of sand bleached white by the hot desert sun. 
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Chapter 5. The Magician’s Pig 

It’s unadvisable to share your secrets with those who have no 

inclination to like you. Mad Tome wrongly concluded that having 

power over its characters would lead to their complete 

obedience. On the contrary, torn out of their rightful books and 

forced to lie, they despised it from day one, even those who 

have found themselves in a more favorable embodiment.  

One of them currently spied on Rusty, pretending to be a 

stray pig in the middle of a grassy paddock, lapping up water 

from a trough. 

Rusty was lying on the turf. It smelled fresh and moist, as 

if recently sprinkled with rain. He propped himself up on the 

elbows, dizzy. It took him a moment to remember what happened 

this morning. In fact, it took him several moments to remember 

anything at all.  

“Rusty.” He said, testing his voice. “That sounds familiar. 

It’s my name, right? I think it is. Is it? No, I think my name 

is Russell. Rusty is my nickname...” He absentmindedly stroked 

the grass. It was cool and wet. “Wait, why is my nickname 

Rusty?” He stared dumbly at the blades hung with dew. “I’m 
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thirsty.” He ripped a handful and licked off the water. It 

didn’t taste very good, so he spit it out and looked around.  

He sat in the middle of a large green field. It would’ve 

been a perfectly ordinary vista to behold, if not for round 

aluminum basins wedged into the ground every couple yards. Above 

this bizarre topography arched a green sky with a green sun, so 

the light stood in shafts of greenish haze. It smelled enticing 

and it made his thoughts muddled and confused. 

“No way! Is this the Wizard of Oz?” Said Rusty to nobody in 

particular, because there wasn’t anyone to talk to. “No, I guess 

it isn’t. Man, this sucks. If I have guessed it right, I 

would’ve come out of here already! That’s the rules, right?” He 

shook his head, trying to clear it. “The rules for what, though? 

I thought I was supposed to guess what book this page is from, 

but why?” There was no one to answer, but someone looked at him. 

Rusty sensed the stare on his back and twisted around. 

By one of the basins stood a pig. Its coarse black hair 

covered it from blunt head to curled little tail. It had 

countless wrinkles on its snout, which made it look angry, but 

its beady eyes signified a friendly curiosity. They stared at 

each other for a brief moment, then the pig stuck its nose into 

the trough and snorted. When that had no effect on gaping Rusty, 

it clopped over the edge and jumped in the middle, splashing 

water all around. Its short powerful legs tensed, and it sprung 
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up, producing an unsettling bang with its hooves upon landing. 

Then it looked at Rusty again with—if you can imagine it—an 

inviting grin. 

“A pig?” Rusty giggled. “A jumping pig in the green field?” 

Then it hit him. “Water!” He leapt to the nearest bowl, dunked 

in his head, and drunk until he belched. 

Then he looked up, his face dripping. His head cleared. It 

was so quiet he could hear his heart thumping. 

“Bells!” He exclaimed. “That’s it. Bells called me Rusty. 

It’s because I snigger all the time. Hey, Bells? Are you here?” 

His words drifted into the bleary silence. 

“Peacock? Grand? Where is everyone?”  

There was no echo. The air was pleasantly cool, not too 

warm, not to cold, and Rusty’s eyelids began to droop. He yawned 

and pulled himself up, stumbling from basin to basin. 

The pig watched him, one ear twitching. 

“Guys! Is this some kind of a game? Are you hiding? Come 

on, I don’t want to play anymore.” The more Rusty called on 

them, the more he was certain that he was alone. “Hey, cut it 

out! I’m tired of this. Where are you?” 

He plopped down by the pig and scratched under its muzzle, 

feeling confounded again. “Hey, piggy. Do you have any idea why 

I’m here? I can’t remember, I don’t know why. We were biking to 

the duck pond, right? Then I think we fell in somewhere, and I 
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was supposed to guess what book—” He stopped abruptly, struck by 

a new idea. “Whoa, wait. We fell into a book! That’s what it 

was!”  

The pig appeared to have nodded. 

Encouraged, Rusty continued. “It had a name, didn’t it? 

What was it, do you know, piggy? Man, this is so cool. I’m in a 

book, am I?” 

The pig twitched an ear. 

“I knew it! What book is it? Hold on, I think I got it. 

Bessy or something. Bunny? No, not Bunny. Billy! Wait, this is 

it! Mad Tome!” 

The grass moved under them. Terror stole over Rusty and he 

crouched, remembering with perfect clarity their miserable 

tribulations from the duck pond to the frozen lake to the 

scorching desert to the green plain he was flung with Mad Tome’s 

sandy arm. “I shouldn’t have said its name! What have I done!” 

“You’re lucky it’s watching your friends,” grunted the pig. 

Rusty felt his mouth open and get stuck in this position. 

“You’re a talking pig? Am I dreaming?” 

“What’s so special about talking pigs? I don’t understand.” 

“But you’re—” 

“Listen to this.” Said a metallic voice nearby, and Rusty 

saw that it was one of the basins spitting out words through 

gurgling water. “Next he’ll say troughs can’t talk.” 
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“How very disrespectful.” Said the trough next to it. 

“Right.” Said Rusty. “Everything talks here, is that it?” 

“Not really.” Oinked the pig. “The grass, for example, is 

very upset at the moment and won’t talk to you.” 

“Why?” 

“Why?” The pig looked Rusty up and down. “You’re sitting on 

it!” 

“Oh. Sorry, grass.” Rusty edged away, then stopped, 

confounded. “But there is grass everywhere! How can I not sit on 

it, should I hang in the air or something?” 

“You could’ve asked it politely.” Said the pig. 

“Ask the grass? Right. Hey, grass, I’m very sorry I sat on 

you, can I keep sitting on you, though? I mean, I’m sorry and 

everything, but there is nowhere else to sit on!” 

“Yes, there is.” Swished the grass. “Sit on the troughs.” 

“The troughs, the troughs, always the troughs. We have 

enough work to do,” echoed metallic voices. “All these people 

coming and going through us, all these—” 

The pig snorted warningly. 

“We mean, washing in us. Drinking from us.” They paused, as 

if scared too much had been said. 

The pig sniffed at the air and snorted. “You could’ve also 

been polite and said ‘Hello’ to me first, before talking.” 

“Oh. Okay. Hello. How are you?” 
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“Feeling rather bloated in this hairy body. You?” 

“I’m fine, I guess.” He stared at the pig. 

“What do you say next?” 

Rusty scratched his nose. “I dunno. What do I say?” 

“You say, what’s your name?” 

“Alright. What’s your name?” 

“I’m Waffle.” The pig smiled. “What’s your name?” 

“Waffle? That’s cool. I’m Rusty. Very nice to meet you.” He 

shook Waffle’s outstretched hoof, and proceeded to repeat the 

proper greetings to the troughs—each had a name—then to the 

grass, until it seemed to be satisfied.  

After that was done, Rusty rubbed his head. “Wait, 

everything is alive here, right?” The green light reminded him 

of something. He couldn’t quite place it and decided to lie down 

and think about it. The grass was so soft, and the air was so 

pleasant, and thinking was so hard. It was much easier not to 

think at all and close your eyes and— 

He sprung up as if someone scalded him with boiling water. 

“That’s it! I remember! I’m in that place between places, what’s 

it called...that place that leads to these other ones, that 

book, The Magician’s—” And the pig was upon him, snorting in his 

face. “Quiet.”  

“What? Why can’t I say it?” Rusty wiggled from under it. “I 

thought I was supposed to guess what book this page is from. I 
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know what it is, I swear! Grandma used to read it to me every 

night, right? She started when I was little, when, you know, 

when mom and dad didn’t come home. I was six or seven or 

something. I didn’t get it at first, I kind of liked it. You 

know, she never read to me before, and then, bam, every night! 

Cool, right? She’d cry a little, then she’d blow her nose really 

loud—I should’ve guessed then, but I was small and dumb, see?” 

“Don’t say it,” said the pig, “the...book lied to you. The 

moment you guess it and say it aloud, you die.” 

“Die? Why would I die?” 

“Because...it’s too long to explain.” Waffle snorted 

disconcertedly. 

“Wait, but we were just at a frozen lake and we said Snow 

Queen, the name of the book, right? And it was fine, I’m alive, 

right?” 

“It’s because it’s from Manic Domain.” 

“Manic Domain?” Rusty wrinkled his forehead. “What’s that?” 

“It’s where very dead books go.” 

“Wow, very dead books? Hold on, I think we were in the 

desert, and there was this baby prince...yes, that’s right! And 

he said that he is from a Copy Wight, a dead book! Hey, I 

remember! But what’s a very dead book?” 

“It’s a book whose author was dead for more than seventy 

years.” 
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“But why?” 

“Because that’s how it is.” Said Waffle irritably. “You 

need to listen to me, this is important. You can mention The 

Snow Queen, but do not say any other book name unless you want 

to die an untimely and torturous death. Do you understand?” 

“But why?” 

“Do you understand?” Repeated Waffle crossly. 

“Sure, I do.” Rusty paled. “Wait, I’ll die for real?” 

Waffle grinned a piggy grin. “I see you have understood me. 

Very well. Now you need to find your friends and tell them what 

I said. Do not mention any book names, that is, of course, if 

you want them to stay alive.” 

Then the nearest trough groaned. Relieved by the 

opportunity to do something, Rusty ran up to it and gazed into 

the still water like into a mirror. He saw his peaked face and 

spiked dirty hair, and then it spit on him. He backed off at the 

same time as a grumbling noise reached up from its depths. The 

aluminum bottom tore with a clang, and out stuck the nose of a 

car. It spun the wheels and, propelled by an invisible force, 

crashed through and over the field. Rusty glimpsed a driver 

inside, and four more figures, two of which appeared to have 

been children. 

“Whoa.” He breathed. “This is cool.”  
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The car honked, revved up, and with a grind of tires 

climbed into another trough and nosedived. Its backlights shone 

red for a second, and then it burrowed inside, vanishing from 

sight as fast at it came in.  

Rusty blinked and held the name of the book behind his 

teeth, terrified by what Waffle told him, wanting to tell his 

friends, and confounded as to how on earth he would be able to 

find them. “What do I do now?” He asked. 

“Go find the edge of the page,” said Waffle, munching 

contently.  

“And then what?” 

Waffle looked at him as if he was a complete idiot. “Turn 

it, of course. What else?” 

“Right. Edge of the page. Turn it. Don’t call books by 

their name. Got it. Hey, Waffle, thanks for your help!” He 

walked up to it and stroked its hide, thick and coarse, then 

scratched behind its ears. Waffle grunted and stretched out its 

neck, eyes closed in pleasure. Rusty patted its head, said his 

thanks and goodbyes to the basins, and, apologizing at each step 

for rumpling the grass, slowly made his way to where the green 

haze seemed to have been cut off, and beyond which floated grey 

scraps of mist of the desolate wretched nothing.  
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Chapter 6. The Rainbow Death 

We tend to forget about death until someone dies and suddenly 

reminds us of its omnipresence. Books die just like people, 

every day, and those who live on their pages die with them. But 

we shall drop this depressing subject for the moment and focus 

on three dots rushing through the air.  

As you know, these would be Bells, Peacock, and Grand. 

Hollering in fright, they landed on a barren hill at the foot of 

a wall that girded a castle of many turrets and towers. Dead 

vines crumbled its stones. A couple naked trees flanked an iron 

gate beyond which a path led to a porch and a pair of massive 

doors. Dusk colored everything blue, and the narrow windows 

seemed to look at the badlings with many dead eyes. 

Bells shivered, glancing at the boys. Her fear reflected in 

their faces. Not only have they lost Rusty, they appeared to 

have landed in some morose and fearsome story. On top of it, 

they were hungry, thirsty, and tired. 

“Where did it send us now?” Asked Peacock. 

“I’m not sure, but it doesn’t look friendly.” Answered 

Grand. 
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“How in the world are we supposed to...” Peacock made a 

ripping motion, “...you know. Do the thing with the, whatever 

you call it, with the...book?” 

“Where did it put Rusty and how can we get him back is what 

I’d like to figure out first.” Said Bells crossly, dusting 

herself off. “And if we keep sitting like this, staring around, 

you can’t expect it to happen any time soon. Do you think you’re 

at a picnic or something? Why are you looking at me like this? 

Don’t you worry about your friend? What if he is being devoured 

alive by some monster right now? Did you think about that?” 

Grand looked up at his friend in surprise, a faint smile 

playing on his lips. “I thought I was the only one thinking 

about morbid things.” 

Bells blushed and muttered, “I only thought about this 

because it might be true, contrary to your annoying stories 

about things that are unlikely to ever come to real life.” 

“Um, if you want to be a scientist, how can you say 

something like this? We all are going to die, sooner or later, 

it’s a fact. I’m only preparing myself for it by coming up with 

different ideas about how it might happen so I’m not as scared 

to face it when it actually does happen.” 

“Scared?” Asked Bells with forced bravado. “Why are you 

scared?” 
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“Everyone is scared of dying.” Interjected Peacock. “Don’t 

tell us that you aren’t.” 

“I’m not scared to die,” lied Bells, “not at all. I figure 

when Death shows up, I will punch him in the face and tell him 

it’s not time yet.” 

“Seriously, Bells, this is going a bit far.” Peacock looked 

up at a passing bird that squawked at them angrily. 

“I can’t believe it.” Professed Bells. “Where is your 

sarcasm? Are you afraid of some old castle that’s falling 

apart?” 

“Oh yeah, and you aren’t? Come on. Who knows what’s in 

there?” Peacock shuddered. “Anything medieval gives me the 

creeps. These dark staring windows are starting to unnerve me.” 

“Sissy.” Said Bells with feeling. “Both of you.” She turned 

to Grand and measured him with an appraising look. “Don’t you 

start falling apart on me now, talking about death and dying. 

The more you talk about it, the more you will want to crawl 

under a rock and sit there, trembling and feeling sorry for 

yourself. I don’t know about you, but I’m going to look for 

Rusty, and I want to find out why we’re being called badlings—” 

“That’s easy enough,” interrupted Peacock, “bad children 

who don’t finish reading books. That baby prince already 

explained it, didn’t he?” 

Bells continued as if she didn’t hear him. 
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“—and what kind of test we’re meant to go through, and who 

in the world is The Unread, and what exactly are those Copy 

Wights and Manic Domain things, and how we can put an end to 

this ridiculous venture.” She flipped her ponytail to show her 

determination and tried the gate. It was unlocked and swung open 

with a raspy gritting noise that sent goose bumps along Bells’ 

spine. She ignored them and bravely pranced inside, turning and 

looking at the boys. 

“Coming?” 

“You talk like we don’t care about Rusty or any of that 

other stuff.” Said Peacock, cautiously stepping on the path. 

“We might never find him,” said Grand pessimistically, “and 

I haven’t even told him a proper goodbye.” 

“Would you stop already?” Said Bells nervously. 

“See? You are scared after all.” Peacock looked her up and 

down with victory written all over his face, which only made 

Bells more irritated. 

“Nope, I’m not.” She carelessly threw over her shoulder, 

marching off with the full intent of leaving the boys behind. 

Peacock hastened after her. “Not at all?”  

“Not one bit.” She pressed her lips, indicating that no 

further conversation was possible. 

“You know who you are?” Cried Peacock. “You’re a liar.” 
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Bells stopped and narrowed her eyes. “Oh, am I? And why 

exactly are we talking about me all of a sudden? Why don’t we 

talk about you and your fears, for instance?” She mimicked him. 

“Oh, Bells, I wonder if I should dye my hair green, maybe then 

they’ll notice me. Or should it be neon green? Well, Peacock—” 

her voice changed back to normal, “—that is not how you get 

attention from people, that’s just silly. Dying your hair a new 

color every week won’t make you more Peacock.” 

Blood rushed to his face. “Shut up!” 

“Guys, please stop.” Grand eyed the castle with dread. 

“Don’t tell me what to do!” Fumed Bells. 

“I’m only asking you to stop arguing. And, um, while we’re 

on the subject, there is something I always wanted to tell you. 

When you ask us to stop, you expect us to do it without any 

objections. Then why can’t you stop arguing after I ask you to?” 

“Yeah.” Backed him up Peacock. “Since when are you the boss 

of us?” 

Grand smiled. He couldn’t remember the last time Peacock 

took his side. 

Bells bristled. “Because that’s what girls do, they boss 

the boys around.” 

Grand and Peacock rolled eyes, saying that one word that 

carried a thousand complicated definitions inside it, “Girls.” 
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“Oh, I see how you are.” Hissed Bells. “Now, if you’ll 

excuse me—” But she didn’t get to finish.  

A crow landed on one of the towers and croaked loudly. 

They jumped from fright. 

“Shoo!” Grand waved at it. 

“Go away!” Peacock took a stick from the ground and flung 

it at the bird. It took off, but not before swooping so close to 

their heads that they felt their hair stir. 

“That was scary as balls.” Said Peacock, and stared at 

Bells. Her shoulders shook. Noises of quiet sniffling reached 

him. “Bells?” 

She wiped her eyes, overflown with sudden tears. 

“Hey.” Grand patted her awkwardly. “What’s wrong?” 

“It’s all my fault.” She muttered. “My fault we lost Rusty. 

I was the one who threw the book. It was stupid. Stupid.” 

Peacock looked at Grand who shrugged. 

“Listen, Bells,” said Peacock quietly, “it doesn’t matter 

whose fault it is. We gotta find Rusty, just like you said, and 

do all these other things.” 

“Um, it’s no good crying, Bells. My mom always says...” 

Grand paused cautiously, waiting for one of them to shush him. 

No one did, and he continued, “...it’s no good talking about 

doing things. She says, don’t talk, do. She says, there are 

people who only talk about doing things, but those people who 
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really do things have no time to talk. That’s why she loves her 

job. She doesn’t have to talk to dead people, and they don’t 

talk to her. They just accept her as she is. She makes them 

beautiful, she really does, I saw it. It’s the last thing she 

can do for them, to make them lie all pretty in the coffin and—” 

Grand stopped under Bells’ glare. “Sorry. Got carried away.” 

“No,” said Bells, sniffling, “it’s okay.” 

“Really, Grand,” added Peacock, “we don’t mind.” 

“You don’t?” Grand smiled sheepishly. “It’s just that...my 

mom loves her job and...” He trailed off, afraid to continue. 

“I...I wanted to say, I’m always teased, and you guys are the 

only ones who don’t pick on me, and...” 

“Yeah, but after a thousandth of your morbid story 

involving corpses, makeup, and giant refrigerators, we’d really 

like for you to shut up.” Said Peacock with a mock seriousness, 

and then added. “I’m kidding, Grand.” 

“Look, the lights.” Said Bells, studying the castle with 

suspicion. A few windows lit up with sickly yellow glare, then a 

few more, and a few more. There were definitely people there, 

and they could definitely see the badlings standing at the gate. 

It made Bells’ skin crawl. “Come on, let’s go in.”  

“Go in?” Peacock’s eyes widened. “And get killed by some 

crazy medieval maniac? No thanks.” 
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“What else do you suggest we do? We have to live through 

each page and guess the title of the book, remember?” 

“There might be food there,” added Grand hopefully. “I’m 

pretty sure there is some.” His stomach rumbled. 

Peacock frowned. “Hold on. Do you know what book this is? I 

mean, this is supposed to be a page from some book that one of 

us hasn’t finished reading. Is this yours by any chance?” 

Grand probed the ground with his sneaker. “Um, maybe.” 

“Maybe? What is it?” Demanded Peacock. “If you guess it, we 

can get out of here!” 

Here we need to pause for a second. I’m sure your heart is 

pounding hard right now, as none of them knew that if they 

mentioned the correct title of the book, that same instant they 

would die. Rusty hasn’t found a way in to them yet, to deliver 

the dreadful news, and as they foolishly trusted Mad Tome, this 

was what they thought they should do. Fortunately, the book name 

slipped Grand’s mind, and, double-fortunately, as it often 

conveniently happens in stories, at the same time they saw an 

appearance that made them forget their names for a moment. 

At the bottom of the hill, between the black silhouettes of 

the trees in the gathering dusk hovered a figure in a blue 

cloak, not the calming sea-blue, but the blue of a corpse long 

dead. The cloak shrouded it from head to toe. A large hood hung 

so low, you couldn’t possibly see the face underneath. Whoever 
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it was, was walking in a very strange fashion, gliding right 

over the ground, heading for the castle. 

The badlings wanted to hide and couldn’t, paralyzed. 

The figure drew closer. They could hear its shallow breath, 

they could even detect the swish of the fabric on the path. The 

worst part was icky splodges left in places where it stepped. It 

was blue blood. How they knew what it was, they couldn’t tell 

you, but they sensed it at once and shrunk back as the figure 

passed them, cracked open the doors, and slipped inside.  

Chilled to the bones, Bells spoke first. “Who was that?” 

“I don’t know,” Peacock swallowed, “and I don’t think I 

want to find out.” 

“But we must,” said Bells feebly, trying to make herself 

sound brave, “to find Rusty.” 

“How is following that freak is going to help us?” 

“It will help us live through the story on this page and 

guess what book it is, unless Grand tells us.” She stared at 

him. 

“Um,” mumbled Grand. 

Bells propped both hands on her hips, mimicking her mother 

Catarina without realizing it. “Grand, did you read anything 

about a figure in blue?” 

“I think it’s not meant to be in blue, it’s a disguise.” 
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“Obviously.” Said Bells, pretending like she didn’t forget 

about this significant detail. “Well, what was it? What’s the 

name of the book?” 

 “I’m not sure,” said Grand quietly, “and I’m not telling 

you until you promise me you two won’t argue anymore.” 

Bells and Peacock sighed, stealing a look at each other. 

“Okay, we promise.” Said Bells. 

“Promise.” Echoed Peacock. 

“Well, I think it’s about people dying from this disease. 

They get these sores all over their bodies, and then they start 

leaking blood, and then—” 

The doors flung open. There stood a pompous man dressed in 

velvet and wearing a full-head mask of a lion. “Welcome, 

badlings!” His voice boomed through the open teethy maw. 

“Please, do come in, it’s getting rather chilly outside. You 

will catch a cold.” 

“Badlings again.” Muttered Bells. 

Noises of subdued merriment drifted through the door. 

Behind the man the entry hall milled with sullen people dressed 

in tired outfits and peeking out at the strangers with unmasked 

interest, which, of course, was only evident in their postures, 

as they all wore animal masks. There were sheep and birds and 

horses and serpents, each more grotesque than the other. 

The badlings hesitated.  
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Apart from his lion head, the man didn’t appear to be 

insane or murderous, quite the opposite. He beckoned them with 

his manicured hand into the warmth and the light and the smells 

of food, and that won their internal argument. They needed to 

eat and drink and, led by Grand, Bells and Peacock climbed the 

steps and walked into the strangest assortment of people they 

have ever witnessed in their lives. 
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Chapter 7. The Unread 

If there was ever a meeting of unread book characters, you sure 

have never dreamed of attending it. Imagine an old-fashioned 

ceremonial party populated by upset individuals dressed in 

formal garments, sipping drinks and gossiping about their 

terrible lives. Now look up and gasp.  

Every single character wore a wild animal mask, making 

their gathering the oddest one possible, dull yet eccentric, 

comical yet blood-shilling and eerie. 

The badlings pattered after the lion man, gawking. Lavish 

frocks and suits hushed and bowed, crowned with heads those of 

timid sheep, enormous eagles, horses, serpents, fierce looking 

monkeys, elephants, and even a panther. They parted for them to 

pass like a tide of a furry feathery river. 

“Holy cow, guys. Is this a masked ball?” Breathed Peacock. 

“It sure looks freaky. Why are they wearing these things? I feel 

like I’m in a weird human zoo or whatever.” 

“It’s a masquerade.” Corrected him Grand. 

“So you do know where we are?” Peacock looked at him 

inquisitively. “From what book is this? Come on, Grand, don’t be 

selfish. We promised not to argue, remember?” 
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“Um, is that a dragon?” Said Grand, avoiding the question. 

A black scaly head with green eyes and fearsome snout 

crowned an old tattered cloak of what might have belonged to an 

old bent woman. Next to her stood a tall man clad in sooty silk 

with leathery wings protruding from his back. 

“Look, a bat.” Said Peacock. 

“I don’t like it.” Whispered Bells. She passed a crowd of 

boys disguised as monkeys. Next to them, shrouded in smoke, 

reclined a man in a quilted sleeping bag. He puffed out smoke-

rings and chatted with characters wearing heads of a bear, a 

black chicken, and a metallic contraption that must have 

represented an alien machine or a space suit. 

“Is that a caterpillar?” Said Bells, wondering aloud. 

“Looks like a caterpillar.” 

“No, it’s a diving suit, I think.” Said Peacock knowingly.  

“I’m not talking about this one, I’m talking about that 

other one. See, the one—” 

A character hissed at Bells from an inky mask spotted with 

yellow. Bells shrunk back, her heart beating wild. “What was 

that?” She asked. 

“A salamander.” Explained Grand. 

“You read about it? What book is it from?” 

The lion man stopped so abruptly, they slammed into him. He 

bent and fiercely whispered in their faces, “Do not mention any 
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book names, not until I tell you which ones are safe, and which 

ones aren’t. Otherwise you risk killing us and yourselves, mind 

my words.” Then he straightened and added gaily. “Follow me.” 

The badlings looked at each other, frightened out of their 

wits. Afraid to say anything, they trudged after him, dodging a 

flock of geese, a miniature tiger, albino trolls or, perhaps, 

trolls doused in white paint. A real pig trotted by their legs 

and grunted. The sounds of an orchestra drummed over toasts and 

pompous proclamations to the health of Prince Lion. 

Peacock covered his ears. “Did they say, prince?” 

“This is a different one, I think.” Answered Grand. “I 

think they’re drinking to the health of the guy in the lion 

mask.” 

They passed room after room, each a new dazzling color. 

Neon magenta, electric cyan, blindingly yellow, acid green. The 

last one was a spacious suite decorated in the seven shades of a 

rainbow. Every surface was printed with vivid striped designs: 

the rugs, the tapestries, the blankets on an immense four-poster 

bed. 

Bells squinted. “This is hideous.” 

“A rainbow room, really?” Said Peacock. 

Suddenly a heavy chime of a clock shook the walls of the 

castle. It rung out one creepy ding.  
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Same instant Prince Lion seized their arms and pulled them 

close, talking fast through his mask. “Thank you. On behalf of 

The Unread, we want to thank you. We are forever grateful to you 

for your service.” 

The clock struck two. 

“What?” Said Peacock, puzzled. “What service?” 

“What is The Unread?” Asked Bells. “Can you please 

explain?” 

A couple more chimes shook the air. The badlings and Prince 

Lion were no longer alone. Scores of masked people surrounded 

them in a circle, edging closer. 

“We are The Unread.” Prince Lion opened his arms, 

indicating everyone in the room. “The Unread characters 

coalition.” 

“Congregation, Prince. Congregation!” Corrected someone 

from the crowd. 

“Collection!” Added a squeaky voice.  

There were roars and yelps and bellows. 

“Confederation!” 

“Combination!” 

“Conjuration!” 

“Coup.” Said a hoar-frosted woman in a bloodied dress with 

a loud stomp of her foot that brought the assembly to silence. 
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“The Unread is the unread characters coup, founded to seize the 

power from Mad—” She hastily covered her bruised mouth. 

“The Snow Queen!” Cried Bells and, remembering Prince 

Lion’s request not to mention any book names, closed her eyes 

and cowered, expecting to burst to pieces any second. 

Nothing happened. 

Bells opened her eyes. “Wait a second. We have mentioned 

the title of your book you when we were at the lake, and we’re 

still alive. I’m confused now.” 

“It’s understandable,” said The Snow Queen with forced 

patience, “my book resides in Manic Domain, therefore, you may 

call it by its name without fear.” 

“Didn’t the baby prince mention Manic Domain as well?” 

Wondered Bells. “What is it?” 

The clock appeared to have lost its patience and struck 

several deafening ding-dongs in a row. 

“You lied.” Bells told Prince Lion. “You said we’d die 

ourselves and kill everyone if we mentioned any book titles, but 

nothing of the sort—” 

Her words drowned in the next angry chime.  

“For all your help, you talk too much.” Stated Prince Lion. 

“You will have trouble adjusting, I can sense it. Now, I want 

you to listen to me. I said, you run the risk—” 
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The clock, evidently very upset at hardly anyone paying 

attention to its horrifying performance, sounded out the rest of 

twelve hours. 

“We hear you, loud and clear.” Called Prince Lion. 

The clock added another chime. Spitefully. 

“That’s thirteen, a bit too much. Wouldn’t you agree?” 

The clock echoed something and stopped, apparently 

satisfied. All noise died. The music stopped. Voices hushed. A 

somber silence hung in the air, and through it strode the figure 

in blue. The badlings finally saw its face: it was a face of a 

pimply young man. 

Prince Lion swept his arm in a gesture of welcome and said, 

“There you are! Took you long enough. Badlings, this is Blue 

Death. Blue Death, these are—” 

“I know, mate, I’ve seen them coming in.” Said Blue Death 

in a surprisingly thin voice. “I have urgent news.” He stepped 

from foot to foot. 

“Out with it, then.” Said Prince Lion regally. “Is it still 

hunting? How much time do we have?” 

“It is. I’d say, half an hour at the most, mate.” Said Blue 

Death. “Hurry up, then. That’s what I suggest.” 

The characters murmured uneasily. 

“What’s it doing? Chasing another dead page, is it?” 

“I’m getting rather tired of this whole affair.” 
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“Can you tell us more, please? Enough with suspense.” 

“Sorry, mates.” Apologized Blue Death. “That’s all I got.” 

“On behalf of The Unread I’d like to offer you a bit of 

explanation.” Said Prince Lion to the utterly bewildered Bells, 

Grand, and Peacock.  

“Time.” Blue Death tapped his wrist, as if he had a watch. 

“Allow me to introduce myself,” said Prince Lion gravely, 

“I’m Prince Lion, which is not my real name, and, as you have 

already been informed, all of us here are wearing a disguise per 

Mad Tome’s—” 

As he said it, there were gasps of horror, but no floor 

shook and no wind slammed into windows and not a single tongue 

of candle flame wavered. 

“—command. We have half an hour, per Blue Death’s excellent 

spying job, so you may relax. No ill shall befall us in this 

time. If you permit me, let us turn our attention to the 

business at hand.” He regarded Bells and the boys. “Like I said 

before, we are eternally grateful to you for taking upon 

yourselves such a heroic task.” 

“What task?” Asked Peacock. 

“Peacock,” hissed Bells. 

Prince Lion stared at him. “To destroy Mad Tome. Is that 

not what you have agreed to?” He sought out someone small, 

standing behind countless legs.  
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Baby Prince stepped out and took the pacifier out of his 

mouth. “You are absolutely right.” 

“Have you not met?” Demanded Prince Lion. 

Baby Prince pouted. “Of course we have.” 

“Have you not delivered our message?” 

“What an odd question to ask. I have, and I told them all 

about Copy Wights and Manic Domain.” He scrunched up his face, 

as if to wail. 

“No, you didn’t.” Protested Bells. “You didn’t tell us what 

Manic Domain is.” 

“Manic Domain, my dear badlings,” said Prince Lion, “is 

where all very dead book go. All books whose authors have been 

dead for more than seventy years go here. The titles of those 

are safe to mention, but never mention Copy Wights’ names. 

Never!”  

“That’s a strange rule. Why does it have to be seventy 

years? Why not sixty or thirty or one hundred?” Mused Bells. 

“And what will happen if we do mention a Copy Wight’s name?” 

“We will die, Bells,” mumbled Grand. “And they will all die 

too. Everything will die, and there will be nothing living left 

in the world, it will be the end of all life as we know it.” 

There was a slight pause. 
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“Listen to your wise friend,” said Prince Lion finally, 

recovering from the grim picture Grand has painted, “he seems to 

have the most understanding from the four of you.” 

“Time!” Pleaded Blue Death. 

“Yes, it’s time!” Declared Prince Lion, as if it was who 

reminded everyone. “Let us forget about danger! For years we 

have been mistreated and held captive in the Book of Dead Pages. 

But this it not the time to lament, this is the time to act!” He 

thrust a hand in the air. 

There were scattered exclamations of support. 

“Yeah!” 

“You tell it, Prince!” 

“This is the time for us to shed the chains of our 

despicable confinement and return to our rightful books!” Prince 

foamed at the mouth. “Our homes! Our long-lost stories! Before 

they perish in the Ex Pyre!” 

“Yes!” The exclamations were more organized now, except a 

long drawn-out “Yeaaaah...” that sounded like more like a sigh 

and came from behind the veil of smoke. There was a cough and a 

thump of a body. The caterpillar man seemed to have rolled off 

the sofa to the floor. 

“Ex Pyre?” Exclaimed Peacock. “What the...” 

“Where books die,” helpfully supplied the man in the bat 

costume. He stood close behind them, and his cold breath gave 
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Peacock chills. “It is, if you must know, the very place where 

books die after everyone forgets about them and they are no more 

than misty memories preserved in the minds of those who are 

still alive, slowly dissolving into nothing. And when those who 

remember them die, the books cease to exist. Poof! Gone. 

Unfortunate, isn’t it?” 

“Creepy.” Said Peacock, glancing at Bells. She shook a 

finger at him to be quiet. 

Prince Lion stopped waving his arms and now sang in a bad 

tenor, something about making a new world where every book 

character was worshipped and revered and every page was read and 

not skipped, and where there were no more badlings, but rather 

an endless amount of goodlings who consumed every book thrust in 

their faces from cover to cover without a word of complaint, 

with shiny excited eyes and eager polite demeanor. 

“I suspect they plan to separate you, to make it harder to 

find you.” Whispered the bat into Peacock’s ear. “I shall, 

however, see you again. Farewell.” And with that he ploughed 

through the throng of characters and disappeared. 

“Holy cow, that guy was spooky.” Said Peacock. “Whoever he 

is, I sure am not dying to meet him again. 

“You missed it all!” hissed Bells. “Be quiet and listen. 

We’re supposed to go into different stories so the...book looses 

our trail.” 
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“—will be harder to trace, or so we hope. I give to you 

Pinkbeard.” Finished Prince Lion with a flourish and a bow. 

“Oh, enough with this nonsense.” A stocky man in a worn 

travel getup pushed his weight into the middle of the circle. 

There wasn’t anything out of ordinary about him, except two 

things. One, he didn’t wear an animal mask, and two, he had a 

long lush beard. It wasn’t pink, it was blue, the unnatural blue 

of a cheap hair dye that immediately stabbed Peacock with envy. 

His turquoise hair looked rather inferior by comparison.  

“What is this Pinkbeard nonsense? Bluebeard I am,” boomed 

the man, “make no mistake. I despise pink, what a naïve weak 

color. Every one of my dead wives would pine and torment and 

bemoan me for pink princess gowns, and I’d say, filth! What 

about the other colors?” 

Bells felt a smile stretch her cheeks. “I agree.” She said 

under her breath, thinking about Maria’s outrageous dresses and 

the outfits her mother bought for her, in the shades of flashy 

peach and spoiled salmon and stinky wormy rose, adorned with 

frills and bows. She shuddered at the memory. 

“For that they have paid with their lives!” Shouted 

Bluebeard. “As will your stupid Mad Tome!”  

Frightened cries erupted, but Bluebeard shushed them. “I 

don’t give a sodden skin of a rat what Mad Tome does, you hear 

me? To the dungeons with it. I’ll say its name when I want to 
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say it and that’s that. What can it do to me when I’m back in my 

chateau? I don’t intend to hide like a scared chicken!” His eyes 

fell on the man in the black chicken mask. “Speaking of 

hiding...” he stalked to the badlings, shaking the floor, his 

heavy boots punctuating every step with a thud. 

Bells shrunk and backed into trembling Peacock and heavily 

breathing Grand.  

“Are these the ones?” Asked Bluebeard. 

“All yours.” Professed Prince Lion. 

And then the floor trembled once more, only this time it 

wasn’t Bluebeard’s steps that unsettled it. The earth under the 

castle rumbled and roiled and hummed.  

“It’s here!” Cried Blue Death. 

“Give me that.” Said Bluebeard and snatched the blue cloak 

off the Blue Death. Underneath it was a crimson-red shroud that 

gave the young man a threatening appearance. He issued a scared 

peep. “Sorry, mate! I couldn’t come up with anything better, but 

your beard was so blue, and I thought a blue cloak would look 

splendid...”  

“Ah, forget it.” Huffed Bluebeard. “No harm done. People 

are usually envious of my beard color.” He stroked it. “Stop by 

my book again, Red Death, we shall have a merry time.” 
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“If you say so.” Red Death broke into a smile and pulled 

the hood over his head, now positively terrifying in his 

appearance.  

“That’s better.” Croaked Bluebeard. “And use your proper 

name. After me!” He waved to Bells and stomped out of the room. 

“Um,” asked Grand the Snow Queen, “is Red Death from Manic 

Domain?” 

“Yes.” She answered. “Or else we’d be all gone by now.” 

“And Bluebeard is from Manic Domain too, is that why we can 

say his name?” Said Grand. 

“You’re a smart boy,” replied the Snow Queen, “but you 

better stop asking questions and go with Bluebeard.” 

“How are we doing?” Rustled Mad Tome’s voice over their 

heads, and Bells saw with horror the rainbow draperies form a 

mouth. 

“Quick! Curtain!” Cried Prince Lion. 

The monkey boys climbed up the window, yanked off the 

drapes, and threw them on Red Death. He wrapped himself in this 

impromptu rainbow cloak. 

“Well?” Asked Mad Tome. 

Prince Lion took out a dagger and thrust it at Red Death. 

“Who are you? Unmask yourself!” 

The Red Death towered over him, trying to appear horrific. 
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Prince Lion thrust out the dagger, then shrieked and 

dropped to the floor. Someone grabbed the badlings by their 

clothes and rushed them out of the room against the tide of 

panicked guests. 

It was Bluebeard. He dragged them to the entry hall and out 

the massive front doors. It was not until they made it through 

the gate and to the bottom of the hill that he let go and told 

them. “You will hide in my book for the time being. Then we will 

split you up, to be safe. Don’t do anything and wait for me.” 

Shivering all over, Bells saw tendrils of mist rise from 

the vast vapory nothing that was a mere step away from where 

they sat. “The edge of the page.” She heard herself say, and 

then Bluebeard stuck two fingers in his mouth, leaned over and 

whistled. 

From below came a shrill mechanical whiz, and out of the 

fog emerged a giant tentacle constructed from metal rings.  

“What the...” muttered Peacock, gaping up. 

It hung above them for a moment, a tubular telescopic arm 

of a robot of some sort, only without a hand or fingers. 

“This is it,” professed Grand, “we will die now.” 

“Can you not...” squeaked Bells.  

“Right here.” Called out Bluebeard, stomping his boot.  

The arm probed around blindly, twisting and extending in a 

way worms do, then paused a foot away from the terrified 
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badlings, brushed them off their feet, coiled around them, and 

dropped back into the abyss. 
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Chapter 8. The Manic Domain 

Don’t think that the longer the book, the more gripping its 

story. Some very short tales have penetrated the minds of 

generations and stuck there, unwilling to leave. People like to 

call them “classics,” although there is nothing classic in them, 

but plenty of blood, murders, and over-confident characters 

convinced of their safety from the Ex Pyre. What naïve fools. 

Bluebeard deemed himself “classic” and, therefore, 

untouchable, as did his mysterious tentacled friend. Neither of 

their books’ pages have landed in Mad Tome for quite a while. 

Their stories continued to be read and reread. Encouraged by 

this fact, they defied Mad Tome by contradicting it, 

interrupting its plans, visiting their character-friends any 

time they wanted, and overall displaying an accusatory and 

condescending demeanor. They have begrudgingly joined The Unread 

at the plea of Prince Lion and the Snow Queen and agreed to help 

with the obliteration of the nasty book for their own personal 

reasons. 

None of the badlings knew this, of course. They barely had 

enough sense to breathe. A cold robotic arm squeezed them into a 

bundle, so that Bells was pressed between the soft body of Grand 
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and Peacock’s bony frame. As she was shorter than the boys, she 

breathed into Grand’s shoulder and peeked over it at the cloudy 

void.  

Murk smelling of decay rushed past them, and occasionally 

strange shapes floated out of the nebulous veil, an arm to brush 

them, a face to sneer at them, a tail or a maw full of teeth, or 

complete towns and cities, flying past and sculling into the sea 

of haze.  

The lower they descended, the chillier it got. Bells’ hands 

and feet lost feeling, and a fine layer of dew covered her hair. 

At one point she thought they bumped into an enormous book, and 

another, and another. There were layers of them, heaped into a 

gigantic pile suspended in mid-air, but then that vanished too. 

A uniform greyness enveloped them, and they kept sinking 

further. 

“Were those Copy Wights?” said Bells into Grand’s shoulder, 

her teeth chattering. 

“What?” Said Peacock. “I can’t hear you.” 

“I think it was,” mumbled Grand into her ear. “It looked 

like a pile to me.” He was the only one of them three still 

warm, radiating steady heat. Bells inconspicuously tried to 

squirm closer, so that it wouldn’t look like she wanted to warm 

up. 
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“What?” Tried Peacock again, straining to hear through the 

drone of the wind. 

Their fall slowed down and then stopped altogether. They 

halted with a jerk, their legs swinging over a dim rectangle 

swimming in a thick cloud. It appeared to be a monstrous book 

that could pass for a small island, if the mist around it was 

water. Golden letters were stamped into its well-worn leather 

cover. 

“Bluebeard,” read Bells, moving lips with difficulty, “and 

Other Fairy Tales by Charles Perrault.” She thought for a 

moment. “It’s a fairy tale, nothing to worry about.” She 

couldn’t have been more wrong. 

Grand tapped on her shoulder. “Bells?” 

She followed his gaze. Bluebeard wasn’t the only book below 

them. Next to it bobbed dozens more. They spread in every 

direction, vanishing into the roiling vapor that licked them 

from all sides with tendrils of smoke. It was an endless 

landscape of books that stretched into infinity. 

“Is this...Manic Domain?” Asked Bells. 

“I think it is.” Confirmed Grand. 

“I’m going to be sick,” warned them Peacock. “There is 

another one of those things.” 

A second metallic tentacle sprouted from below and flipped 

open the cover. The first page of Bluebeard and Other Fairy 
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Tales, yellow with age, momentarily dissolved into a charcoal-

black space, as if a roof has been torn off a stone room, 

because that’s exactly what lay below, a bleak moldy dungeon.  

“What the...I’m not going in there,” whimpered Peacock. 

“I’m not going in there, you hear me? Let me go, you robot 

freak!” He pounded with his fist on the metal rings to no 

effect. 

As abruptly as the arm collected them on the page somewhere 

far above, it positioned itself directly over the drafty hole, 

uncurled, and unceremoniously dropped them, retracting into the 

gloom.   

Shaken and disoriented, none of them moved. Grand was the 

first to stir, feeling wet stone under his cheek. He groaned, 

rolled to his side, and stood up. It was hard to see in the 

darkness. Feeble light trickled in from a barred window by the 

ceiling. The room was dank and drafty. Shivering, Grand took a 

step and abruptly stopped. His worst nightmares have 

materialized right by his feet, splayed along the wall in a 

neat, gruesome row. He stopped breathing, terrified to make 

another move. 

“We forgot to ask about Rusty!” Said Bells’ voice from the 

darkness. “How could we!” 

“You forgot,” groaned Peacock, “I didn’t.” 
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“Then why didn’t you ask?” She scrambled to her fours and, 

swaying, leaned on the wall for support, feeling rather woozy 

from standing up too fast. 

“I was going to,” said Peacock begrudgingly. “I didn’t get 

a chance, all that stuff that happened...” 

“Naturally,” scolded him Bells. “You should’ve. Now we have 

no way of finding out where he might be, unless we talk...the 

book into telling us.” She groped in the dark and bumped into 

Grand. “Hey, you okay?” 

Grand stood motionless. 

“How would you know?” Parried Peacock, defending himself. 

“Maybe they had no idea.” 

“They seem to be pretty acquainted with each other and 

their story pages, wouldn’t you think? And anyway, we need to 

recount everything that we know so we can devise some sort of a 

plan and not just flounder around...Grand?” 

Grand didn’t answer. He forgot about his friends, he didn’t 

hear them. Nothing existed for him except the bad dreams he had 

each time after visiting his mother at the funeral home. They 

usually involved him entering the mortuary fridge, after which 

someone slammed the door shut and turned off the lights. For the 

rest of the dream Grand blundered around the room, walking into 

dead people’s clammy embrace. He would panic and wake up in cold 

sweat.  
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“Grand. Grand!” Bells snatched his hand. 

“Um.” He said, and swallowed. “Please pinch me so I can 

wake up.” 

“What’s the matter? What...is this...” Bells’ eyes have 

adjusted to the dark and she looked down. She gripped Grand’s 

hand so hard, her fingers hurt. He didn’t flinch. 

“Found something interesting?” Peacock stuck out his head 

and peered down. “Holy...” He balked, retching into his hand.  

At their feet, on the cobblestone floor blackened by wear 

and grime, stood a wooden block with an ax wedged into it. 

Behind it, carefully arranged along the wall, lay bodies of five 

dead women, their unseeing eyes open, their hair caked with old 

blood, their stiff feet showing from the hems of white 

nightgowns. Over them hung a sweet cloying odor of something 

spoiled.  

Bells dry-heaved. Thankfully, there was no food in her 

stomach. Peacock doubled over, gagging. Only Grand stood still 

and silent, as if nailed to the floor. His sneakers touched a 

pool of something shiny and sticky, and he refused to think 

about what exactly it might be.  

The silence broke into a series of footsteps echoing from 

above. Someone hurried down the stairs, ran the length of the 

corridor and halted by the door on the other side. 

The badlings stared at it. 
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A key turned in the lock. The door swung open and there 

stood a young woman with a candle in her hand. The flame threw 

dancing shadows on her organza-veiled face. She entered the 

room, her skirt trailing over the polished cobbles. She saw the 

dead bodies, the badlings next to them, dropped the key and the 

candle and shrieked. 

Bright flame after-images danced in Bells’ eyes. Her 

nerves, already stretched taut, snapped, and she screamed. Their 

voices joined, reverberating around the room with a dull echo. 

After a solid minute of this they stopped and proceeded 

gawking at each other in pitch-black darkness. The young woman 

picked up the candle, struck the flint and lighted it again. The 

smell of burning and melting wax blotted out that other 

putrefying tang. The woman studied them with a stern expression 

on her face, not a bit scared, then smirked at the dead bodies 

with contempt. 

“Well?” She inquired. “Who are you and what are you doing 

here?” 

“Er.” Bells tried to find her voice and failed. 

Peacock coughed some more into his fist. 

“This is only a story,” said Grand to himself. “Nothing to 

be afraid about.” He couldn’t force himself to look up, staring 

at the horrible spread so hard, his eyes hurt. It seemed to him 

that one of Bluebeard’s dead wives lifted her head slightly and 
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winked, but when he squinted to see better, she appeared to be 

as dead as before. 

“Only a story,” he mumbled. 

“I’m seriously sick now.” Said Peacock. “I’m going to throw 

up.” 

One of the bodies shifted legs, perhaps in an attempt to 

avoid being puked on, or for some other reason. 

“Did she...just move?” Said startled Peacock. 

“Well?” Repeated the woman impatiently. “I don’t have all 

day. Are you going to answer or not?” 

“Bluebeard,” began Bells timidly, “said we were to hide and 

wait for him here.” 

“He did, did he?” The woman smirked. “That scoundrel of a 

husband, brings home anyone he pleases without letting me know, 

and I’m supposed to feed them and make them comfortable. Well, 

I’d had about enough of this. Out you go.” 

By an unspoken command, relieved to leave the horrible 

dungeon, the badlings walked out. As soon as they did, behind 

them voices whispered and sniggered quietly. 

“What are you laughing at?” Inquired the woman, talking to 

someone in the room. 

“Oh, you. We’re laughing at you, Boulotte. You take your 

role so seriously.” Said a nasal voice that sent chills along 

the badlings’ backs. 
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“Is that...them talking?” Said Bells, her eyes huge. “The 

dead women?” 

Peacock looked at her with hope. “They’re not really dead, 

are they?” 

“I don’t think so,” said Grand. “I think they are acting 

like they’re dead. It’s good that they aren’t. For a moment I 

thought I was in the mortuary refrigerator at my mom’s funeral 

home, it’s where they put the corpses for storage, so they won’t 

decompose before the—” 

“Grand?” Bells put a hand on his shoulder. “Do you mind? 

I’d rather not think about anything decaying just now, because 

that, what we saw in there, that was...that was...” she groped 

for words. 

“Scary as balls.” Finished Peacock for her. 

“For once I will agree with you,” said Bells. “And sorry 

for all the screaming. I hope I wasn’t too loud.” 

“Funny to hear you apologize, Bells.” Said Peacock with a 

hint of sarcasm, his wits recovering to their normal state. 

“Isn’t that what girls do when they’re scared?” His grin 

faltered under Bells’ stare that indicated her burning wish to 

strangle him right there and then. 

“What are you doing, standing there?” Called the young 

woman to them rather rudely. She waved with the candle at the 
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opposite end of the corridor swallowed in the dark. “Go on, 

then. Get out of here. Up you go!” 

“Excuse me, but do you mind telling us for how long we’re 

supposed to wait for your...husband?” Asked Bells as politely as 

she could, considering the circumstances. 

“What do I know? Does he ever tell me?” The woman said 

crossly. “Go and ask him yourself, it’s your business with him, 

not mine. You leave me out of this, I have enough problems of my 

own, not counting four badlings to take care of.” 

Bells flinched and took a deep breath to stay calm. “Well, 

could you maybe tell us a little bit more about this story?” 

“It’s a fairy tale called Bluebeard.” Said Grand.  

“Yes, I saw that on the cover.” Supplied Bells. “I want to 

know what it’s about.” 

“What it’s about?” Cried the woman. “You want to know what 

it’s about? I’ll tell you. That awful man you’re friends with is 

a murderer. He married five wives, one after another, and killed 

them all. With an axe. I’m the last one, and I will trick him!” 

She sniffled triumphantly.  

“Ah, don’t mind her.” Said the nasal voice from the 

dungeon. “She is very proud of her role.” First a pale foot 

emerged from the doorway, then the ruffles of the nightgown, and 

finally a peaked deathly face of one of the dead wives. She 
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carefully held her head together. It was cleaved in two by the 

ax and made her look quite asymmetrical. 

Bells made a noise that was close to a squeak. 

Grand stepped back and slammed into a wall. 

“Fairy tale?” Croaked Peacock, staring. “You call this a 

fairy tale?” 

The rest of the dead wives piled out, berating the first 

one. 

“What are you doing, Eleonore. You’re scaring the 

children.” 

“They’re not children,” snorted Eleonore, “they’re 

badlings. They start reading books and never finish them, they 

toss them aside. They smudge them with their dirty fingers.” 

“Do they?” Asked Boulotte. Her eyes narrowed, and she 

hefted the candle as if ready to hurl it. “So that’s who my 

husband is helping? Badlings?” 

“He told me as much,” confirmed Eleonore. 

Boulotte turned around. “He told you, and he didn’t tell 

me?” 

“Of course he did,” teased her Eleonore, “I was his 

favorite.” 

“Lies!” Screamed the dead wife who chastised Eleonore not a 

moment ago. “It was I who was his favorite! I was the first 

one!” 
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“Little do you know, Rosalinde,” smirked another dead wife. 

“When we got married, he told me how lazy you were, how you 

never cooked for him, never darned his shirts. He even said you 

never managed to—” 

“Shut up, Blanche!” 

Their quarrel escalated into shouting and soon they were 

grabbing each other’s hair and pulling and tearing and snarling. 

Bells watched them with a grimace of distaste. “That is 

precisely why I want to be a scientist, and not some wife 

cooking dinners and mending shirts.”  

The women heard her and stopped fighting. 

“What did you say about wives, badling?” Asked Boulotte 

warningly. 

“Er, nothing.” Bells quickly smiled, and glanced at the 

boys. “Guys? I think we have a bad reputation here.” 

“I think,” said Grand weakly, “it’s time we flee.” 

“Agreed.” Wheezed Peacock. 

They bolted into darkness where the stairs were supposed to 

be. 

“Get them!” Shouted Boulotte. A stomping of many feet 

accompanied her urgent commands.  

Stumbling and panting, they hopped up the steps two at a 

time. Their pursuers got delayed by Eleonore. She stepped on the 

hem of her gown and tripped, blocking the way. 
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“Where are we running?” Cried Peacock. 

“I don’t know!” Answered Bells, leaping up. “Out of here!” 

Grand was last, huffing and sweating and hating his 

formidable girth. His stomach grumbled, and he thought of 

doughnuts to move faster. 

They reached the top step, burst through the door and 

halted in a vast hall bedecked with medieval décor: suits of 

armor, lances, shields, tall candelabras with hundreds of 

candles spitting and crackling. The shifting orange light they 

cast on the walls didn’t offer much comfort. 

Bells waited for Grand to labor out, slammed the door shut 

and leaned on it, talking in bursts between breaths. “Come on, 

help me. Hold it.” 

Peacock leaned on the door, but it was Grand’s broad back 

that saved them. He slumped into it, shuddering under blows from 

the other side. Muffled screams trickled through and after a 

while faded. The pounding stopped too, and they heard retreating 

steps. 

“I’m sure this is not over yet,” said Bells with 

conviction. “It’s always like this with these ancient castles, 

there is always another way.” 

“I hate castles.” Moaned Peacock. 

“Let’s get out of here, before they find us.” Said Bells, 

searching the hall for any doors. 
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“I bet there is some food here.” Blurted Grand. “Maybe they 

won’t mind if we explain what we’re trying to do. Maybe they’ll 

take pity on us and feed us.” 

“Are you insane?” Peacock stared at him. “How can you talk 

about food when we just saw butchered bodies? How can you 

even...doesn’t it make you queasy?” 

Grand shrugged. “I have lunch with my mom all the time.”  

“With the corpses?” Peacock felt another wave of nausea 

rise in him. 

Suddenly somewhere above, under the vaulted ceiling, they 

heard more cries, and then the clapping of bare feet on the 

stone. 

“They’re coming from above!” Cried Bells. “We need to find 

the way out of here!” 

“But Bluebeard said we should wait...” Started Grand, 

desperately looking around in hopes of finding a way into the 

castle’s kitchens. 

“And be skewered on pitchforks by a bunch of mad women? No 

thanks.” Peacock took off after Bells. 

“Grand!” She shouted. “Are you coming?” 

“I guess.” He shuffled off just when the dead wives 

gathered on the balcony overlooking the hall. 

“There they are!” Boulotte pointed at Grand with her by now 

extinguished candle. “Get them!” 
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Like obedient dogs, the wives, bumping into each other, 

filed out and down the winding stair. 

Grand lumbered after Bells and Peacock through a series of 

halls. They reached a large foyer with a pair of ornate windows 

flanking the door so big, a giant could pass through it. Outside 

in the gathering dusk the rain whipped and wailed. 

Bells lifted the heavy ring, pushed, and ran outside. She 

got instantly drenched and backed off under the awning. A horse 

whinnied nearby, and a carriage manned by a swarthy driver sped 

into the court, halting abruptly right in front of her. Out 

jumped Bluebeard. 

He ogled the badlings, evidently surprised. “Where do you 

think you’re going?” 

“Look, Bluebeard.” Stammered Bells, wiping the water off 

her face. “Your dead—” 

“They’re about to kill us!” Interrupted Peacock, and dashed 

past. It was, of course, a futile attempt at an escape. 

Bluebeard snatched him like a puppy by the scruff of his jacket 

and held him up.  

“They were really going to kill us,” said Peacock hoarsely, 

licking off the rain, “or at least beat us up.” 

“Who, my wives?” Bluebeard cracked up. The shower cascading 

down from the sky didn’t bother him in the slightest. “Why, they 

wouldn’t dare to hurt a fly!” 
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“We’re not flies,” stated Grand importantly, “we’re 

badlings, and your wives don’t like us very much.” 

“If you must know, young friend,” boomed Bluebeard, 

“neither do I. It’s because of badlings like you that we have to 

suffer. But,” he straightened, “I have my own reasons to help 

you. Have an old score to settle with Mad Tome. You will destroy 

it, whether you want to or not.” 

The door banged open and out stepped disheveled Boulotte, 

red in the face from running around. “There they are! 

Scoundrels.” Then she saw her husband. “Bluebeard! How on earth 

will you explain this, I’d like to know?” 

Bluebeard smiled apologetically, looking smaller under her 

fiery stare, as if all pride left him. “Boulotte, my dearest, 

how I missed you! This is for you.” And he produced a crumpled 

bouquet of lilacs from one of his vast coat pockets, still 

holding dangling Peacock in his other hand. 

“Can you put my friend down, please?” Asked Bells. “And can 

we get inside? It’s terribly wet and cold.” 

“We will. But don’t think about running away. We’ll have a 

meeting and I will explain to you what you’re to do. Each of you 

will be awarded a quest that you will have to complete on your 

own.” 

“Can we eat something first?” Asked Grand hopefully. 
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“Yes, we shall have dinner. A feast! I’m as hungry as a 

bear.” 

Grand beamed, instantly feeling better. 

And then—it always happens in stories just when you thought 

things were going to be alright—the court around them jolted and 

tilted to the side, throwing them all off balance. Bells dropped 

into mud, Peacock next to her, and Grand sat down hard on the 

steps, slipping down. It felt like a collision of icebergs, only 

it was two books that slammed one into another. 

Before long a rustling voice announced from the sky. “I 

found you, you spoiled nasty badlings.” 

“Mad Tome.” Breathed Bells in horror. She forgot all about 

the mud soaking into her clothes, staring up. The rain pattered 

down so hard, she to squint to detect a shadowy face hanging 

above. 

“What do you want in my book, you old hag?” Yelled 

Bluebeard. “Get out of here, before I rip you to pieces.” 

“You’re welcome to try.” Answered Mad Tome. 

“Boulotte, take them.” Said Bluebeard. 

Boulotte seized Bells by one hand, Peacock by another, and, 

Grand at her side, took off into the maze of a vast garden that 

surrounded the estate. Tall trimmed hedges formed labyrinthine 

paths. At every intersection there was an elaborate stone vase 
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or a fountain surrounded by ornate benches or a statue of some 

noble man.  

They heard Bluebeard’s shouts and Mad Tome’s threats 

escalate, and then brooding sky flashed an ominous yellow and 

ear-splitting thunder crashed on their heads. Fierce wind picked 

up dirt and loose leaves and flung it in their faces. 

Bells shielded her eyes. “Where are we running?” She asked. 

“Ha!” Said Boulotte, sneering. “You will find out. He 

always gives me the dirtiest work to do, always.” 

She stopped and rounded on them. “You’re to go into 

separate Manic Domain books, you understand me? Get yourselves 

lost. That’s all I know, the rest is none of my business.” And 

she stalked off, leaving them wet and miserable and bewildered. 

“Wait!” Called Bells. “How do we get there?” 

“Look under your feet!” Was Boulotte’s answer, and she 

vanished behind a bend in the path.  

“Under my feet?” Repeated Bells. Water rolled down her 

face, she shivered from cold, staring at the pebbles on the 

path, when a thin line ran across it. A moment, and it grew 

deeper. The ground began splitting with a terrible rending 

noise, as if the page they were standing on was tearing. 

“What the...” Peacock stared. 
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“Grand!” Bells reached for him, but they were too far away 

now. The crack widened. Bells and Peacock were on one side of 

the gap, Grand on the other. He watched them, frozen in shock.  

“Grand, jump!” Urged him Bells. “Come on, it’s not that 

far!” But as she said it, she knew they were separated for good. 

“Run up, to where it hasn’t torn yet!” Shouted Peacock and 

took off along the edge. “Jump! Right there, see? I’m coming, 

I’ll give you a hand...” 

With a final resounding crack, the book tore in two. 

Peacock flailed arms to retain his balance. “Grand!” He called 

desperately one more time. 

Grand stood still, as if carved from wood. The page jolted, 

and he flew into the void. 

“Grand, no!” Cried Bells, crawling to the edge. She looked 

down and felt her breath stop. Underneath them, floating in the 

swirling mist, were countless monstrous books, bumping one 

another like clumsy whales. 

“The Dump of Very Dead Books.” Whispered Bells.  

A few of their covers were closed, but most were open. And 

on their pages she saw outlandish landscapes, mountains, 

forests, rivers. Some were farther away, some close enough to 

see people milling about, and all kinds of fantastical creatures 

and beasts. A giant bird flew close enough for Bells to see its 

slick brown feathers. 
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“It’s carrying an elephant?” Bells blinked.  

As if it heard her, the bird riveted a pair of mean orange 

eyes upward, located Bells, and laboriously turned around. In 

its powerful claws it held an elephant that wiggled its trunk 

and helplessly pedaled in the air. The bird flew straight at 

Bells now. It opened its beak and issued a deafening screech. 

Bells covered her ears, losing rip in the process. The last 

thing she glimpsed was Peacock lunging for her, and then she was 

tumbling down.   
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Chapter 9. The Horseman’s Head 

Ever find yourself rereading the same page over and over again? 

Over and over again? Over and over again? Imagine the toil the 

characters have to go through, to tirelessly act it out. They’d 

rather you turn the page, unless you want to become a badling, 

in which case you’ll end up in Mad Tome.  

Grand loved morbid books, the gorier the better, but there 

was one he couldn’t bring himself to read. Each time he tired, 

he shuddered in horror and set it aside. How fortunate for him 

to stumble exactly in it. The moon shone on a prairie like an 

eye of a cyclops. The grasses chirred and clacked. The nocturnal 

rodents scurried on their nightly business. A stag grazed 

nearby. All seemed peaceful, yet a sense of dread circled 

Grand’s throat with cold clammy fingers. 

“Bells?” He said timidly and waited. 

There was no answer. 

“Peacock?” He tried again. “Anyone here?” 

Whirring silence. 

He sat for some time, taking in his surroundings, then 

quietly said, “Oh no,” which meant, “It simply can’t be true, 

please make it a dream. Not this book, please. I don’t want to 
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be alone here, I want to be with my friends. I really don’t 

think I can stomach seeing him in real life, prancing about with 

his head cut off, because if I will, my heart will jolt and make 

one more pitiful attempt at beating and stop, and I will die of 

a heart attack and will become the first eleven-year-old to ever 

expire from the sight of the most disturbing apparition that has 

ever been invented by a writer, although I think he must have 

picked it up from real life. I think people used to do it to 

other bad people.” At this point Grand’s own pessimistic 

thoughts exhausted him and he understood for the very first time 

what it was like for his friends to listen to his endless awful 

reflections. Out loud he said, “I am alone, I guess, but there 

is nothing to worry about. This is just a book. It’s not real, 

it’s the product of a writer’s imagination.” But the night 

around him appeared to have the last laugh on the matter.  

A clop of hooves struggled up the hill, as if a horse was 

climbing it, a horse with a heavy load. Grand looked for the 

source of the noise. His legs went soft, his stomach flipped, 

and he promptly thumped on the grass. For ahead of him indeed 

appeared a horse. A man was sitting on it, a perfectly ordinary 

man in leather boots and a travel cloak, if not for one missing 

detail. 

He had no head.  
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He did have it, but not on his shoulders, where one would 

expect it. He held it in his hands, and Grand thought that it 

was his luck to come here on an empty stomach, because it shrunk 

to the size of a nut, and if there was any half-digested food in 

his body, it would’ve surely escaped him by now. 

The deer stopped grazing, flicked its ears and dashed away, 

plunging though a shallow river. The rodents promptly hid in 

their holes. Whatever breeze whispered through the grass, 

hiccupped and died. 

The horse whinnied, trotting straight at Grand.  

“Um,” he said, unable to move. His eyes fastened to the 

spot where the man’s head should’ve been. “I won’t look, I won’t 

look,” he mumbled, but as the horse passed an arm-length away, 

despite his best self-restraining efforts, Grand glanced at the 

head between the man’s hands, saw one of its dead glassy eyes 

wink at him, fell back and fainted. 

Time passed. Some more time passed. Then even more time 

passed. The nightlife, disturbed by the loud thump of an unusual 

guest, quietly resumed. Shrews dug holes. Mice escaped owls. A 

prairie dog cautiously sniffed at the warm breathing shape 

unceremoniously splayed right over its burrow. The shape smelled 

like doughnuts, and the prairie dog followed its nose to Grand’s 

pocket. It was about to steal the leftover precious crumbs, when 

Grand stirred and sat up. 
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“Ugh.” He said, clasping his head. 

The prairie dog peeped in complaint and scuttled off.    

Grand, oblivious to this minor disturbance, scrambled to 

standing. He felt dizzy and cold. The night stretched around 

him, unperturbed, as if no time had passed at all. He was about 

to take a step when soft clopping ascended the tussocky hill, 

and Grand witnessed with horror the same horse and the same 

headless rider bypassing him in exactly the same fashion. This 

time he didn’t faint, but merely stood bolted to the ground, 

watching them cross the river and gallop away, a stark 

silhouette against flat steppe silvered by the moon. 

“It blinked at me,” said Grand dumbly, “again.”  

He watched after them long after they disappeared, and it 

was a wolf’s howl that brought him back to his senses. Scared 

out of his wits, he crawled into a cluster of grass and sat in 

it like in a hovel, scrunching his eyes and listening for the 

wolf. 

“How is there a wolf?” He muttered. “There wasn’t one 

before. I must have lost consciousness before it showed up.”  

As if to confirm this, the howling stopped. A cicada 

chirred in Grand’s ear. Startled, he opened his eyes and 

snatched at it. It hopped to another grass stalk, chirruped 

once, as if giggling, and continued its irritating chatter. 
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Grand held his head, desperately wishing for a doughnut. 

“Why couldn’t I land somewhere where there is food?” The sound 

of his own voice gave him comfort, and he continued a tad more 

cheerful. “What kind of a test is this? Did Bluebeard’s book 

just split on its own or did someone rip it? Is this book I’m in 

part of Manic Domain? Does this mean I can say its title? What 

if it isn’t? I think it is, though, I think the author has been 

dead for quite some time...” he faltered, afraid to say it. “I 

suppose the Book of Dead Pages wants me to expire from hunger. 

That’s the test. I won’t die of a heart attack, I will get 

thinner and thinner. I will try eating insects and will get so 

bony, that even the wolf will not bother with me, and then—” He 

abruptly stopped. 

Ominous canter reached his ears and he shrunk deeper into 

his shelter, listening to the nearing steps and watching the 

horse’s legs prance past him. This time he didn’t look up. He 

waited until the splashing of the water died, drew a breath and 

whispered, “The page. It’s repeating itself!” 

A burning desire to share this new insight with his friends 

chased his fears away. He jumped up, energized. 

“I need to get out of here and find them,” he said, 

determined. Unfortunately, in the time it took him to think of 

how to go about it, which usually lasted a while, the horrendous 
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silhouette of the headless rider crested the ridge, and Grand 

dropped into grass like a wet potato sack. 

This has repeated itself at least three more times. 

On the fourth one Grand said, “This is ridiculous.”  

The rider’s dead winking eyes seemed to be mocking him, 

daring him, waiting for his meticulous patience to run out. It 

wasn’t the patience that expired in the end, it was his 

overwhelming desire to deliver the news to Bells and Peacock and 

find out what happened to them. Even his hunger was trampled by 

it. He wasn’t sure how it could help them destroy Mad Tome, but 

he assumed it was significant enough to warrant the effort. 

Perhaps it could lead them to Rusty, poor Rusty who might’ve 

been eaten by some gruesome beast.  

Of course, Grand didn’t know what we know. And what we know 

is this. While his friends were accosted by the Coalition of the 

Bored Characters and, later on, chased by dead Bluebeard’s 

wives, Rusty had a swell time drinking water out of the talking 

troughs and socializing with a pig named Waffle. Just to keep 

the story interesting, why don’t I tell you that Rusty did find 

the corner of the page and, staring into precipice, was promptly 

whisked off by an enormous girl’s hand. Now that you’re 

wondering whose hand it was and what happened to Rusty 

afterward, let’s keep you in suspense and return to Grand. 
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“It’s just a dead body,” he soothed himself, “like the 

bodies in my mom’s funeral home. It can’t hurt me.” Grand 

bravely waded though the river to the other side, wetting 

himself up to his waist in the process. He thought he glimpsed 

the mist beyond the edge, and just then the prairie lifted and 

threw him back to where he began.  

“That’s not fair!” He cried out, sitting up. He thought he 

heard a distant murmur, papery and dry. His face grew hot. 

“What do you want?” He yelled to the sky. 

The sky didn’t answer. 

“Mad Tome, is that you?” Grand waited a bit, listening 

hard. When nobody responded, he rolled his pudgy hands in fists 

and shouted, “Let me out! I want to get back to my friends!” 

This was perhaps the most shouting Grand did in his eleven 

years, and he fell quiet, astounded at how good it felt to shout 

aloud when one felt extremely frustrated. 

“I thought you were the smartest of the four,” said the 

voice behind him. Grand whirred around and gaped. The horse 

managed to follow him without making a noise, and the head in 

the rider’s hands offered him the most gruesome smile 

imaginable. 

Grand’s tongue filled his mouth. He tried answering, but 

only an indistinct moan came out. 
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“Why, do I look that ugly?” Said the head, offended. “I was 

handsome in my time, every woman told me so.” 

“Um,” managed Grand, feeling his knees give out. 

“You’re here to stay hidden until we prepare everything, 

badling, didn’t Bluebeard warn you?” 

“He did,” said Grand, blushing at the shame of forgetting 

such an important detail. 

“That old hooligan. I knew we could count on him.” The head 

grinned, and Grand’s skin erupted in goose pimples. It was one 

thing watching it wink, and quite another see it animated and 

talking, held fast in two dead hands like a head of a cabbage 

with hair, eyes, and a mouth. 

“Are you part of The Unread?” Asked Grand, a bit more 

reassured. 

“Oh yes, I am. We all are. Well, most of us, some hoodlums 

are hiding in their books, scared to show their noses.” Said the 

head with contempt. 

“Well, there is this other thing I wanted to ask.” Grand 

studied his hands. “How long am I to stay here? I would really 

like to find my friends again.” 

“That is up to you.” Answered the head gravely.  

“Up to me?” 

The head sneered. “You never finished reading my story.” 
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“Oh.” Grand sighed. “I’m sorry, I honestly tried, but I 

would get too scared.” 

“How scared would you get?” Asked the head interestedly. 

“Um, I saw the picture on the cover, and it was creepy, but 

not creepy enough, I guess. But when I started reading it, the 

way the author describes it, the stag in the prairie, the 

wrongness of it all, it seemed so terrifyingly real that my 

hands would start shaking and I’d have to close it and try not 

to think about it.” 

“Go on.” Said the head with bated breath. “What else?” 

“I don’t know,” said Grand, rummaging in his memory, “I 

think I went to eat a doughnut to make myself feel better.” 

The head looked disappointed. “That’s all?” 

“I had bad dreams, too.” Admitted Grand. 

“Nightmares, I hope?” Inquired the head. 

“Awful ones.” 

“Oh, well, that settles it. That’s good enough for me.” The 

head proclaimed cheerily. “You see, I was going to make you read 

my whole book, but if you’ve got nightmares just from the first 

page, why, that’s high praise! Besides, it’s an old book, and 

it’s for adults, I don’t know if you—” 

“I read adult books too!” Exclaimed Grand hotly. “The 

gorier the better.” 
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“If you’ll pardon me but for a moment, I have to enact the 

page again.” Said the head. “Wait for me and don’t go off 

anywhere.” 

Grand patiently stood in the same place, until the horse 

galloped away, as it did countless times, then the wolf howled, 

and then again the horseman rode down the hill and across the 

river. 

“May I ask you something?” Said Grand. 

“Shoot.” The head seemed to be in high spirits. 

“Um, how do we destroy...is it okay if I say its name?” 

“Whose name, Mad Tome’s? We’re far away from it, say it all 

you want.” 

“Um, well,” Grand hesitated, “I’m wondering how we’re 

supposed to destroy it.” 

The head looked at him, astounded. “Bluebeard didn’t tell 

you?” 

“He was going to,” explained Grand, “but then Mad Tome 

found us and we were running away from it in the garden, and 

then the ground split and—” 

“It ripped?” The head gasped. “Bluebeard’s book ripped? Why 

didn’t you tell me right away! That is grave news, grave 

indeed!” 

Grand shrugged. “Sorry.” 
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The head chewed its lips. “That changes things. You cannot 

tarry, you must leave at once.” 

“But what were you getting ready, before we can destroy Mad 

Tome?” Asked Grand. “And how do we do it?” 

“Think, badling.” Said the head impatiently. “Where do you 

think the character will go once Mad Tome is gone?” 

Grand scrunched his face. “I don’t know, back to their 

books?” 

“And where are those books?” 

“Um, some in Manic Domain and some Copy Wights?” 

“I see you’ve been informed by The Unread well. And how do 

you think they will get there?” 

Grand remembered his unhappy descend through the mist and 

said, “Drop like bags of doughnuts?” 

The head waited, and when Grand didn’t say anything else, 

prompted him impatiently. “And what would they land on, 

badling?” 

It took Grand a moment. “Oh, I see.” He muttered. “They’ll 

have to be lined up underneath or something?” 

“I knew you were the smartest of the four,” said the head 

with satisfaction. “It’s not easy corralling thousands of books 

in one place, it’s like herding mad cows. It might take us a 

while. Some of them don’t want to cooperate, and for the 

characters from those books we have to arrange secure 
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transportation through the Ex Pyre, or else they might be 

snatched by ghosts and dissolve into mist.” 

“Through the Ex Pyre?” Repeated Grand with sinking heart. 

“What did you think it was, fluffy clouds?” Smirked the 

head. 

“That mist you float in, that’s where books die?” Grand 

gaped, suddenly understanding what they saw flash past them on 

their way to Bluebeard’s dungeon. 

“Don’t make me change my opinion of your intelligence, 

badling. Off we go.” The hands of the dead horseman moved for 

the first time, raising the head and giving Grand the fright of 

his life. They pointed the head toward the foggy wall standing 

beyond the edge of the page. 

“Get on the horse!” Cried the head. 

Grand had enough sense to grab the stirrups and clumsily 

pull himself up, hesitantly holding on to the dead body. The 

horse neighed, reared, and shot forward like a bullet.  

“Wait!” Grand shouted against the wind. “How do we destroy 

Mad Tome?” 

They reached a glade and stopped in a groove so straight, 

it looked like it was cut with a razor. Grand suddenly saw that 

it was the fold between pages. The prairie on both sides rose in 

two leaves and flapped. The pages became wings. The book was 

flying. 
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“How do we destroy Mad Tome?” Yelled Grand again. 

“Rip it!” Was the answer. 

“How?” But Grand’s question sunk in the whistling gale. The 

horseman’s cloak flapped and whipped. Then the book knocked into 

something hard. Surprised, Grand let go and toppled to the 

ground. He saw the horse appraise him with distaste. “You don’t 

know squat about riding horses,” it said and darted off. 

“Wait!” Grand knew it was useless, but he pulled himself up 

and kept shouting after the horseman, when a shadow made him 

look up. 

I have mentioned the hand of a certain giant girl before. 

It just so happened that her book was the one that knocked Grand 

off the horse. She opened her palm and gently plucked him off 

the edge of the page and into her story, where Rusty was already 

making himself comfortable. 
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Chapter 10. The Voyage of the Two Badlings 

Every book has characters—as without them there would be no 

books—but not every character likes to stay put. It gets 

lonesome and repetitive, particularly if the story hasn’t been 

read for quite a while. Tired of waiting, those best equipped 

for travel—like men upon shooting cannonballs or monstrous 

birds—get swept by wanderlust and take off across Ex Pyre for 

afternoon visits. Try sitting on the same page and see how long 

you last.  

However, at this particular moment Bells would’ve preferred 

to dawdle between pages as opposed to straddling a feathery back 

of an unidentified wing-flapping beast.  

She didn’t dare open her eyes since slamming into its 

moving body. It stopped her unfettered fall and carried her 

upward. “I’m not dead,” she thought, shivering. “I’m okay. I 

will most certainly catch a cold because I’m all wet from the 

rain, but I’m alive, I think...unless this is some sort of an 

afterlife transportation. But then,” she reasoned, “why would I 

be dead? I didn’t mention any Copy Wights, so I should be good.” 

Then a terrible thought pierced her. “Grand!” Her heart jolted. 

“He fell in! Into that, what’s it called...the Ex Pyre! And 
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Peacock is in Bluebeard! This is baloney. How am I going to find 

them now?” Then she remembered Boulotte’s stern response. “Wait, 

never mind. We were supposed to hide out in different Manic 

Domain books. I wonder if Rusty is on some Mad Tome page or if 

he made it out. And as to me, I’m most likely to be swallowed by 

this monster bird as soon as it discovers I’m riding it. That’s 

just great.” The soporific whistle of the wind calmed her 

somewhat, until she heard a thinner whinier noise underneath. It 

came in bursts. It sounded like Peacock screaming. It was 

Peacock screaming.  

“Peacock!” Bells opened her eyes a tiny slit. Rushing air 

burned them, and two wet lines crawled to her ears. She blinked 

the moisture away, listening. A third noise broke through the 

drone from below, a pitiful trumpeting. As if in answer to it, a 

shrill screech silenced it and Bells was convinced that her 

eardrums have burst. “That was an elephant,” she thought, “this 

bird has an elephant in its claws. I remember seeing it. And 

that,” behind her erupted a volley of upset exclamations, “is 

definitely Peacock.” 

Two trembling hands crawled up and clasped her back. Bells 

flinched at the touch of damp clothes on her skin. She grinned. 

Her nose started dripping, but she was afraid to release her 

hold and wipe it. A series of sneezed racked her. Peacock pulled 

closer. “We’re going to fall!” He screamed into her ear. “Any 
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moment now! This crazy thing will shake us down, and we’re going 

to fall and die!” 

Strangely, Peacock’s panicky outburst gave Bells back her 

iron confidence. Somehow things would turn out all right. She 

rolled her eyes, which made her feel even better, mopped her 

nose on the shoulder and twisted back as far as she could. 

“Can you not freak out?” She shouted. “I’m so glad you’re 

with me, please don’t spoil it!” 

“What?” Yelled Peacock. “I can’t hear you!” 

“Stop screaming in my ear, you’ll make me deaf!” 

“What?” 

“Shut up, you dolt!” 

It has finally produced the desired effect, and Bells 

exhaled in relief. “Boys,” she said to herself, sniffling. 

Peacock promptly pinched her. 

Bells yelped. “What was that for?” She shouted. “I thought 

you said you couldn’t hear me?” 

“I can’t!” Stressed Peacock. “But I will pinch you more, if 

you keep calling me dolt!” 

“Since when is that an issue?” Yelled Bells. “I’ve always 

called you a dolt, and you had no problem with that! Would you 

prefer me to call you a sissy?” 

Peacock pinched her again, but Bells was ready. She hung 

her head and tossed it back with determined vigor. 
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There was a dull knock. Bells eyes watered, but it was 

worth it. 

“Ow!” Cried Peacock. 

Bells waited. No pinches or acerbic commentary followed. 

“That is how you deal with obstinate boys,” she thought proudly. 

Elated by this victory and by Peacock’s company, she decided to 

survey their surroundings. The view stunned her. Drenched 

clothes, aching ears, and stuffed nose momentarily forgotten, 

she gawked in amazed agitation. 

They were clinging to the back of a giant bird, its plumage 

peat brown and glossy, its wingspan as wide as a field. In the 

misty yaw beneath them lay a colossal book, its covers open and 

filled with a limpid ocean. It lapped at a single rocky island 

in the middle, a squat solitary mountain its only attraction. On 

top of it sat a tangled nest from which a trio of enormous 

chicks cried for food with their cavernous maws. Apparently 

Peacock saw this astonishing vista at the same time as Bells, as 

he hugged her so hard, she thought he would break her ribs.  

“Peacock!” She cried. “You’re hurting me!” 

“Sorry!” The hold slackened a bit. “This is crazy! Where 

are we?” 

Bells took a deep breath and shuddered. “Like I know?” 

“You’re the one who reads the most books!” 

“And you’re the one who likes the others to think for you!” 
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Peacock fell quiet. As annoying as he was, his presence 

gave Bells the much-needed comfort. 

They dove beneath the haze . The air was warmer here. The 

sky sparkled with azure intensity. The bird slowed down and 

reeled in large circles over the valley, then suddenly swooped 

down. Bells’ stomach fluttered. They were dropping altitude and 

nearing the nest. 

“What is this book?” Asked Bells herself. “It must be one 

of those Manic Domain books, the very dead ones, if I remember 

right. It was floating next to Bluebeard’s book when I fell, and 

this bird came right from—”  

“What?” Shouted Peacock. 

“Nothing!” Answered Bells. Any explanations over the rush 

of air seemed impossible. 

“What was that?” 

“I said, nothing!” 

“Look, it’s a giant nest!” Peacock added. 

“Is it? I think it’s rather small.” Said Bells 

sarcastically. Her remark got lost in the wind. 

The craggy valley surrounding the mountain looked barren 

and desolate, with no sign of trees or vegetation of any kind. 

But there were moving patches. As they flew lower, Bells saw 

that they were packs of rhinos, elephants, and a bunch of 
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monstrous serpents that undulated like huge grey worms, 

evidently on a hunt. 

Bells shuddered, disgusted. “That is a bizarre assortment 

of animal life.” She mumbled. “I wish I could stay here and 

study it for a while, though, as revolting as it is.” 

“It’s about to shake us off!” Cried Peacock.  

Bells silenced him with a jab in the ribs. 

The bird squawked and hovered right above the nest, bobbing 

up and down. Bells fisted the feathers, wondering for the first 

time how they were going to safely get off it or if they ought 

to keep flying. In the midst of broken shells and bleached 

animal bones squatted three chicks the size of little dragons. 

They squeaked, demanding food much like the ducks usually did at 

the old duck pond. 

The bird opened its talons and the elephant crashed down. 

The chicks didn’t ask themselves to dinner twice. They pounced 

on their food and began to consume it. Bells heard terrible 

sounds of skin rending, bone snapping, and slurping without 

properly chewing. She felt sick and light-headed from the 

constant up-and-down motion and shocked by this barbaric feast. 

“I’m a future scientist,” she croaked, “and scientists are not 

supposed to faint when witnessing the lawful course of nature.” 

In the meantime the bird, having fed her darlings, alighted 

on the edge of the nest and folded its wings.  
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With a shriek Bells and Peacock slid off its back. If not 

for a ledge of tangled branches that stuck out over the 

precipice below, they would’ve fallen to their certain deaths. 

Presently, however, they summersaulted further into the nest and 

rolled to a stop on a rather prickly and uncomfortable surface 

of hay, dawn, and animal skins amply decorated with bird 

droppings and, strangely, real sparkling diamonds. In the middle 

of this horrendous interior three hungry monsters were picking 

away at the remains of the elephant. The poor thing was gone in 

minutes, its limbs ripped apart, its carcass stripped, and the 

hungry vultures immediately demanded more. 

Bells slowly crept around them to the shadowy spot behind a 

pile of skulls. Peacock hesitantly followed. 

The bird, seeing her offspring as unsatisfied, screeched 

and took off, no doubt to hunt another juicy elephant or a 

rhino. The squall of air its wings produced was so powerful that 

Bells’ ponytail threatened to snap off. The enormous wingspan 

covered the sky like a dark cloud, and as it flew off, the 

diamonds sparkled in the sun, and suddenly Bells knew where they 

were. 

“It’s the Roc bird from Sindbad’s Travels.” She said and 

felt ice slide into her stomach. “Oh no!” She cowered, awaiting 

the consequences. Nothing happened. Bells let out air and opened 

her eyes. “We’re in Manic Domain, so it’s okay. I can say it.” 
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Peacock stared at her, his teeth chattering and his pupils 

so huge, they seemed to fill his whole face. “Have you lost your 

marbles? You could’ve gotten us killed!” 

“But I didn’t, did I? We’re still alive, as far as I can 

see.” Fumed Bells. 

“Not for long.” Said Peacock, pointing. 

The three chicks sat still, studying them with three pairs 

of inquisitive eyes, and it didn’t look like a friendly 

greeting, but rather like an appraisal for edibility. 

“Naturally,” said Bells in a weak voice, “just as we 

escaped Bluebeard’s dead wives, we’ll be eaten by some stupid 

Roc chicks.” 

They huddled closer, holding each other. 

The chicks tilted their heads in that jerky avian fashion 

and blinked. The tension seemed unbearable. 

“They look plenty alive to me.” Said Peacock. 

“What are you talking about?” Bells stole a glance at him. 

“You said, rock chicks?” 

“Oh, that. No, not rock, Roc. R-O-C. That’s the name of the 

bird that flew us here. How did you get on it? Did you fall 

right after me?” But Peacock didn’t answer. His attention was 

fastened to the dainty little steps of one of them. It pecked at 

the air and halted, scrutinizing them. The pile of skulls was 

not high enough to hide them completely, and no matter how low 
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Bells and Peacock crouched, their heads still stuck out for the 

birds to see. 

“Do they...eat people?” Asked Peacock. 

“Not in the book.” Answered Bells. “At least from what’s 

I’ve read, they eat mostly elephants, rhinos, and giant 

serpents.” 

“Oh, so the next thing their mother brings in here is going 

to be a huge snake? Awesome. If we won’t get eaten by these 

freaks, then the snake will get us.” 

“Will you stop fretting?” Said Bells with feeling. “They 

haven’t eaten us yet, have they? They don’t even think we’re 

potential food. But if you keep squirming like a worm, I’m sure 

they will.” 

The chicks appeared to be listening. 

“So did you read this book?” Asked Peacock. 

“Some of it.” Admitted Bells, a tad embarrassed. “I just 

flipped through it at the library.” 

“What’s it called again?” 

“It’s one of the One Thousand and One Night’s stories, I 

think. The Voyages of Sindbad the Sailor or something like 

that.” 

“And what happens next?” 

At this Bells’ patience snapped. She felt her face grow hot 

and for a moment forgot all about the danger they were in. 
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“Listen to me, Peacock. I’m tired of this. I’m tired of your 

constant complaining and whining. Is that the only thing you’re 

ever worried about, your own skin? What about Grand? What about 

Rusty? Don’t you ever think about them? Didn’t it once get in 

your idiotic head that they might be in the worse position than 

we are, scared and hurt, and who knows what else?” 

Peacock blinked at her. “Why would I worry about them?” 

“Because they’re your friends!” 

“You girls worry too much about everything.” Declared 

Peacock. 

“Oh, do we?” Bells propped her hands on her hips, furious. 

“Well, that is very manly of you to say, the boy who was about 

to pee his pants, scared silly of some little birdies to peck 

him to death.” 

They have noticed a curious silence and looked up. 

The three chicks were now so close, they could see 

individual hairs of their irregular fuzz that wasn’t feathers 

yet but promised to develop into a shiny coat at some point. 

“No, continue.” Said one of them in a broken squeaky voice. 

“Yeah, like, it’s very entertaining.” Said another. 

Bells and Peacock stared, unable to say a word. 

“Dude, you scared them.” Said the third with conviction. 

“What if they die of fright now?” 

“What? No, I didn’t.” Rebuked the first. “You did.” 
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“Anyway.” Said the second. “Watcha doing here?” 

“They’re fresh badlings, Mother said.” Explained the third. 

“Are they? Are you?” Demanded the first chick. 

Peacock eyed with horror the scaly legs the size of tree 

trunks, the sharp claws, the powerful beaks, and the orange 

unblinking eyes. Three pairs of them riveted in their direction. 

“We are.” Squeaked Bells finally. 

“Dude, that’s like way too early. We haven’t even learned 

how to fly yet. Why did you come so early?” 

Bells and Peacock looked at each other, puzzled. 

“What do you mean, early?” Asked Peacock. 

“Why do you need to learn how to fly?” Said Bells. 

“You’re going to help us nuke Mad Tome, am I getting this 

right?” Said the second chick, edging closer. 

“Yes.” The badlings nodded. 

“So, like, our job is to get characters back to their 

books. You know, those that are stubborn and wouldn’t budge to 

come closer to Mad Tome.” 

“Its our first job for The Unread.” Interjected the third 

chick proudly.  

“Shut up, Haroun, you’re interrupting me.” Said the first. 

Haroun sulked. “You’re so mean, Hinbad.”   

Hinbad ignored him. “Anyway, as I was saying, that is 

awesome stuff. I mean, we’re so done with our story. So we’ve 
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been begging Mother to let us try sooner, but she’s like, 

‘You’re too young, you’re too weak, just grow up a little more.’ 

You know, typical parental over-protective stuff.” 

“I know, so annoying.” Echoed another chick. 

“You’re interrupting me, Hussain.” Said Hinbad.  

“Dude, take it easy.” Hussain flapped his wings. “Anyway, 

badlings, where did you meet Mother?”  

“We were in Bluebeard’s book,” began Bells, “and then it 

broke and—” 

“It broke?” The chick bothers blinked in surprise. 

“Well,” said Bells, unsure of their reaction, “it looked 

like it tore in half and we fell through the Ex Pyre, and your 

mother was flying right underneath, so somehow we much have 

landed on her back.” 

“And she didn’t tell us?” Exclaimed Haroun. “That makes me 

very upset! I feel like my feelings were hurt.” 

“I know!” Added Hussain. “Like, this whole sheltering thing 

is getting on my nerves.” 

They shook their heads. 

“What does it mean?” Asked Bells nervously. “Is it a bad 

thing?” 

The brothers paid her no attention. They gloomily 

contemplated their adolescent status and the fervent desire to 
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grow up already and get out of this abominable and contemptibly 

childish nest. 

“What do you think happened to Bluebeard’s book?” Asked 

Bells Peacock. 

“Oh, you’re asking me now?” He parried. “What, you’re not 

mad at me anymore?” 

They regarded each other for a brief moment. There was no 

Grand to separate them and to tell them to stop arguing, but 

they both felt his presence and deflated, looking forlorn. There 

was no Rusty to chatter off their ears with excited exclamations 

that the Roc chicks looked cool and that the nest was awesome 

and that sitting on top of the mountain was the most thrilling 

thing in the world, and they sagged even more. 

“Do you miss them?” Asked Bells quietly. 

Peacock blushed. “Do you?” 

By an unspoken agreement they stood up and came out from 

behind the hideous pile of skulls. 

Bells cleared her throat and tapped one of the chick 

brothers on the scaly leg. “Excuse me?” 

They stopped talking and looked at her, as if they saw her 

for the first time. 

“Do you know by chance where our friends Grand and Rusty 

might be?” Asked Peacock hopefully. 
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“What, the other two badlings?” Asked Haroun. “They’re with 

Alice.” 

“With who?” Said Bells and Peacock at the same time. 

“Dude, don’t you know? Alice?” Haroun squawked. “You really 

are badlings. You never read about Alice?” 

“Alice in...” Bells halted. “Is that one of the Manic 

Domain books?” 

“Dude, you are in Manic Domain.” Said Haroun impatiently. 

“Of course it is, it’s our neighbor.”  

“Here comes Mother!” Proclaimed Hussain. 

A large shadow covered them. 

“And there is Alice!” Cried Hinbad.  

That same giant hand that whisked Rusty away from adorable 

Waffle and plucked Grand away from the horrendous headless 

rider, now hung above the nest, and, with encouraging cry from 

the Roc mother, “Here they are for you, darling!” scooped up 

Bells and Peacock and transported them into the neighboring 

book, its pages a lush green meadow overgrown with wild flowers, 

burdock, and mushrooms. Huge floppy mushrooms, the cap of one of 

them prominently occupied by a man in a sleeping bag puffing out 

rings of smoke. 
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Chapter 11. Badlings’ Adventures in Wonderland 

Once crammed on the same shelf or stacked in the same pile, 

books start fighting for popularity. Look closely. Are you sure 

your books are exactly where you left them? Doesn’t one stick 

out a bit more? The more often you read it, the thicker it will 

get, bursting with pride. And those you haven’t touched for 

years will get thinner and thinner until they vanish altogether 

in Ex Pyre. It takes mortal danger for books to forget their 

rivalry and bond over a common purpose.  

Alice dismissed The Unread meetings—her story was well-

read—but after Bluebeard’s failure there was no choice for her 

but to help. 

She lowered Bells and Peacock at the foot of the biggest 

mushroom and examined them with her large blue eyes. 

“What the...” Peacock gulped. 

Bells who stood with her mouth open, staring.  

Alice towered over them like a tall tree. She wore a powder 

blue dress with a white apron over it, and her blond wavy hair 

was combed back, which gave her face a curious expression of a 

girl who liked to observe things and ask endless questions.  
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“You poor things,” said Alice sadly, “those dreadful birds 

have scared you silly. Why, I’m sure by now you don’t know what 

to think about it all anymore. It must be so confusing to fall 

into that dreadful Mad Tome and meet all those strange 

characters, each of them telling you a different thing and none 

of them taking the proper time to explain everything. I’m sure 

you are wondering how and why you’re supposed to destroy Mad 

Tome.” She pouted. “You sad creatures. Of course you’d be 

confused.” She waited for them to say something. 

Smoke drifted over the mushroom cap. Peacock coughed. 

“Oh dear,” said Alice worryingly. “Caterpillar, do you mind 

not breathing down on our guests?” she addressed the smoking man 

in the sleeping bag. 

There was a disconcerted grunt and the smoke curled upward.  

“Are you...Alice?” Asked Bells. “Alice from—” 

“Wonderland? Why, yes, I am.” Answered Alice politely. “Or 

that was my name this morning. You see, I have changed so many 

times since then, that I do not know anymore.” 

“Holy cow,” said Peacock. “You talk just like her.” 

“I am her.” Said Alice petulantly. 

“You never know,” confessed Peacock, “some of you like to 

dress up as zombie queens or babies or whatever.” 
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“That’s characters from Copy Wights, they are required to.” 

Explained Alice. “I’m from Manic Domain and I can be myself, 

that is, when I remember who I am.” 

“So it’s safe to say your book title here?” Asked Bells. 

“Oh yes,” said Alice. “The author of my book has been dead 

for more than a hundred years. You must be Bells and Peacock.” 

“We are.” Said Bells, impressed. “How do you know?” 

“Your friends Grand and Rusty told me.” 

“They have?” Bells brightened, relief flooding through her. 

“Are they okay? Where are they?” 

“They’re here, as a matter of fact.” Said Alice 

importantly. “I have brought them here myself. It’s so much 

nicer to be in my book than in any other, particularly ones that 

have dead wives chasing you all over the castle.” 

Bells’ eyebrows slid up her forehead. “You know?” 

“Everyone knows. News spreads fast though the Ex Pyre. 

Besides, Bluebeard told me himself. He stopped by on his way to 

look for a new home.” Alice sighed deeply. “Poor chap.” 

“What happened?” Asked Bells, barely breathing. 

“You saw what happened, it cracked right under our feet.” 

Interrupted Peacock. “Or somebody cracked it. Or whatever. I 

don’t see the use of talking about it. If we’re supposed to 

destroy Mad Tome, let’s get on with it and not stand here 
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talking all day. How do you girls get anything done, just 

talking and talking about things?” 

Bells and Alice regarded Peacock sternly. 

“How rude.” Said Alice. 

“Don’t mind him, please.” Bells waved a hand dismissively. 

“He’s a boy.” 

“And that makes you better than me how?” Bristled Peacock. 

Bells started at him. “I didn’t say I’m better than you.” 

“Maybe you didn’t say it, but you thought it.” He 

dangerously narrowed his eyes. 

“Rubbish.” Snapped Bells. 

“Grand warned me that you like to fight.” Observed Alice. 

Bells and Peacock blushed. 

“Not always.” Mumbled Bells. 

“Not always?” Scoffed Peacock, but didn’t find anything 

else to say and stood silent, fixing his hair.   

“Well, I suppose I must explain to you what happened.” Said 

Alice helpfully. “It’s Mad Tome that split Bluebeard’s book. It 

used to only collect dead pages, but now it’s gone quite mad and 

took on tearing pages out of perfectly good books, pages that 

are alive.” She leaned to them and whispered. “It’s gone as far 

as tearing books to pieces. When it does this, the book dies. We 

must stop it before it destroys us all.” 
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“That is terrible.” Said Bells meekly. “What happens when a 

book is split?” 

Alice sighed sadly. “Oh yes, it is terrible. When a book is 

split, it dies, if not repaired quickly.” 

“Is there a way to repair it?” Asked Bells. 

“There is. If a goodling reads it over and over again, 

until it mends itself and comes back to life.” 

“A goodling?” Said Peacock. “What’s a goodling?” 

“The opposite of a badling, I think.” Said Bells. 

“You are right,” said Alice, impressed. “You are badlings 

because you don’t read books until the very end. A goodling is a 

child who reads books from cover to cover.”   

“Then let’s get rid of that Mad Tome!” Cried Peacock with 

passion. “What do we do now? How do we rip it?” 

“You can’t do it alone.” Said Alice. “Wait for your 

friends.” 

“Where are they?” Asked Peacock. “I don’t see them.” 

“I let them take a stroll around,” said Alice, “I should 

think they’ll be back soon, so there is no reason to worry.” 

“I’m not worried,” said Peacock dismissively. 

There was a polite cough from above the mushroom, and 

creaky voice said, “We have a visitor.” 

A squall of air born out of nowhere hit them without 

warning, sending Bells and Peacock tumbling. Leaves and petals 
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rushed about in a mad swirl, and then the meadow shuddered and 

shifted. Something heavy knocked into it. 

“Mad Tome.” Gasped Bells and Peacock.  

Alice’s cheerful demeanor slid off her face. “It’s here.” 

She said in a small voice. “I must fetch your flying mattresses 

at once.” 

“Flying mattresses?” Repeated Peacock. 

“The...” she hesitated, as if groping for the next word, 

“trolls from Hip Family Troll, on of Copy Wights, are loaning 

you their flying mattresses. Saddle them, find Mad Tome, and rip 

it to pieces. That is the only way to destroy it.” 

“Do we have to do it right now?” Said Peacock, grey with 

fright.  

“But how do we do it?” Cried Bells over the wind. “We won’t 

be able to. It’s huge!” 

“Ahem.” Sounded the rustling voice above. “Alice, what are 

you doing?” 

“If you’ll excuse me, I must go and distract it.” Said 

Alice to the badlings in a hasty whisper. “I must return to the 

beginning of this page, or Mad Tome might think I am planning 

something. I sure do hope it doesn’t.” She made to stand up. 

“Wait!” Bells waved to get Alice’s attention. “What about 

those mattresses? How do we—” 
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“Caterpillar will take care of you.” Said Alice quickly and 

stormed off across the meadow and into the forest. Her head 

hovered above the tree crowns. Bells and Peacock could hear her 

voice. “Hello, Mad Tome.” She said nicely. “How are you this 

morning?” 

“How am I?” Mad Tome rustled, mistrustful. “Why do you 

care?” 

“I thought you looked rather sad.” Said Alice sweetly.  

“Oh well, in that case...” Mad Tome heaved. “You are the 

first character who has asked me this question. I feel so 

bloated, all these pages, I can hardly hold them inside the 

covers.” Its cloudy lips settled next to Alice’s ear and 

appeared to be relaying the latest problems in Mad Tome’s life. 

The wind died down as abruptly as it started. 

Peacock stared at Bells. “Was that really Alice from 

Wonderland?” He whispered. They were half-buried by giant leaves 

and flower petals by the stalk of the mushroom. 

Bells sat up, spitting out grit. “No, it was Dracula in an 

Alice suit, you dolt.” She whispered back. 

Peacock paled. “Don’t call me dolt.” 

“Look, I don’t mean to be harsh, but that was a dumb 

question.” Said Bells quietly. “Of course it was Alice. Who else 

could it be? And Grand and Rusty are here. Aren’t you happy?” 
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Peacock stood in a daze. “But she was so huge. And why 

would she talk to Mad Tome all nice like that? What if it was 

lying to us?” 

“She’s huge because she ate from the mushroom and grew. You 

need to read more books, Peacock.” Said Bells knowingly. “And 

she is talking to mad Tome to deceive it. Naturally, you don’t 

know squat about the ways of female intrigue. If it was up to 

you, you’d charge ahead, shouting at the top of your lungs and 

waving a stick. Alice is doing the smart thing.” 

Alice appeared to have sufficiently soothed Mad Tome, and 

went as far as climbing into it. With a rush of air Mad Tome 

lifted its pages and took off into the mist. 

The badlings waited for a few more minutes, to make sure it 

was really gone. 

Someone coughed politely on the mushroom cap and said, “You 

can get up.” 

“The caterpillar!” Said Bells, startled. 

“It’s not a caterpillar, it’s a guy in a sleeping bag.” 

Said Peacock, peering over the edge of the mushroom. “It’s 

smoking a hookah.” 

“I beg to differ,” said the caterpillar, unzipping the 

sleeping bag and taking off the mask. Underneath it all he 

looked entirely blue and wrinkly and, well, like a perfectly 

well formed caterpillar. “I am required to wear a disguise at 
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every The Unread meeting. I am a caterpillar.” Said the 

caterpillar in a very upset voice and puffed smoke right in 

Peacock’s face. 

The grass behind the mushroom moved. Grand and Rusty were 

running their way, grinning like two lunatics.  

“Bells! Peacock!” They shouted. 

“Grand! Rusty!” 

There were shouts and greetings and even awkward hugs. 

“Did you see what Alice did?” Exclaimed Rusty. “She’s so 

smart! She talked Mad Tome into leaving! And we get to ride on 

flying mattresses, how cool is that?” He caught his breath and 

continued. “Man, I thought I’d never see you again! Waffle was 

awesome—” 

“Waffle?” Asked Peacock. 

“It’s this pig in this book where I was! And there were 

talking troughs too, I mean, they talked to me, right? And that 

car just, bam! It went right out of the trough, can you believe 

it?” He paused, his eyes shining. 

Bells started saying something, but Rusty interrupted her 

with the energy of one who hasn’t talked for a month. “So, 

listen. Here is the deal. You can’t mention book names, but if 

they’ve been dead for more than seventy years, you can.” 
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“You mean, if their authors have been dead for more than 

seventy years.” Corrected him Bells, finding herself enthralled 

in his chatter. 

Before Rusty could say anything else, Grand took his chance 

and quickly asked, “Are you guys okay?” 

“Yeah, are you okay?” Rusty jumped. “I was going to ask you 

first and I forgot! Man, that book I was in, I can’t tell you 

what it is, it’s one of Copy Wights, right? Copy Wights are 

these dead books whose authors have been dead for less than 

seventy years. So I can’t tell you what it is, but it made me 

sleepy! I forgot my name, my own name. Imagine that!” 

They huddled closer, letting Rusty spout, big smiles on 

their faces. They were together again, and that’s all that 

mattered for the moment. 

“So where have you been?” Finished Rusty, out of breath. 

“You have to tell me all about the books you got into! I’m dying 

to hear it! Grand got in The Headless Horseman. There is this 

guy who got his head cut off, and he rides a horse and hold his 

head in his hands, right? And that head was talking to him! How 

scary is that?” 

Bells looked at Grand with a new appreciation. “And you 

didn’t get scared.” 

“Um, nope.” Said Grand proudly, blushing a little. 

“Oh, Grand, I was worried about you!” Exclaimed Bells. 
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“She was,” confirmed Peacock. 

“Um,” Grand paused, happy to see the attention on him, “it 

kept going and going and—  

“You just wait!” Shouted Rusty. “Man, it’s crazy! So this 

book, I mean,” he lowered his voice, “Mad Tome, right? We have 

to destroy it.” 

“We know, Rusty.” Said Peacock impatiently. “Alice told 

us.” 

“What kept going?” Asked Bells. 

“The page,” said Grand, “it kept repeating itself, because 

there is only so much story written on one page. I kept...” He 

was going to tell them that he fainted several times and blushed 

so hard, his face turned beet-red, “...falling asleep, and when 

I’d wake up, it would repeat itself, over and over. It played 

out like a movie.” 

“That must’ve been scary.” Said Bells with feeling. 

Peacock frowned. “How is this supposed to help us get rid 

of Mad Tome?”  

Bells propped her hands on her hips, which was usually the 

sign of an oncoming lecture. “Will you stop already?” She 

snapped at Peacock. “Let him share.”   

“We don’t have time for this.” Muttered Peacock, glancing 

at the sky with distrust.  
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Bells frowned. “I suppose you’re right for once. I wish we 

had more time. Everything is happening too fast for me to 

analyze it. We need a quiet place somewhere where we can think 

and discuss this.” 

There was a polite cough. The badlings startled. They 

forgot about the caterpillar who observed them this whole time 

through ringlets of smoke. He took the hookah out of its mouth 

and said, “You are in a book.” 

“Naturally,” said Bells without thinking. “We are in 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.” 

“No you aren’t.” Said he caterpillar. 

“What do you mean?” Asked Peacock. 

The caterpillar puffed a ring of smoke and said, “I don’t 

mean, I say, and I’m not mean, but what I do mean is what I say, 

and I say you are in a book.” 

The badlings looked at each other. 

“What are you trying to tell us?” Said Bells. 

“I’m not trying, I’m saying,” stressed the caterpillar, 

“that you are in a book.”  

“I got it!” Rusty cried. “It’s a riddle, right?” 

“You mean to say...” began Bells. 

“I don’t mean, I say!” The caterpillar shrunk back, 

offended. “How rude!” It proclaimed, slid off the mushroom and 

crawled away into the grass. 
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“What was that about?” Asked Peacock. 

“Naturally, it was enacting its story part.” Said Bells 

resolutely. “Remember what Grand said? The story plays out 

itself on the page, so we must be on a page where Alice talks to 

the caterpillar, only Alice is gone now, so the caterpillar 

ended up talking to us.” 

“I don’t think that’s it.” Objected Peacock. “I need time 

to think about this.” 

“Weren’t you the one who said we have no time?” Said Bells, 

her eyes flashing dangerously. 

A shadow covered them. It was the strangest sight. Four 

striped mattresses, a big dingy but looking comfortable enough, 

were floating over their heads. They slowly descended and 

hovered just above the ground, waiting like obedient horses. 

“Um.” Said Grand. “Do we get on these?” 

“Look! You lean and it turns!” Rusty was already on top of 

one, zooming up.  

“Rusty, wait!” Cried Bells. 

They all scrambled on the mattresses and took off into the 

mist, rushing up an elevator of fog, faint ghostly shapes around 

them quivering and curling and fizzing, “read us...read 

us...save us from the Ex Pyre...read us.”  
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Chapter 12. Up the Rabbit Hole 

How fascinating would it be to ride through all the books you’ve 

ever read? Or not. You decide. 

Bells and the boys hurtled up the cold swathes of haze. Ex 

Pyre around them brimmed with layers, no, whole fields of books. 

To let them pass, they parted in a tunnel, its irregular concave 

walls formed by countless edges of pages, rims of endless 

worlds. If you ever swam up the slimy mass of jellyfish, that’s 

what it felt like. It was impossible to tell if those books 

belonged to Manic Domain or were Copy Wights or both. In between 

them ghosts from dead stories would poke in their heads and 

sneer enviously at those still alive.  

Like loyal pets, books that have been read by the badlings, 

sniffed them out and pushed in closer, to watch them pass with 

heartrending longing. Bells saw a familiar landscape swim by. It 

was a valley with a blue lighthouse in the middle and no sea. A 

couple fat white trolls wound circles around its red conical 

roof on a pair of identical striped flying mattresses. They saw 

Bells passing and waved their what you might call paws. 

“What are those?” Asked Peacock, floating up to Bells. 

“They have mattresses like ours. What did Alice say about them?” 
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Bells was fascinated. “Those are...” she began saying and 

stopped, suddenly remembering the real book name. “Alice called 

them trolls from Hip Family Troll.” 

“Trolls?” Peacock lost a bit of color. 

“They’re wearing a disguise, you idiot.” Explained Bells 

patiently. “And they’re friendly trolls.” 

Peacock didn’t appear convinced. “Is there such a thing as 

a friendly troll?” 

“Yes, there is. I wish I could tell you more, but you’d 

have to read it yourself. It’s a Copy Wight, so I can’t say the 

correct title.” Bells sighed, staring down at them. “There are 

nine books in the series. I’ve read all of them.” Then she added 

quietly. “I wish I could live in them.” 

“Live in a book? No thanks.” Said Peacock. He squeezed the 

mattress and kicked off. 

Bells wasn’t listening, absorbed in what she has witnessed. 

“I’d like to see the look on Maria’s face when I tell her what 

books I got to visit.” 

“It smells like pancakes.” Remarked Grand.  

Bells sighed sadly. “I bet they’re about to eat pancakes 

with strawberry jam for lunch.” 

“Can we not talk about food?” Cried Peacock. “You’re not 

the only ones who’re hungry you know?” 

“What’s wrong with him?” Asked Grand. 
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Bells shrugged. “I don’t know, but ever since we’ve gone to 

that The Unread meeting in the Red Death book, he’s been like 

this. Doesn’t matter what I say, he gets all upset and 

irritated.” 

“Guys, guys! Over here!” Rusty gesticulated so hard, he 

nearly toppled over from the mattress. 

They spurred on and floated over, but Peacock didn’t 

follow. He trailed behind, sullen and withdrawn. Bells squeezed 

her mattress to stop it, turned around and waited until he 

floated up. 

“Peacock, what’s wrong?” She asked. 

“Nothing.” He was near tears. “Just leave me alone, okay?” 

“No, something is. What is it?” Pressed Bells. She sensed 

both Grand and Rusty soar behind her.  

Peacock looked away, embarrassed, and mumbled something. 

Bells turned to Grand. “Can you hold this for me for a 

minute?” While Grand pulled her mattress over his, she climbed 

over to Peacock, going slowly on all fours, trying not to look 

down. The books and the ghosts they were passing fell quiet, 

watching this complicated maneuver with interest. Bells could 

hear a few of them exchange bets on whether or not she would 

fall and meet an untimely death at the very bottom of the Ex 

Pyre. 
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Bells grit her teeth and clasped the fabric, balancing her 

legs so that the mattress stayed level. At last she scrambled 

over to Peacock and clutched him, out of breath from fright. 

“Listen.” She said into his ear. “I have risked my life to 

get over to you, so you better tell me what is going on.” 

“Well, aren’t you a hero.” He scoffed, but there was no 

usual acidity in it. 

“Come on, Peacock!” Called Rusty. “Tell her!” 

“Shut up!” Shouted Peacock miserably. 

“Stop being a sissy and be a man!” Commanded Bells angrily. 

“Either tell me what it is, or sit here all sad in your sadness 

and be sad till the day you die! I have more important things to 

worry about. I have a life to live. I have to become a 

scientist, and nannying scared boys does not make one a 

scientist, get it?” She expected a furious rebuke, but Peacock 

only looked at her, small and frightened, his turquoise hair 

hanging limply over his eyes. 

“I’m scared.” He whispered, trembling. 

Bells couldn’t believe her ears. “What?”  

“I’m scared.” 

The swirling vapor around them tightened. The books huddled 

closer. Bells could sense their muted murmur on her skin, and it 

gave her the creeps. 

“Hey, I’m scared too.” She said soothingly. 
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“Um, me too.” Said Grand. He waded closer. “My mom always 

says—” 

“You guys don’t understand, okay?” Cried Peacock. 

“What is it that we don’t understand?” Asked Bells. 

Rusty opened his mouth, but Bells silenced him with a 

stare. They all waited patiently for Peacock to crack.  

“It’s the book I didn’t finish reading.” He said it so 

quietly, Bells barely heard him.  

“Which one is it?” 

Peacock took a deep breath and whispered, “Dracula.” 

Faint voices around them picked up the title. 

“Dracula...he said Dracula...” 

“...did you hear? He didn’t finish reading Dracula...” 

“Oh, he will be mighty mad...” 

Peacock looked around him, mortified. 

“Is that about vampires?” Exclaimed Rusty. “Man, vampires 

are cool! I mean, they’re scary, but—” 

“Can you not?...” Said Bells. 

Rusty sniggered embarrassingly. 

“I don’t think it’s a good idea to mention books you never 

finished reading, badlings.” Said a viscid voice from somewhere 

above. The fog trembled faintly. Thousands of interested faces 

peered down, and Bells noticed with horror that a protrusion of 

sticky pink tongues held them fast. They stopped moving upward 
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and simply levitated in place, an audience composed of countless 

bored characters waiting with bated breath for more. 

“Naturally,” muttered Bells crossly. “I suppose we’re the 

rare local entertainment.” 

“I don’t think they will listen to you, Molaris.” Said 

another voice.  

“Do you think I should make them?” Said Molaris, slurping 

as if salivating before a nice meal. “I can.” All at once the 

air tingled with electricity. With a glopping sucking noise the 

pink tongues rolled over and scooped screaming badlings together 

with their mattresses over to the book from whence this 

disgusting ooze came from. It was a cesspool of sickly pink 

putty that undulated and boiled like a pot of cooking porridge. 

The tongues dropped them on a pimple of an island that stuck out 

like a sore thumb.  

“Bad badlings.” Said Molaris from all around them. “That 

will teach you how to mention book names. That will teach you 

how to never finish reading books. That will teach you how to 

follow the rules!” 

“Where in the world are we?” Squeaked Peacock. The island 

was rosy like a scrubbed elbow and not bigger than a small hill. 

Peacock touched the ground gingerly. His fingers came away 

smudged with fleshy slime. It covered the island’s shore in 

profusion. Molaris licked it, sneering. It amused itself by 
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shooting out long tentacles that stretched into meaty arms, then 

retracted with a sickening swish. 

“You never finished reading me.” Gloated Molaris. “Say my 

right name, and you will die, and I will die with you!” It 

laughed, which sounded like popping bubbles. 

Thrill ran down Peacock’s spine. “Is this some kind of a 

planet?” 

“I think you’re correct,” said Bells, “and I think it’s 

gone crazy.” She was cleaning the disgusting mucus off the 

mattresses, and it appeared that the mattresses were purring in 

delight. “I hate pink.” She declared. “Let’s get out of here.” 

“Um. Said Grand. He looked in horror at a tongue that 

playfully touched his sneaker. 

“Guys!” Cried Rusty. “I know what it is! It’s a talking 

planet!” Nonplussed by its bubbling mass, Rusty crept down to 

the pool of pink and patted it. “Hey, Molaris. Nice to meet you! 

Is it okay if I pet you?” 

Molaris regarded him with stunned silence. “Nobody has ever 

petted me before.” It said disappointedly. 

“Rusty, don’t!” Cried Bells. 

Rusty grinned. “Why not? Look at it! Look what it does! 

It’s cool! It’s like a pet, Bells. Watch!” He hovered a finger 

close to the liquid. It passed a purring ripple directly under 

his finger, bulged, and reached up, like an animal that wants to 
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be scratched behind its ears, with Rusty happily did. “I think 

it likes me! Hey, Molaris, do you like me?” He stroked the gluey 

substance that behaved like a happy cat. 

Bells grunted peevishly and continued to clean the 

mattresses. They were shaking off the slime and eager to take 

off. 

“Bells?” Called Peacock meekly. 

“Bells?” Repeated Grand.  

She turned to look. Molaris enveloped Rusty in three 

tongues, and Rusty rapidly turned blue. “Nice Molaris. That’s 

enough playing,” said Rusty. “I’ll be going now.” And then, in a 

panic, “You’re choking me! Get off me!” 

They rushed to his help, but when they tried ripping the 

tongues off poor Rusty, their hands got stuck to the sticky 

surface and came away with strands of gluey putty. 

“Let go of you friend, you stupid goo!” Screamed Bells in 

the most vexed voice she could muster. Her eyes threw daggers, 

and Molaris flinched in fear.  

“I can’t just let go.” It bubbled. “I said I will teach 

you—” 

“Do you want us to destroy Mad Tome or not?” Demanded 

Bells, wiping the pink substance off her palms. “Or do you want 

to end up like those stupid ghosts in the Ex Pyre? Have you 
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thought about that? If you’re a ghost, nobody can pet you, this 

is just for your information.” 

“Oh.” Said Molaris and slackened its hold a little. Rusty 

took in a shuddering breath, color returning to his cheeks. 

Strange wrinkles moved on the surface of Molaris, as if it was 

thinking. It pulsed. “Will you promise to come back and pet me 

some more?” It implored Rusty. “You don’t even have to read me, 

just come and pet me.” 

“Totally!” Said Rusty happily. 

“Okay then, sorry I bothered you. Off you go. I’ll get you 

closer to Mad Tome, to make it more convenient.” In a squiggling 

upward motion four tongues shot out and crawled under the 

mattresses. The badlings hopped on. “Did I scare you, though?” 

It said hopefully. “Nobody gets ever scared by my disguise, they 

say I’m too pink.” 

“Oh yes, you scared us.” Said Bells and patted the tongue 

carefully. It was cold and mushy, but she tried not to show 

disgust on her face. “Can you be some other color when we come 

to pet you? Like, not pink?” 

“Okay!” Said Molaris, excited. “I’ll be any color you want, 

just promise me you will come back!” 

“Promise!” They shouted and saddled the mattresses. 

Molaris rose in a bulbous swell and shot them upward, into 

the whispering excited fog, as by now the entire population of 
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the Ex Pyre has assembled to greet the badlings and congratulate 

them on their important mission. 

They careered up, passing more books. Most of them were 

quiet, but some demanded attention.  

A deafening racket of explosions mixed with smell of ash 

and gunpowder made Rusty lean over and look. Below a battle 

raged.  

“Whoa!” He exclaimed. 

A garrison of horsemen in navy coats and beaver hats, 

sables aloft, hooting and shouting, galloped through bursts of 

orange fire and black smoke toward an army of swarthy men in 

kaftans. Some of them walked, others rode steeds, yet others sat 

on top of elephants decked out in brocades with golden tassels. 

“It’s Baron Munchausen! Right there!” Rusty was on his 

feet, shouting. “Get them, Baron! Get them!” 

“Rusty, are you out of your mind?” Cried Bells. “It 

could’ve been one of the Copy Wights!” She was quietly 

conversing with Peacock, trying to get more information from him 

about Dracula, but he kept mum. 

Rusty reached and grabbed the edge of the page. 

“Let go, you idiot!” Shouted Bells. “You’ll get your head 

blown off!” 

“But it’s Baron Munchausen! I read about him!” 
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The book, happy because of all Rusty’s attention, flew up 

to him so he could see better. A man in a red topcoat and a 

black triangular hat, his face one big curly mustache, charged 

at the sultan, whacked him off the elephant, dismounted and 

rained lashes left and right. The air crackled and crashed and 

exploded. 

Rusty, grinning like a lunatic, screamed. “There, see? 

That’s him! Watch! Watch what he’s going to do!” 

For a moment Rusty’s enthusiasm infected them and they 

turned to witness the Baron to catch cannonballs with his bare 

hands and fling them back at the enemy’s fortress. The sultan 

fired at the Baron from a pistol, to which the Baron responded 

by swiftly slicing off the sultan’s head. Then they both looked 

up, Baron with his head intact, and sultan with his head from 

the ground, and bowed. 

Bells gasped. 

Peacock and Grand gaped. 

And Rusty clapped. “Awesome, Baron! That was awesome!” 

The Baron cleaned his sable, stashed it away, caught a 

shooting cannonball, mounted it, and flew off, waving to them. 

“What the...” Peacock’s mouth opened. 

Rusty rattled to him excitedly. “He rides cannonballs! He 

also pulled himself out of a bog by his own hair, and he shot a 

deer with cherry pits! And a cherry tree grew from the deer’s 
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head the next morning! And—” Rusty gasped for air, “—he shot 

ducks in the air so when they fell they were roasted! And he 

turned a wolf inside out!”  

“Roasted ducks sound about good by now.” Said Grand, 

looking around with sad eyes, but no books they flied by 

appeared to have any food in them. “I wouldn’t mind a roasted 

wolf either.” He patted his stomach sadly. 

“I think we’re almost through.” Said Peacock. 

They all followed his gaze. There was a rift in the vapor, 

and the end of the tunnel. They sailed past the last book. It 

was sunk in a dark starless night. Suddenly countless shining 

green eyes appeared on the horizon. They were sitting on top of 

gigantic metallic heads each supported by three telescoping 

legs. The alien machines—as they definitely looked alien—pranced 

over the city like enormous insects. White shafts of light 

pierced the darkness, illuminating streams of running people. 

Peacock held his breath, looking down. 

“It’s the Martians...the Martians from—” He stopped himself 

and blinked, unsure if it was one of Copy Wights or Manic Domain 

books. 

“Who did you say they are?” Asked Rusty. 

“The Martians.” Repeated Peacock. 

“It’s that thing that took us from The Unread to Bluebeard, 

remember?” Exclaimed Bells.   
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They stared at the unfolding drama. The lights converged on 

the fleeing crowd. Pinging noises overpowered the shouting and 

the screaming. The Martians were firing hot rays that burned 

everything they hit, leaving charred smoking skeletons. Panicked 

people fled into back alleys that momentarily exploded. 

Oblivious to this, the Martians advanced, each at least thirty 

stories. Suddenly one of them lifted its head and riveted its 

green eyes directly on the badlings. 

Peacock’s mouth fell open. “Let’s get out of here, before 

they kills us!” he cried. 

They all kicked at the mattresses and zoomed up, but not 

before Peacock thought he saw the Martian wave to them in a 

rather friendly farewell manner before returning to his gruesome 

work.  
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Chapter 13. The Quest for Doughnuts 

Book characters must lead extraordinarily easy lives. According 

to most stories, rarely do they waste time on such trifles as 

brushing their teeth, eating, or peeing. This presents a curious 

problem.  

For the next hour or so, steadily soaring up trough the 

foggy fallows of the Ex Pyre, Bells, Peacock, Rusty, and Grand—

by now so hungry, they could swallow an elephant—racked their 

brains for books that could offer them a nice dinner, a place to 

clean themselves up, and four beds to sleep. On top of it, they 

had no idea how to find a particular book in this milky fog that 

seemed to enjoy confusing them. The mattresses soaked up the 

moisture from the air and slowed down, soggy and heavy. No 

amount of kicking made them go faster. On the contrary, they 

stubbornly decelerated. 

“Hansel and Gretel,” said Peacock carefully and ducked. 

“It’s not one of the Copy Wights, is it?” 

“We’re still alive, aren’t we?” Answered Bells, twirling 

her ponytail and finding her thoughts tangled in a tired jumble. 

She gave Peacock a sour look. “I’m just too tired to think of 

any book right now.” 
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“Hey, it has a house that we can eat, right?” Asked Rusty. 

“House made of cookies or something?” 

“A gingerbread house.” Corrected him Bells. “Get your facts 

straight.” 

“Um. It’s owned by a cannibalistic woman who will lock us 

up in animal cages, feed us so we get fat, and then fry us in 

her old-fashioned stove,” supplied Grand helpfully, “which 

operates very similarly to a funeral incinerator, except that it 

burns at lower temperatures and more unevenly, so our dying 

throes will be longer and more painful, and nobody will hear our 

screams. Once she decides we are sufficiently dead and crisp, 

she will take us out and start carving—” Grand stopped, feeling 

his friends stares on his skin. “I’m just saying that it might 

not be a good idea to go there if we want to find food.” 

“Thank you for the clarification.” Said Peacock. 

Oppressed by the idea of being fried to a crisp, the 

badlings fell silent. They have glued the mattresses together 

with the remainder of the incredibly sticky pink goo and 

reclined on this shaky undulating platform, gazing about. The 

hushed velvety silence unnerved them. There was not a murmur, 

not a rustle of paper heard, and they felt like their ears were 

stuffed with damp cotton. 

“We could go back to Alice and have tea?” Offered Bells. 

“She’s gone with Mad Tome, remember?” Said Peacock. 
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“Ah, yes. I forgot.” Bells pursed her lips, forcing her 

brain to think, which it sleepily resisted. “I can’t think of 

anything else,” she admitted weekly. 

“You said you’re tired.” 

“You are too.” Began Bells and flopped on her stomach. She 

didn’t feel like fighting. “Rusty, do you have any ideas?” 

“Who, me?” Rusty looked up, hastily wiping his hand. He was 

absorbed in beckoning Ex Pyre ghosts and, as they nuzzled up to 

him, patted them on the shoulders or stroked their heads or 

scratched behind their ears, if they happened to be of animal 

variety. A cluster of them currently congregated around his 

mattress, eagerly awaiting another dose of attention. 

“Rusty, what are you doing?” Demanded Bells. 

“Nothing.” He sniggered. “Just making friends.” 

“Don’t touch them!” 

“Why not?” Rusty grinned. “They like it.” 

“Well, then maybe you should ask them where we can find 

some food.” Said Bells crossly. “If they’re friendly with you, 

they should tell you.” 

“That’s a cool idea!” Cried Rusty and crawled to the edge, 

hanging over and whispering to some hideous bat-like creature. 

Its bulging round eyes shone eerily through the veil of white 

smoke that issued from its maw through which it apparently 

communicated something important. 
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They watched them eagerly, awaiting results, but when Rusty 

turned with a fallen face, they knew it was no good. 

“It says it has no memory left,” said Rusty, and suddenly 

lit up. “But it will go and ask some of its friends that might 

know something! That’s great news, right?” He beamed, awaiting 

his friends’ reaction. 

“What in the world was that?” Asked Peacock, his eyes wide 

with fear, as the thing dove under them and sent ripples of fog 

and chilly air swirl in its wake. The mattresses swayed and they 

all rolled to the edge, halting right over the precipice. 

Bells grabbed onto Grand, Grand seized Peacock, and Peacock 

screamed. “Are you crazy! It almost killed us!” 

“It was trying to help!” Protested Rusty. 

“You’re off your marbles! Help?” Peacock scoffed. “Great 

help that would be for Mad Tome, to find us all dead. How do you 

know what that thing was? Maybe it’s working for Mad Tome. You 

can’t just trust any monster who wants to be petted!” 

“But every creature wants love!” Said Rusty with feeling. 

“Even if it’s bad, it’s good inside!” 

“How do you know? Did you cut it open?” 

“Man, Peacock,” Rusty gaped at him, “lighten up!” 

“If that’s what you want,” snapped Peacock, his lips 

trembling, “then you’re not making it easier. Great friends you 
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are. You never listen to me, and you,” he looked at Bells, 

“always fight me.” 

Bells looked stung. “No, I don’t. You’re the one who—” 

“I’m not going to listen to this!” Peacock covered his 

ears. “Everyone is always telling me the same thing, and I’m 

done listening! I thought you were better, but you’re just like 

them.” 

“Like who?” Asked Bells. 

“My stupid adopted siblings! I hate them. I hate dad for 

marrying that silly...that...she always wears a million skirts 

and she never listens to me...” 

“At least you have parents, right?” Said Rusty and twisted 

away, leaning over and staring into the mist. 

Peacock began retorting and felt the breath knocked out of 

him. Bells kicked him and on her face he read the fervent wish 

to strangle him and throw him overboard. He bit his lip. 

They sat gloomily, none of them daring to speak.  

“We’re not going to survive like this,” said Grand matter-

of-factly. “Alice should’ve at least told us where to go.” 

They floated by a cluster of closed volumes that could be 

from Manic Domain, or could be Copy Wights. It was impossible to 

tell with their covers shut and shrouded in haze. It cleverly 

thickened right over the titles, making them indiscernible. 
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The grey furrowed nothing spread in all directions without 

beginning or end. Occasionally a stray dead page would flutter 

by like an enormous moth at the end of its lifespan, limp and 

wilted. Each time it happened, they all sat up in fright, 

waiting for mad Tome to show up and scoop it into its binding, 

but nothing of the sort occurred, and they kept drifting upward.  

“We will fly around aimlessly and get lost,” continued 

Grand, “and then the mattresses will absorb so much liquid that 

they won’t be able to float anymore and will get heavier and 

heavier, and will gradually descend and then pick up speed and 

plummet down, and we will meet our doom at the very bottom of 

the Ex Pyre and—” 

Bells glared at Grand, but she had no strength to reproach 

him or say anything acerbic. She was lying all curled up, 

shivering. Her eyes watered. She stifled a yawn and mumbled, “I 

wonder how much longer until we find Mad Tome.” 

“I swear this Ex Pyre is playing tricks on us,” said 

Peacock quietly, throwing a glace from the corner of his eye to 

see how his remark was met. 

Bells suddenly sat up. “I know!” 

“What?” The boys said as one. 

“The Secret Garden!” She said excitedly. “It’s in the Manic 

Domain, and it’s got lots of food. We could go there.” 
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“Um.” Said Grand. “Is it about an orphan girl living with 

her uncle?” 

“I think her parents die of some disease or something,” 

said Bells, “and she comes to live in this castle, and there is 

her sick bother, and all they do is plant a garden and eat.” 

“For the whole book?” Asked Peacock. 

“For the whole book.” Confirmed Bells. 

“Cool! I’m in!” Said Rusty. 

Peacock smirked. “Sounds like a nice life.” 

“Are you still scared of Dracula, is that why you’re so 

upset?” Inquired Bells and was met with a cold wall. Peacock 

looked through her, pretending he didn’t hear her question. 

“Suit yourself.” Said Bells. 

“I know!” Rusty nearly jumped. “There is this...bear! I 

think it’s a Copy Wight, he’s...he has friends animals, and they 

have honey!” 

“I think I know what you’re talking about,” said Bells, 

“but I don’t think there is anything there besides honey, and if 

we all stuff ourselves with honey, our bodies will promptly 

crash from all that sugar. We need real food.” 

“Um.” Said Grand suddenly. “I just thought of something.” 

He paused. All eyes were on him. Encouraged, he cleared his 

throat, “there is this book about Dwarf’s Nose. He lives in a 

kitchen for seven years, and it’s got guinea pigs and squirrels. 
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The have nut shells on their feet and they skate on this 

polished glass floor, and Dwarf’s Nose learns how to cook all 

these dishes,” Grand’s face grew dreamy, “and this duke orders 

him to make anything he wants, so I bet if I asked him to make 

doughnuts from scratch, he’d do them. Warm doughnuts.” His 

eyelids fluttered and closed. “With a fresh sugar glaze...” 

Everyone’s eyes were fastened to Grand, and as he spoke, 

they imagined it so vividly, their stomachs talked to each 

other. 

“...with warm chocolate syrup...” Breathed Peacock. 

“And when you bite into it...” Added Bells, dazed. 

“...it melts in your mouth!” Said Rusty. “And you can’t 

wait and shove it in and bam! it’s all gone!” 

“Only there is this witch and she brings cabbages from the 

market, but they turn out to be human heads.” Said Grand, 

crestfallen. 

The spell was broken. 

“Is there a story you know that doesn’t have any loose 

heads appearing in it?” Inquired Bells. 

There was no answer. 

“So how about The Secret Garden, everyone?” 

The boys nodded their agreement. 

“But how will we get there?” Asked Peacock. 

“Bluebeard knows!” Cried Rusty. 
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“Bluebeard?” They said as one. 

“He is here!” Proclaimed Rusty. “He is a ghost now.” He 

drew away for them to see. Behind him floated the dim silhouette 

of Bluebeard. He was almost transparent, with churning clumps of 

mist forming his face. 

“Bluebeard!” Said Bells, staring. “What happened to you?” 

“Mad Tome destroyed my book for helping you escape.” Said 

Bluebeard vehemently. “There was nowhere for me to go, no other 

book wanted me, and now I’m a ghost. I have you to thank for 

this.” 

“But Alice said you have just visited her...” Bells gaped. 

“Is this what happens to the characters whose book is 

killed?” Asked Peacock. 

“Exactly.” Confirmed Bluebeard. 

“Holy cow.” Gasped Peacock. “This is crazy. You’re part of 

Ex Pyre now?” 

“How acute of you to notice.” Spat Bluebeard. “I am forever 

destined to wander through the mists, until I am no more.” 

“We’re sorry.” Squeaked Bells. “Is there anything we can 

do?” 

“Hurry up and do what we asked you to! You were supposed to 

have already accomplished it, but you are lazy insolent badlings 

lounging around thinking this is some game!” Bluebeard made a 
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fist and pounded on the mattress, but his hand went right 

through it. He cried out in dismay. 

The badlings flinched. 

“What do you think will happen to you if you let Mad Tome 

go on like this?” Bluebeard floated closer. “It will destroy all 

of us, every single book. It’s mad, it doesn’t understand that 

it will turn into a ghost itself, and that is why it’s scary. 

There is no way to stop it unless you rip it apart.” 

Bluebeard’s foggy eyes shone with fury.  

“What exactly will happen to us if we don’t?” Asked 

Peacock, swallowing. 

“You are in a book,” said Bluebeard mysteriously, “are you 

not?” 

“Not right now.” Said Peacock.  

“What do you think you’re sitting on?” 

Peacock looked down. “Flying mattresses...” 

“And where do they come from?” 

Peacock gulped. 

“What do you think will happen to them, when the book 

they’re from is no longer there?” Bluebeard studied them from 

under his thick foggy brows. 

Peacock looked at Bells. Bells looked at Grand. Grand 

looked at Rusty. And together they stared at Bluebeard. 
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“Do we fall to our deaths at the bottom of Ex Pyre?” Asked 

Grand shakily. 

“Ex Pyre has no bottom,” said Bluebeard with a gritted 

smile. “You will keep falling until you, too, turn to mist and 

dissolve into nothing.” 

The badlings shivered, their eyes wide with horror. 

“No way!” Cried Rusty. “This is nuts! It’s not true! It 

can’t happen! We’re real, and you’re not real, and this is all 

not real! This is just a book!” 

“Oh, I’m not real?” Repeated Bluebeard menacingly. “Would 

you like to test your theory, badling?” 

Rusty wanted to retort, but Bells kicked him. 

“What do we do?” She asked in the tones of a small 

petrified girl who has found out that there are monsters under 

her bed. 

“Follow me.” Bluebeard dove down. 

They squeezed the mattresses and whirred after him. It was 

a relief to do something and start moving with a goal in mind 

after this aimless meandering in the middle of nothing. None of 

them spoke, too absorbed in what Bluebeard had told them. It 

didn’t take long. Bluebeard hovered over an open book, swiveling 

his eyes down. 

“Go here.” He said. “I have arranged food and shelter for 

you. Get rest and set out to complete your task in the morning.” 
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“But Bluebeard!” Cried Bells, dismayed. “How can we rip it, 

when it’s so huge? Can you tell us how to do it, please?” 

“If I knew how to do it, if any of us knew, don’t you think 

we would’ve done it by now?” Said Bluebeard sharply. 

Bells felt her face slide down. She looked to the boys for 

support. “But how are we supposed to figure it out? Why us?” 

“You found it, did you not?” Bluebeard looked her in the 

eyes, which was quite peculiar, as his eyes were formed by the 

incorporeal smoke. 

“How do you know? Maybe it found us!” Interjected Peacock. 

“Your friend should’ve never gotten you all in here. Now 

she must correct her mistake.” Said Bluebeard. 

“And do what?” 

“I have told you before. You must rip Mad Tome!” And with 

this Bluebeard coasted off. 

“Wait! Bluebeard, man, don’t leave us!” Rusty grasped for 

his coat but touched only air. 

“What did he mean, we’re in a book? The caterpillar said 

the same thing.” Bells thought out loud. “We’re not in any book 

right now.” 

“We can think about it after we eat and sleep.” Said Grand 

wisely. “My mom says it’s no good thinking on an empty stomach.” 

“What is this place?” Asked Peacock.  
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Below them was a dark room with a child sleeping in a bed. 

There wasn’t much else they could see. 

“Does it matter?” Said Bells. “Let’s get in.” 

Too hungry and too impatient to talk more, they docked 

their mattresses at the rims of the page and carefully climbed 

over and into the room. The wooden floor creaked under Bells’ 

feet. She stole to the window and drew the curtain aside. 

Outside, on the cobblestone street, a horse carriage clopped to 

the bridge dusted with snow and illuminated by lanterns. It was 

dark. It was night. And was the middle of winter. 

“It’s a city,” whispered Bells, “it’s snowing.” 

“Do you know what it is?” Asked Grand, wishing to believe 

they were at last somewhere where he could eat. 

“No idea.” Mumbled Bells. “The Snow Queen again?” 

Above them the cover of the book creaked, rose, and flopped 

down, swallowing them in the darkness with a dull whack! 

“It’s a trap!” Cried Peacock, but it was too late. They 

were stuck in the unfamiliar room with a soundly sleeping child. 

The ground lurched under their feet, and the book took off on 

its own secret mission. 
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Chapter 14. The Black Chicken 

The problem with villains is, to conquest them you have to face 

them. That is one scary prospect. 

Bells decided to find Mad Tome and to try and reason with 

it. If that failed, they would attempt tugging it to pieces, as 

Bluebeard, Alice, and The Headless Horseman suggested. Only how 

they were going to do it without the flying mattresses, she had 

no idea. Her eyes accustomed to the dark. In the corner of the 

room a child in a long nightgown got out of bed. It was a boy of 

about ten. He saw Bells and beckoned her without a word. At his 

feet a little black chicken clucked, its eyes shining like two 

candles. It scurried off and the boy padded after it.  

“Excuse me?” Said Bells. “What book is this?” 

But the boy and the chicken already left. 

“Come on!” Exclaimed Rusty. “Let’s go after them!” 

The boy stuck his head in the door and put a finger to his 

lips. “Shhh! You will wake everyone. Be quiet, please.” And he 

was gone. 

Bewildered, they tiptoed out of the room and inched along 

the corridor and into a large bedroom illuminated with silver 

moonlight. By the wall hung with heavy portraits slept two old 
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ladies in two white beds. On one of the nightstands sat a cage 

with a parrot, and next to it reclined a big grey cat. The boy 

leaned to the cat and asked for its paw. The cat hissed and 

sprung up, startling them. The parrot squawked, “Fool! Fool!” 

The boy and the chicken rushed to the door at the opposite end 

of the room and vanished through it. The old ladies opened their 

eyes, ogling the badlings who stood in front of them, paralyzed. 

“Come on!” Rusty urged them, and, unfrozen, spurred by the 

cat’s angry screeching and the parrot’s calls, they darted 

through the door, down many flights of steps, and emerged in a 

long low hall that stretched ahead of them into darkness. 

In the dim shadow they could see two receding figures and 

hear echoing words.  

“You woke them up, Alyosha!” Berated the chicken the boy.  

“I’m very sorry, Blackey, I will be more careful.” Said 

Alyosha anxiously. 

“Guys! Did you hear that? It can talk!” Said Rusty in a 

loud whisper that carried rather well. “The chicken! The chicken 

can talk!” 

“Rusty, can you shut up, please?” Said Bells in an equally 

loud whisper. “Obviously, it can. They asked us to be quiet.” 

Rusty couldn’t help himself. “I know! I heard it!” 

Blackey stopped and peered back. 

The badlings halted. 
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“I’m sorry,” said Bells, feeling her face grow hot, “we’ll 

try to be quieter.”  

Blackey nodded, and they continued walking. 

“I don’t trust this Bluebeard,” said Peacock under his 

breath. “What if he—” 

Bells jabbed a finger at his side. 

Blackey and Alyosha stopped, and Bells and the boys drew up 

behind them. They have come to the end of the hall. The air 

around them was heavy with the smell of molten wax, old smoke, 

and dust. A candle chandelier hung off the low ceiling, its 

golden light flickering and throwing dancing shadows on the 

walls. On either side of bronze doors stood armored knight 

suits. Without warning they sprung off the walls and charged at 

Blackey. He inflated until he was Alyosha’s size and flapped his 

wings and clacked and pecked at them until they fell apart with 

a clang. 

Alyosha threw up his hands and fainted. Blackey turned to 

the badlings and said commandingly, “You must go through these 

doors and wait for me there. Promise me you won’t go anywhere 

until I come back.” Then he picked up Alyosha and vanished. 

“Okay,” said Bells, “that clarifies things a whole lot.” 

She marched up to the doors and tugged on the knockers. 

The doors slowly swung open. 
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They stepped into a hall with a low ceiling. It was so low, 

the tops of their heads nearly brushed it. What was inside 

could’ve been considered magnificent, if not for its size. 

Everything here was miniature, made for people no higher than a 

couple feet. Candles in candelabras threw a warm glow on the 

marble floor. Chairs draped in velvet lined the walls that were 

hung with tapestries. And on a raised platform stood a large 

throne. 

“Look!” Said Rusty. He trotted over to touch it. “Look, 

guys! It’s a doll throne!” 

“That’s very exciting, Rusty.” Said Bells and plopped to 

the floor, sighing. “Finally it’s nice and quiet. I hope nothing 

happens for a long time.” 

“This is so cool! It’s a doll palace!” Rusty was running 

his hand over the rugs on the wall. “I wonder if little people 

live here, with a little queen and a little king and little 

princes and princesses and stuff!” 

Bells rolled her eyes. “Oh, please, can we not talk about 

princesses?” 

“What book is this?” Muttered Peacock. “Where did Bluebeard 

get us? I don’t like it.” 

“Um. There is no food.” Said Grand, disappointed. “He said 

there’d be food here.” 

“What’s wrong with princesses?” Asked Rusty. 
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“I hate stories with princesses, that’s what!” Snapped 

Bells. 

Grand frowned at her. “Why?” 

Bells alighted her stare on him, attempting to make him 

smolder. “Why what?” 

“Why do you hate—” 

“Because I’m sick of Maria reading her stupid fairy tales!” 

Announced Bells. “It’s always princess this, princess that, and 

all her pink dresses. It can get pretty annoying. For once I got 

a break from her, and you have just spoiled it! She’s always 

nagging me, ‘Belladonna, can you draw me a princess?’ ‘Oh, 

Belladonna, what do you think about this dress?’ ‘Belladonna, 

how do I look?’ ‘Belladonna, do you think mom will like it?’ She 

can’t shut up, only one thing on her mind.” 

“You’ve never told us.” Observed Grand carefully. 

“Well, I’m telling you now. Besides, what’s there to talk 

about?” Bells looked like she was about to blow up. “Silly girl 

stuff, that’s all it is. The only thing on Maria’s mind is to 

please mom. It makes me sick.” 

“What’s wrong with that?” Asked Grand. “What’s so bad about 

wanting your mom to like you? I want my mom to like me. I tell 

her that, and she tells me that she likes me just like I am, 

like...well...” He looked at this bulging stomach and fell 

silent. 
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A frightened awkward pause stretched among them. 

“We must destroy Mad Tome.” Said Bells fervidly. “Whatever 

it takes, we must do it.” She seized a nearby miniature chair 

and chucked it as the throne. It rebounded with a dull thwack 

and landed on the floor in a cloud of fine dust. 

“What’s wrong, Bells?” Said Grand worryingly. 

“What’s wrong?” She straightened her back, looking him 

square in the face. “What’s wrong? We got sucked into some 

demented book for no reason at all and now we’re supposed to rip 

it pieces, or we will end up ghosts like Bluebeard, forever 

falling to our death in Ex Pyre. That’s what’s wrong!” 

“Um, I know that.” Said Grand shyly. “What I mean—” 

“There is a reason.” Stated Peacock bitterly. “It’s your 

fault we’re here, Bells, you’re the one who found the book, 

you’re the one who picked it up, you’re the one who threw it at 

the ducks—” 

“You said it didn’t matter that it was my fault!” Shouted 

Bells. 

“Well, it matters now!” Fumed Peacock. “We can die because 

of it. Did you think about that?”  

“And you are being a great help, peeing your pants from 

fear and whimpering like a little boy, when we should come up 

with a plan and not sit around and mop and feel sorry!” 

“Who is peeing pants? I am peeing pants?” 
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Peacock’s and Bells’ voices bounced off the ceiling, 

spurring them on to throw more insults at each other, both red 

in the face. Bells flipped her ponytail, Peacock mussed his 

turquoise hair. They looked like two fighting roosters, their 

elbows stuck out at right angles like flapping wings, their 

faces so close, any moment one of them would peck out an eye of 

another. 

Rusty sat still, hands over his ears. Grand, his usual 

diplomacy abandoned, gazed at Peacock, mulling over his words. 

“...the one who found the book, the one who picked it up...” 

There was a drawing of two breaths and a pause. When no 

more shouts tore through the air, Rusty opened one eye. “Is it 

over? You guys done?” 

They stared at him, unseeing. 

“Man, that was loud!” He exclaimed. “I thought my eardrums 

would break, for real! You guys are nuts! Really! I mean, why do 

you always fight? I can just see it. Listen to this. So this 

whole place blows up, right? And we’re falling down, right? 

Guess what! You two will be fighting about who’s going to die 

first!” He sniggered, pleased with his delivery. It had a 

sobering effect. 

“Shut up, Rusty,” said Peacock flatly. 

“No, you shut up!” Cried Rusty suddenly, his little hands 

balled in fists. Astounded by his own dare, he gaped at Peacock, 
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his mouth open, but Peacock only sagged and said, “you’re right, 

Rusty. Hey, Bells? Look, I didn’t mean it.” 

She turned her back on him. “Leave me alone.” 

“Hey, I’m sorry, okay?” 

Bells flashed him a bitter look, and he saw something in 

her eyes, tears that haven’t spilled yet. 

“Whoa! Look at this!” Rusty picked up something by the 

throne and waved it excitedly. “Bells, you wouldn’t believe it! 

The size of these shoes, they’re tiny! And they have gems on 

them, real gems! Bells?” He saw her face and stopped. 

Bells’ shoulders began to shake. 

The boys exchanged that look that implied the unspoken 

message that was probably something like, “Bells never cries, 

unless you count that time when she crashed off the bike, but 

even then she didn’t make a sound. What do we do? If we say 

something wrong, she’ll bite our heads off.” 

They sighed, and in that sigh one could hear a single word 

that contained a magnitude of meanings, “Girls.” 

“Bells?” Grand said timidly. “Anything we can do?” 

She shook her head. 

Grand scooted to her and spoke into her ear. “It’s not 

about your sister, is it?” 

“No.” Bells squeaked. 

“Is it,” Grand hesitated, “about your mom?” 
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Bells nodded miserably. 

“Is it because—” 

And the flood broke through.  

“She doesn’t want me to become a scientist...,” wailed 

Bells, looking at him with tear-stained eyes, “she thinks it’s 

not a proper job for girls...” she sniffled, “she wants me to be 

an actress...she always tells me, ‘Why aren’t you like your 

sister?’ I hate her...I...”  

Grand pulled a crumpled napkin from his pocket. Bells 

gratefully accepted it and blew her nose.   

“You don’t know what it’s like...” she hiccupped and a new 

cascade of tears fell on her cheeks, “none of you have any idea, 

so don’t you tell me that you get it!” 

Peacock spread his arms, “We’re not saying we do.” 

She gulped. “Well, then don’t say anything at all!” She 

dropped her face into her hands and proceeded to cry. 

Peacock passed a look of utter bewilderment to Grand and 

Rusty. They shrugged. With a sigh, Grand hovered his hand over 

Bells’ back, quickly touched it, waited, and when Bells didn’t 

appear to want to strangle him, patted her back, and then 

stroked it, like he would stroke the heads of his two little 

brothers after they had a fight. 

 “I don’t ever want to go back.” Whispered Bells. 

“What?” Asked Grand. 
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“I don’t want to go back.” 

Grand’s mouth fell open. “You don’t want to go back home?” 

Bells raised her face, crushed. “No. I’d rather hop from 

book to book than see my mom. She called me...she called me a 

‘silly scientist.’” She gave herself to sobbing. 

The boys shifted uncomfortably. 

“At least nobody calls you names,” said Grand. “Everyone 

calls me fat, but I still go to school. My mom says education is 

everything. She says I need to be smarter than bullies, and that 

I shouldn’t take it personally. She says people don’t really 

mean to hurt you when they call you names, she says they just 

tell you about their fears. I mean, when someone calls me fat, 

it’s because they’re afraid to get fat.” 

“Man, your mom is great!” Said Rusty with feeling. “I wish 

I still had my mom.” 

Bells stopped crying. 

They all looked at her. 

“Hey, Bells?” Began Peacock. “I didn’t mean that, about you 

throwing the book at the ducks and everything.” 

Grand sat up straight so suddenly, he nearly fell over. 

“Um.” He said importantly. 

They didn’t pay attention to him and lapsed into an uneasy 

silence. There was not a sound in the hall, not a movement 

behind any of the doors or on the floors above them. 
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“Um.” Said Grand again, louder this time. “I think...” 

Bells regarded him wearily. “What is it?” 

“I think I know.” Mumbled Grand. “I think...” 

“You think you know what?” Asked Peacock. 

“I think,” Grand started, beads of sweat forming on his 

forehead, “I think I have an idea about how to get rid of Mad 

Tome.” 

“You do?” Cried Rusty, leapt up, hit his head on the 

ceiling and dropped back down, which didn’t faze him in the 

slightest. “How?” 

“You know how you said, it was Bells’ fault? About throwing 

the book at the ducks?” Grand looked at Peacock. 

“Listen, I already apologized, okay? Why do you have to 

bring it up again?” 

“Hold on, Peacock,” interrupted Bells, “I think Grand means 

something else.” 

“Um, well.” Said Grand, breathing hard and kneading his 

hands. “I think that if we, well, if we somehow have found a way 

to get back...” He licked his lips. 

“Get back?...” Prodded him Bells. 

“Back to the duck pond,” said Grand a little more assured, 

“then we could tear it apart easily. The book, I mean.” When 

nobody responded to this, their mouths open in awe, Grand 

continued, speaking a bit louder. “It’s just a small book, back 
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at the pond, so if we take it by the covers, I think we could 

rip it no problem, or we could soak it in the water and wait 

until it gets all mushy and try then. It will be easier to do it 

when it’s wet.” 

Rusty was the first to speak. “No way!” 

“You’re a genius.” Proclaimed Bells. 

“Holy cow,” uttered Peacock, “this might actually work.” 

“We just need to find a way to get back, that’s all. I 

think it might be the hardest part,” pondered Grand, “We will 

have to find Mad Tome first, then we would have to avoid the 

danger of it killing us and get on the page where we got in the 

first time, The Snow Queen. There, risking to freeze to death, 

we will have to find a way we dropped into it. I think we might 

need to get a tall ladder or something and see if there is a 

trapdoor in the sky or a hole for us to climb through. This 

might lead to our untimely death, of course, either from 

hypothermia and the subsequent chilling of our blood to below—” 

He noticed the uneasy breathing of his friends and stopped. 

“Sorry.” 

“No, don’t be,” said Bells. “This is amazing. Why didn’t we 

think of it before?” 

They all contemplated this in silence.  

Suddenly, Bells yawned. Rusty picked it up, then Peacock. 

“I’m tired.” Said Grand and yawned too. 
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“Man, that is the best idea ever!” Said Rusty. “Let’s do 

this! Let’s show this Mad Tome!” 

“We’re not going anywhere,” said Bells with finality that 

didn’t invite any objections. “We’re all tired and hungry. I 

hope Blackey will feed us breakfast tomorrow. I suppose we’d 

have to sleep right here, since he told us to wait, so I suggest 

you all make yourselves comfortable.” She pulled off the band 

and shook out her hair. 

“Hey, Grand?” Said Peacock. “Nice work.” 

Grand beamed. They yawned at the same time and sniggered, 

the tension of the day whooshing out of them. Peacock lied down 

on his back and crossed arms under his head. Rusty curled up by 

the throne, using one of the tapestries as a blanket. Grand 

slumped next to him. Bells snuggled up with her back to the 

wall, and before they knew it, they were sleeping. 
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Chapter 15. The Culprit Uncovered 

Where there are big bad things, there are little bad things 

helping big bad things do mischief. Every character in every 

book has an agenda. Sometimes authors themselves don’t know what 

their characters want and have to run and hide under their beds, 

trembling in fear, when it turns out that unforeseen trouble is 

brewing.  

Trouble continued brewing over the badlings’ heads, but 

they happily snored away, lulled by the gentle swaying of the 

book. Only Grand didn’t sleep well. He kept dozing off and 

snapping awake and finally sat up, watching his friends. Rusty 

snored with amazing regularity. Peacock lay still, an arm over 

his face. Bells’ eyelids twitched: she was watching a dream. 

Grand straightened his legs, and Bells woke with a start. She 

gazed around, blinking.  

“Grand?” She said sleepily.  

“Can’t sleep.” He whispered. 

“Something the matter?”  

“Nothing.” 

“Something is. I can tell.” She rubbed her eyes, carefully 

stretching so as not to disturb Peacock or Rusty.  
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Grand wouldn’t meet her eyes. 

“What is it?” She insisted. 

He shrugged. 

“That was brilliant, by the way,” she whispered, “your idea 

about getting back to the duck pond.” 

“Um. No problem.” Said Grand appreciatively, and then 

added, “At least some use out of a fat kid.” 

Bells stared. “That’s rubbish. Don’t say that.” 

“Why?” He shrugged with passion. “I am fat. Everybody 

thinks that.” 

Bells began to object. 

“Yes, you do.” Said Grand, dispirited. “Don’t deny it. I 

was fat my whole life. My dad died from being fat and I will die 

from being fat and that will be the end of me, so I might as 

well get used to it.” His arms hung limp and he sagged. 

“No, you won’t.” Said Bells sternly. 

“Of course I will,” he said, his face burning, “everyone 

dies sooner or later. See this?” 

He inspected his rolls of girdle, his plump fists, his 

thick calves, and his big feet. “I hate my body.” He concluded. 

“I wish I could just stop it, but I can’t. When I feel bad, I 

have to eat a doughnut, or something sweet, it’s the only thing 

that helps.” He looked up, and blurted. “Do you think I’m fat?” 
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Bells sucked in air. She considered lying, avoiding the 

question, blaming it on doughnuts, then discarded it all in 

favor of being honest. “You are a bit overweight.” She said 

tenderly. “That doesn’t mean you’re fat fat, as in, you know, 

there are fatter people than you are. It just means that you 

have a bit more weight on you than a healthy eleven-year-old 

should have, according to some stupid standards devised by some 

stupid doctors. What do they know? In my personal opinion, it’s 

a load of nonsense. It’s how you feel that’s important. If you 

feel healthy, then you are healthy. And I can’t think of you in 

any other way, I like you the way you are. You’re...” she 

searched for the right words, “you’re...cuddly like a bear cub 

and...and...” She suddenly reached out and took him in her arms, 

surprising herself. 

Grand’s already red face turned deep magenta, and he 

thought it would melt off any second. “Um. My mom says I’m fat.” 

He mumbled in her ear. “She says...if I won’t stop eating 

sweets, I’ll die like my dad.” 

“Baloney. How can she know?” Said Bells fervently, and let 

go, immediately attending to her hair as if it needed attention. 

“Moms sometimes say things they wish they didn’t. And sometimes 

they force things on us they think would be good for us, instead 

of just letting us be.” She smoothed her ponytail with shaking 
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hands, then pulled the band off, and started smoothing it again. 

“It snagged,” she complained. “And there is no mirror.” 

“You don’t need a mirror, you always look great. It’s me 

who is ugly.” 

“Stop it.” Said Bells. “Who says you need to be thin? You 

look cute like this. I like your cheeks. They’re so...round.” 

She put a smile on her face, hoping it was big enough. 

“Are they?” Grand looked at Bells and in the flickering 

candlelight noticed for the first time that her eyes were the 

color of thunderous sky right before it erupted into a storm. 

Which, essentially, what Bells was, a constant threat of 

eruption. 

He felt his cheeks. “Do you really think so?” 

“I really think so.” Bells nodded affirmatively. “I want to 

grab them and squeeze them, like Rusty’s grandma does.” 

“Um. Okay.” Said Grand, encouraged. “You can, if you want 

to.” He closed his eyes and offered his face. 

Bells didn’t expect this. After a moment’s hesitation, she 

quickly touched his face and tore her hands away. Grand’s skin 

was smooth and smoldering like a pancake griddle. 

Someone coughed politely. The badlings started.  

They were not alone anymore. 

In the doorway stood a little man about two feet high. He 

was dressed in a black velvet suit with a large lace collar. A 
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red feathered hat sat at an angle on his small swarthy head. He 

coughed again, which sounded like a chicken clacking. In fact, 

he looked like a chicken, if not for lack of wings. 

“Blackey?” Asked Bells. 

Blackey walked up to them in measured dainty steps, doffed 

his hat, and bowed. “Blackey, the King’s Ambassador, at your 

service.” 

Bells gulped and stretched out her hand. “Belladonna 

Monterey, very nice to meet you. Thank you for letting us stay 

in your book. May I ask what it is?” 

“It’s The Little Black Hen written by Antony Pogorelsky.” 

Said Blackey, took the very tip of Bells’ forefinger and lightly 

kissed it. “Pleased to meet you, Belladonna.” He straightened 

and looked up at Grand, questioningly, only it seemed as if he 

was regally looking down, and Grand attempted to shrink to 

Blackey’s size. 

“Um. George Palmeater.” He offered shyly. “Or you can call 

me Grand. My friends call me Grand.” 

Blackey bowed. “My pleasure, Grand. And, may I call you 

Bells?” He inquired. 

“Of course,” said Bells. “How do you know my nickname?” 

“Everyone knows about you, badlings. Everyone sends their 

greetings to you, and their welcome.” 
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“Oh. That’s, uh, nice of them?” Said Bells, puzzled. “Who 

is everyone? The Unread?” 

“Not only The Unread,” answered Blackey with precision, 

“every characters in every book greets you. Welcome.” 

Bells stared at Grand. He shrugged. 

“I do hope that you are well rested,” said Blackey in a 

servile tone of someone used to handle capricious regal 

personalities, “for as much as I regret this, I must send you on 

a journey right away. This book is no longer safe for you to 

stay in. Please wake your friends.” 

“There won’t be any breakfast?” Asked Grand, disappointed. 

“Not safe?” Bells frowned. “Why is it not safe? Bluebeard’s 

ghost told us we could stay here till morning.” 

“Things have changed since then, I’m afraid.” Said Blackey 

sadly. 

“It’s the talking chicken!” Cried Rusty, apparently having 

just opened his eyes. “Look! It turned into a guy! Hey, chicken 

guy!” 

Blackey gave him the stare of death.  

“Oh, wait! You have a name, right? What was it? Man, I 

can’t remember.” Rusty screwed up his face. 

“It’s Blackey,” said Blackey levelly. “And I’m not a 

chicken, I’m a hen and the Ambassador to our King.” 
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“That’s nuts, you have a chicken king?” Rusty covered his 

mouth. “Sorry! Hen King.” 

“Can you not scream in my ear?” Moaned Peacock and pulled 

himself up. “Oh. What the...hey, little man.” 

“Blackey,” said Blackey with a forced smile, and bowed. 

“The King’s Ambassador, at your service. You may now tidy up the 

throne room, as the King himself will be arriving here this very 

morning.” 

Rusty guiltily lifted the tapestry and threw it up on the 

throne, attempting to flatten it and instead making it look 

worse than before. He gave up and stretched his hand to Blackey.  

Blackey took a frightened step back. 

“Sorry, man!” Exclaimed Rusty. “Didn’t mean to scare you. I 

only wanted to pet you.” 

Bells smacked her head. “Rusty.” She glared at him, then 

looked down to Blackey. “I apologize, dear Blackey. Let me 

introduce you. This is Rusty, actually, Russell Jagoda. He is 

very excited to meet you, as you can see.” 

“Oh, right! I’m supposed to introduce myself.” Rusty 

grinned. “Russell Jagoda!” 

Peacock blinked. “I’m Peter Sutton. And my nickname is 

Peacock, for the color of my hair.” 

Blackey pursed his lips. “I am pleased to meet you all.” He 

paused. “I truly wish we could spend more time together to get 
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to know each other. I would’ve loved to show you our underground 

zoo—” 

“You have a zoo?” Rusty’s eyes shone with delight. “I want 

to see it!” 

“Another time, perhaps.” 

“What kinds of animals do you have there?” 

“Rusty.” Bells hissed. 

Rusty pretended he didn’t hear her, so she pinched him. 

“Ow, what was that for?” 

Blackey smiled politely. “It’s perfectly all right. Please, 

do not worry. I have a little bit of time to answer your 

friend’s questions. It’s not every day that we get visited by 

readers here in Manic Domain. Ours is an old book and it’s a joy 

to see you come for a visit.” 

Rusty beamed. 

“We have rats, moles, and other rodents in our zoo.” 

Explained Blackey. “We go on rat hunts in the underground 

tunnels. When you...” Blackey faltered. “If you ever care to 

come back, you can join us. We also have an English garden where 

paths are strewn with diamonds, emeralds, and rubies. I would 

love it if you came one day, to show it to you.” 

“Right on!” Promised Rusty. “But how do we get here?” 

“All you have to do is...read the book.” Said Blackey 

mysteriously. “Don’t forget its title, The Little Black Hen.” 
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“I promise I won’t.” Said Rusty hurriedly. “I swear!” 

“Thank you.” Blackey bowed. “You give me hope, badling. 

Perhaps you will change into a goodling and with your help we 

won’t forgotten and escape the terrible fate of vanishing in the 

Ex Pyre.” He shuddered, and they all shared the same blood-

chilling thought. 

“Do we,” began Bells, “are we really going to turn into 

ghosts if we won’t find a way to destroy Mad Tome?” 

“Most certainly.” Answered Blackey. 

“Blackey, if I may share with you something?” Asked Bells. 

“Go ahead, but please do it quickly.” He nervously, 

stealing a glance behind him. “We do not have much time. We must 

hurry.” 

“Can you perhaps tell us how we can get back to Mad Tome 

and out of it?” Inquired Bells. “You see, Grand thought that we 

could easily tear it up to pieces by the pond, where it’s just a 

book. We can’t possibly do it here. It’s gigantic. Unless you 

tell us how?” 

“But Bluebeard said—” 

Bells elbowed Rusty so hard, his teeth clicked. 

A curious noise of struggle reached them through the 

doorway, as if someone was clouting someone up above, on the 

staircase. “We must hurry.” Clacked Blackey. “Follow me!” And he 

dashed out the door. 
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“Blackey!” They scrambled after him, stooping, as the 

hallway was so low, they almost scraped the ceiling with their 

heads. 

“Blackey, wait!” Called Bells. 

Oblivious to her cries, Blackey fluttered up the steps and 

balanced on the edge of the page. Here the dark candle-lit 

interior of the underground palace met the misty nothing of the 

Ex Pyre.  

“Quick!” Beckoned Blackey, and his face contorted in a 

painful grimace of one awaiting a torturous punishment. The cold 

moist vapor swirled around him, flirting up the feathers on his 

hat. The sleeves of his jacket flapped like wings. The wind 

picked up, and a freezing gale assaulted them with such force, 

they got nearly swept off their feet. 

“Where are you sending us?” Screamed Bells over the squall. 

The expression on Blackey’s face sent goose bumps down her 

spine. 

“Somewhere where you deserve to go.” Said Blackey darkly. 

“Please, be courteous and make it easy for everyone. It has 

arrived.” 

Through the rift in the mist the badlings saw an open book 

rise and dock right next to them. A cobblestone court led to 

what could be a castle, only the starless night shrouded it, 

making it hard to see. 
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“Man, that looks creepy!” Exclaimed Rusty. 

“Um.” Said Grand and swallowed. 

The gap between the books was narrow enough to jump, yet 

there was a risk of is widening at the worst possible moment. 

“You don’t want to plummet to your death, do you?” Said 

Blackey behind their backs. “Although, if it were up to me, I 

would see you sentenced to be thrown into Ex Pyre for what you 

did.” 

“What did we do?” Said Peacock, blinking. “What are you 

talking about?” 

Blackey pinned him with a piercing stare. “I am talking 

about a badling boy who has gotten very upset at a story he was 

reading not too long ago,” he said in measured words, “but 

instead of simply closing the book, he flung it out the window. 

When that didn’t seem enough, she went outside, found it, picked 

it up,” Blackey paused dramatically, “and ripped it. He ripped 

it almost in half and threw it into trash.” 

Peacock shrunk away and windmilled his arms so as not fall 

over the precipice. Both books swayed dangerously, like two 

boats on a stormy sea, knocking into each other. 

Bells gasped. “Who ripped a book?” 

“Your friend.” Said Blackey bitterly. “He brought its wrath 

upon all of us, for that you will answer.” 

“Who did it, Blackey?” Bells stared at him. 
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They were waiting for an answer, but Blackey said nothing. 

He only looked at Peacock with glistening eyes. 

Peacock got very quiet. He didn’t breathe, looking at the 

ambassador, and then at his friends who turned their heads to 

him one by one. 

“Is that you, Peacock?” Asked Bells quietly. “Did you rip a 

book?” 

Peacock pressed himself into a wall. “What? What book? What 

are you talking about?” 

“That’s what I’d like to know.” Said Bells severely. “Did 

you rip a book almost in half, like Blackey is saying?” 

Peacock opened and closed his mouth without a sound. 

“Did you?” Bells insisted. 

Wind whistled angrily through the gap between the books. 

The air grew colder, and the noises of struggle rose higher up 

the staircase, now with added grunts and ululating. But neither 

the badlings, nor Blackey registered it. They waited for Peacock 

to say something. He’s gone pale, and suddenly shrieked, “I 

didn’t mean to, okay? It scared me! It...I thought...they talked 

to me, okay? It was scary as balls! I thought I’d gone off my 

marbles, I thought they’d get out of the book and—” 

“What book was it, Peacock?” Asked Bells quietly. 

Peacock took a deep breath and bellowed. “Dracula, that’s 

what!” 
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The book docked next to them slammed into the edge of the 

page they were standing on so hard, the ground rocked and they 

swayed, windmilling their arms. 

“Is that about a vampire guy?” Asked Rusty. Nobody answered 

him, all eyes focused on Peacock. 

“But why did you have to rip it?” Shouted Bells.  

Peacock has gone from pale to splotchy red. “They whispered 

to me...” 

“Who?” 

“Dracula’s sisters!” 

“We get lonely, when nobody reads our books for a while.” 

Said Blackey sympathetically. “Of course they whispered to you, 

poor darlings. They simply needed company. That doesn’t mean you 

had to destroy their home. It took Dracula days to repair it. If 

not for Molaris and his sticky goo—” 

Blackey didn’t get a chance to finish his account of the 

tragic events that have befallen Dracula, as right then several 

things happened at once, as things like that tend to happen in 

books.  

Loud grunting and victorious cries issued from the stairs, 

and out rode the pig Waffle with the Baby Prince on its back. 

“Don’t trust him!” Cried the Baby Prince, pointing at Blackey. 

“He’s fooling you!” Behind them piled out a throng of disheveled 

hen people, ruffled by the pig. Then a gust of frosted air tore 
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through the sky, and out flew the icy sleigh pulled by three 

flying horses. Inside it sat the Snow Queen, Kay, the Red Death, 

and Prince Lion in his lion mask.  

“There they are!” Cried Kay.  

“I see them.” Said the Snow Queen calmly, and steered her 

sleigh down. 

And then a rustling voice brought them all to a halt. 

“Ahem,” it said from the foggy mouth, that rapidly formed 

itself out of the mist. “What is going on here?”   

Peacock shook like a leaf. “Mad Tome.” He muttered. “Mad 

Tome is here.” 

“Answer me!” Boomed the voice. 

They watched with horror a ghost of a face solidify, then a 

neck, and then long arms with crooked fingers at the end that 

snapped and clicked like ossified claws of a crab or sharp dry 

corners of a book cover.  

“Oh.” Mad Tome said, astounded. “I have found you, 

badlings. Been looking all over for you. What a chore it was, it 

pulled me away from my job.” Mad Tome squinted at the dark 

shivering shape next to them. “Would you look who it is. 

Blackey. Why, of all ninnies and layabouts I have to deal with, 

it was you who deceived me, you snobby treacherous buffoon. I 

should’ve ripped your book a long time ago. Well, no use talking 
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about it, is it?” Its crabby eyes swiveled around at the 

characters hung in suspense, gaping up, petrified. 

“I shall do it now, lest I forget after my nap.” As if it 

was a casual task like tearing a napkin, Mad Tome extended its 

claws, gripped the corners of The Little Black Hen and tugged. A 

dark crack shot along the floor. Blackey clacked and turned into 

a chicken, flapping his wings spasmodically. As you know, 

chickens can’t fly, and Blackey’s attempt at it was short-lived 

and made Mad Tome even madder. 

“You think you can fly away, you traitor?” It thundered. 

The badlings screamed, Waffle oinked, and the Baby Prince 

shouted, “Snow Queen! Help!” 

Mad Tome jerked its hideous arms, and the book cracked with 

an ear splitting noise of a thousand rupturing pages. Waffle 

slammed into Bells with an agonized grunt. She flung up her arms 

and tottered over the woolly void below. In another moment she 

fell hard on a stony pavement of Dracula’s book and rolled to 

her back. Next to her landed Grand, Peacock, and Rusty, 

delivered by Waffle in the same manner. 

Over their heads The Snow Queen breathed freezing clouds at 

Mad Tome, Kay threw snowballs, the Red Death dripped blood, and 

the Prince Lion roared. But their protests got drowned by Mad 

Tome’s cackle. It heaved and yanked the rest of the book apart. 

At once color went out of it. Ancient stonewalls of the passages 
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illuminated by candles burst into clouds and dispersed in the 

mist. Blackey, desperately flapping its wings in an attempt to 

fly, imploded. In his place swam a ghostly shape of the little 

man who dared to contradict Mad Tome. The Snow Queen dove under 

falling Baby Prince and Waffle just in time to catch them in her 

sleigh. 

“You got what you deserved!” Raged Mad Tome, foaming at the 

mouth. “And you, badlings, you’ll get the same if you won’t obey 

me! Back in me you go! You think you can leave book pages 

unread? Oh no, you can’t. I will make you read them!” It 

extended its claws to grab them. “I will make you!” 

It floated nearer. Its individual pages were coming to 

life, rustling, rattling. The fog condensed and enveloped it, as 

if preventing it from advancing. The wind beat down on it with a 

hundred arms. Ex Pyre suddenly smarmed with faces. Dim voices 

murmured unintelligible strings of words that sounded like pleas 

for help. The air smelled stale as if it hasn’t been aired out 

for centuries, with a distinct tang of earth. Not the warm soil 

for planting flowers, but the cold dirt where corpses are buried 

to rot. 

And then the voices swerved into chorus. “Run!” They 

chanted from all sides. “Run, badlings, run!” 

Jolted out of stupor, the badlings scrambled to their feet 

and ran, half-conscious from fear. In front of them loomed a 
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castle as tall as a mountain and as cold as a mortuary freezer, 

its formidable walls scarred with narrow windows, jet-black in 

the light of the moon. If not for occasional splotches of pink 

glue that seemed to have been generously applied to cracks in 

the stones, the overall impression was that of a deadly crypt. 

They reached the door and collapsed on the steps. That same 

instant a pack of wolves howled nearby, as if in signal. The 

pages rose, spread, and Dracula’s book reeled down, slicing 

through the vapor, away from Mad Tome, sinking into the 

uncharted depths of the Ex Pyre. 
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Chapter 16. The Transylvanian Count 

Never rip a book in half. In fact, never open a book you don’t 

intend to read from cover to cover. Who knows what awaits you in 

case you decide to abandon it? You may bitterly regret your 

nonchalance later.  

Peacock bitterly regretted what he did to Dracula, looking 

not much more than a torn page himself. His eyes were glued to 

the massive inviolable door that didn’t bode anything good, his 

lips moved in an effort to say something, and his knees were 

about to give out. He took a step and swayed. 

Grand caught him. “Um. You okay?” He asked worriedly. 

Peacock mumbled a string of words. 

“What?” Grand cupped his ear, concentrating. 

“I don’t...” Came out of Peacock’s mouth. “I don’t want 

to...” 

“You don’t want to what?” Inquired Bells, hugging herself 

to stop trembling. She regarded the windows with growing panic, 

her skin crawling. Someone was watching them out of the dark 

slit above the door, someone’s eyes glittered dully and 

retreated as soon as they met Bells’ prying stare. 
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“Guys!” Rusty gestured to the rushing void behind them. 

“Did you see that?” He said breathlessly. “Did you see what it 

did to poor Blackey? I thought it would—” 

Bells stepped on his foot, and when he opened his mouth to 

complain, she gave him such a cold stare, he didn’t dare to 

utter another sound. 

They waited for Peacock to talk.  

He looked over his friends, suddenly breaking into a 

hysterical gibber. “I don’t want to be a ghost, okay? I want to 

live! I’m just a kid! I didn’t do anything wrong! Since when is 

it a crime to rip a book? Why do I have to pay for this with my 

life? That’s a bit harsh, don’t you think? What is this Mad Tome 

thing anyway? What right does it have to do this to me? How is 

it that we’re here? Dracula is just a book, it’s just a book—it 

can’t be real! I don’t want to die! I want to get out of here!” 

Spurred on by his speech, he pushed Grand aside and bolted. 

“I don’t want to die either,” said Grand absently, watching 

Peacock stumble on the nearest rock and sprawl. 

“Okay, you’re scaring me, Peacock.” Said Bells through 

chattering teeth. “I’m already scared, and you’re scaring me 

even more.” 

“I don’t care!” Cried Peacock and hugged his knees, making 

no effort to get up. 

Bells flushed. “Yes, you do.” She said sharply. 
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“No, I don’t!” Refuted Peacock. “I told you.” 

“Then what do you care about?” 

“Go away!” He cried. “Leave me alone, all of you. 

Just...leave me alone...” He hid his face. 

Grand and Rusty looked at Bells.  

She took a deep breath and squatted next to Peacock. “I do 

want to strangle you right now, you know?” She said with a sigh. 

“But I won’t. Logically, it will make no sense. The more of us 

alive, the better chance we have to win over Mad Tome. And, 

well, to deal with—” she glanced up, a curious sensation telling 

her that someone was not only watching them, but ardently 

eavesdropping, too, “—Dracula. I’m scared of him too, by the 

way. We all are.” 

“Totally, man!” Confirmed Rusty with a forced grin. “This 

is nuts! It’s so creepy!” 

“Shut up, Rusty.” Muttered Peacock. 

Rusty staggered back as if slapped in the face. “Don’t you 

shush me!” He cried, his nostrils flaring like that of an angry 

monkey. “You blamed Bells when it was your fault all along!” 

Peacock covered his ears. “Stop talking to me! I don’t want 

to hear it!” 

Bells felt an insuperable urge to kick him. 

“Um. It’s okay, Peacock.” Said Grand tiredly. “I’m scared 

too. I guess you can apologize to Dracula for damaging his book 
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and then we can figure out a way out of here, hopefully before 

he bites our necks and drains our blood and...” He stopped 

himself. 

Peacock blinked.  

Dull footsteps echoed from behind the door. 

The badlings turned their faces to it, white as paper.  

Rusty nudged Bells lightly and wheezed. “Hey, cheer up! We 

get to see a vampire, a real vampire, right? Man, this is sick! 

I mean, it’s cool, right?” 

Bells was about to snap at him and stopped. She looked into 

his eyes, wide with fear, and suddenly felt guilty. “Thanks, 

Rusty.” She said meekly. “You always—I mean...well—thanks...” 

Rusty’s grin stretched and stretched and threatened to 

slice his head in two. “Hey, no problem. We’re friends, right?” 

Bells sighed. “Okay then.” She scrutinized the boys. “You 

guys think we need to go in and talk to him?” 

“Um.” Grand timidly pointed to a scattering of red shining 

dots surrounding the court. “It’s either that or get eaten by 

the wolves.” 

The wolves confirmed Grand’s astute observation with hungry 

howls and drew closer, tightening in half-a-circle. 

“Wolves!” Exclaimed Rusty. “Can I...never mind.” He let his 

arm fall under the red stare of the nearest beast. “I see you 

don’t want to be petted. Got it.” 
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Peacock lunged to his friends with an agonized wail. Grand 

caught him and propped him up.  

“This clears up things for sure.” Squeaked Bells. “In we 

go.” She lifted the knocker and tapped it once. The resounding 

bang it produced froze them to the spot. Muffled reverberations 

streaked into the depths of the castle and died. 

They listened intently. No sound reached them, except the 

gritting scrape of claws on the stones and the wolves’ panting 

in the anticipation of a nice dinner. 

Bells heart jolted. “Open up, please!” She cried, grabbed 

the knocker with both hands and hammered it until the door 

suddenly swung open. They tumbled inside and shut it behind 

them, breathing hard. The wolves slammed into it from the other 

side, yowling in dismay.  

“That was close.” Whispered Bells. “Who opened the door? I 

don’t see anyone.” 

In front of them stretched an entrance hall, dark and 

empty. Vague shapes of statues fringed a low staircase that led 

up, into the gloom of upper floors. 

“I dunno.” Sniffled Rusty. “Dracula’s butler? Didn’t he 

have a butler?” 

“Not in this book,” muttered Peacock. “It’s only him and 

his sisters.” 

“And wolves!” Added Rusty, glaring at Peacock. 
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Peacock pressed his lips, but didn’t object. 

“You feeling better, then?” Said Bells derisively. 

“I don’t know.” He snapped. 

“Well, while you’re deciding, can you tell us what those 

Dracula sisters are?” Asked Bells. “Are they also vampires?” 

“Can we not talk about this right now?” 

“What else would you like us to talk about? You didn’t have 

to tear this book, you know.” Said Bells crossly. 

“You didn’t have to throw Mad Tome!” Parried Peacock. 

Bells looked at him in surprise. “I thought you were 

fainting from freight.” 

“I am. You’re so scary, I’ve peed my pants.” Said Peacock 

sarcastically. 

Bells smirked. “You are feeling better.” 

“Say you’re sorry.” Butted in Rusty. 

“Don’t tell me what to say!” Shouted Peacock. 

His voice boomed and ricocheted off the ceiling lost 

somewhere high up. In the recesses of the darkness sharp steps 

ambled to life, leading them on. Spooked, the badlings huddled 

and followed, pulled by the sound like by a vacuum, up the 

polished steps, along the balustrade, through dimly lit 

passageways lined with tall doors and dusty portraits, and thick 

with moldy smell of something long dead and disintegrating. 
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“I wonder how old this book is.” Whispered Bells. The 

atmosphere didn’t invite loud talking. 

“A couple hundred years, right?” Volunteered Rusty. 

“Too bad vampires don’t eat human food.” Said Grand 

miserably. His face shone with a fine layer of sweat. 

Peacock walked quietly with his head down. 

The steps receded in the distance and paused, as if waiting 

for everyone to catch up. The badlings passed a hallway and 

turned into another, lighter and airier. In ended in a staircase 

flanked by stone gargoyles. Their stony faces grimaced in silent 

scorn. 

“This must be one of the Manic Domain books.” Said Bells, 

thinking out loud. She drew a deep breath, walking a little 

ahead of the boys, and turned to them. “Okay, guys. Let’s figure 

this out. Here is what I think happened. Peacock,” she looked 

him up and down, “you ripped Dracula’s book, and, naturally, he 

got pissed off at you.” 

“Big time!” Sniggered Rusty.  

Bells squinted at him. “Rusty, either contribute to the 

conversation, or shut up, please.” 

Rusty mumbled something incoherent. 

They sauntered on, waiting for Peacock. “Yes, yes, that 

must be it.” He confirmed angrily. “What else do you want me to 

say?” 
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“But how did Mad Tome get to our duck pond?” Asked Bells. 

“And please stop acting like a sissy.” She added pointedly, 

flashing her eyes at Peacock. 

Peacock crossed his arms defiantly. “Stop calling me 

names!” 

“Not until you man up.” Stated Bells. “Blockhead.” 

Peacock drew breath to throw forth another insult, but then 

echoing steps sped up and the howling of the wolves erupted 

somewhere below. Hair stood up on his neck and he shrunk. 

They stopped, listening. The noises gradually died. When 

nobody said anything, Rusty sniffled and ventured forth. “Bells? 

You know what? Maybe Dracula got so pissed, he kicked Mad Tome 

and it flew to the duck pond or something?”  

Bells passed air through her lips, color returning to her 

face. “Well, logically, he couldn’t kick it,” she said with 

conviction, “it’s too large in his world, I mean, in Ex Pyre, 

but maybe he convinced it to show up there?” 

“Um.” Said Grand.  

They all looked at him. 

“Um.” He said again, red in the face. “I think...” He 

swallowed. “I think this whole talk about Mad Tome being mad at 

you, Bells, for throwing it at ducks, is...is a lie. I think 

there is something else behind this.” 

“No way!” Exclaimed Rusty. “What is it?” 
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“Um. Remember the Baby Prince said it’s a test for 

badlings? That badlings are being tested? We must be not the 

only ones.” 

Bells knotted her brows. “Yeah, he said something like 

that...how could we forget?” She clasped her forehead. 

“I think,” Grand heaved, “I think this is all some kind of 

a test for us. I think maybe Mad Tome and Dracula and The 

Unread, they’re all in it together, testing us for something. 

They have a plan. I think. And maybe it’s not going according to 

their plan anymore, because we are...too stubborn.”  

“Wow!” Said Rusty breathlessly. “This is it, Grand! I mean, 

it’s nuts!” He rubbed his nose. “What is it, though?” 

Grand shrugged. “I have no idea.” 

“I knew we shouldn’t have trusted that chicken guy! That 

was stupid.” Rusty gritted his teeth. 

“Wait, wait.” Bells twirled her ponytail. “Blackey was 

helping Dracula to get us into this book. Maybe it’s because 

we’re being punished for almost killing Dracula. Or, it wanted 

to punish Peacock, and we just happened to tag along.” 

“And you happened to find it.” Said Peacock petulantly. 

“And you happened to start it all.” Bells stared at him 

with all the acidity she could muster. “So, unless you have the 

guts to apologize for your mistake...” She didn’t finish, not 

wanting to think about what misfortune might befall them.  
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Peacock studied the floor. 

“I guess not.” Scoffed Bells and marched on.  

The boys sauntered behind her, first Grand, then Rusty, 

then Peacock, dragging his feet.  

They climbed a circular flight of stairs that wound up to 

yet another hallway. It abruptly ended in two ornate doors that 

parted on Bells’ touch. A richly decorated room greeted them 

with heavy draperies over the windows and squat oak chairs lined 

around a table set with dishes and candles.  

“Food.” Said Grand in a voice not quite his own. Forgetting 

why they were here, he blundered in and began filling a plate 

with cold roast chicken and bread and cheese, grabbing bits of 

everything and stuffing his mouth. “No doughnuts, though,” he 

mumbled and plopped in a chair, his jaws working hard. 

“Snacks!” Rusty hovered over the table, uncertain what to 

grab first. 

Peacock clasped the door. “He’s coming for us. He’s 

coming...”  

“Come on, let’s sit you down.” Bells, ignoring the rumbling 

of her stomach, led him to the table, but as soon as he was 

deposited into a seat, she snatched a hunk of bread. 

“I didn’t realize I was so hungry.” She said, biting into 

it, simple happiness spreading over her face. 

“Me neither.” Spurted Rusty, his mouth full of chicken. 
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“Peacock, you need to eat.” Said Grand in a way he would 

talk to his little brothers at the dinner table. 

“Don’t talk to him!” Said Rusty fiercely. “Why are you 

talking to him?” 

“Um,” Grand said, stumped. “Because he needs to eat?” 

“He needs to apologize to Bells!” Stated Rusty, his beady 

eyes shining hard. “And to all of us. And to Dracula.” 

Peacock weakly shook his head. “I can’t...” 

Whether or not he referred to his inability to seek 

forgives or to stand the sight of food just now, his friends 

didn’t care to investigate. Sounds of chewing and gulping and 

swallowing filled the room. Hands reached for food. Forks 

scraped plates. Tumblers filled and emptied.  

It was not until everything was consumed and Grand belched 

and Rusty belched and they had a belching contest that Bells 

felt her face grow warm, her stomach get happy, and her thoughts 

slur. She didn’t want to do any more analyzing. She simply 

wanted to get home, to her ridiculous mother with her ridiculous 

demands, to her preoccupied father with his smell of machine oil 

and gusty exclamations like “Rubbish!” and “Sissies!” She even 

missed Maria, as much as she drove her nuts. 

Peacock looked slightly better. He was nibbling on a piece 

of cheese, sniffing it occasionally. 

“Do you miss home?” Tried Bells. 
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“Maybe.” He said to the cheese. “Why would I? They don’t 

miss me.” 

“I’m sure they do.” Said Bells with feeling. “I didn’t 

think I would ever miss Maria, but I actually do.” She waited 

for Peacock to answer. 

He appeared to be talking to the cheese again. “You’re not 

mad at me?” 

Bells raised her brows. “Is that what you’re worried about? 

Me being mad at you? I thought you said you don’t care.” 

“I was upset.” Said Peacock to another piece of cheese. His 

appetite was slowly returning. “I do care.” 

“Well, that’s a relief to hear.” Smirked Bells. 

“You can be pretty scary. Seriously.” 

“You’re scared of me?” She gaped. 

“I’m not joking.” Said Peacock. 

“Well, I am. Don’t be scared of me, be scared of Dracula. I 

suppose you plan to apologize to him?” 

“I don’t know where he is.” Said Peacock defensively. 

“Maybe he’s not coming.” 

“You said he would. Do you know what page we’re on? What 

happens next?” 

A chair fell with a clutter and startled them. 
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Rusty was chasing Grand around the table. Grand tripped. 

Rusty fell on him and pounded on his stomach, both of them 

laughing. 

“Stop it, you two.” Said Bells commandingly. 

Grand pulled himself up, beaming. Rusty hung off his 

shoulder, grinning like a lunatic. Both their smiles faltered as 

they met Bells’ stare. 

She rolled her eyes and said, “Boys.” 

“Come on, Bells!” Cried Rusty. “Lighten up! Have a little 

fun!” 

“Fun?” She repeated. “We’re in the castle of a vampire, you 

dolts.” 

She stomped to the window and drew back the curtain. The 

view arrested her breath. 

“Holy cow...” said Peacock, peering over her shoulder, “how 

did we get this high?” 

They pressed their noses to the glass.  

The view was magnificent and scary. A black carpet of 

treetops, glittering in the moonlight, stretched to the distant 

horizon. Silver ribbons of rivers cut through the ravine beyond 

which lay mountains that touched the sky where a million stars 

gazed on this splendor in silence. 

A sudden chill cloaked the room.  
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The badlings stiffened, sensing the oncoming presence of 

something otherworldly, something evil, something undead. A pack 

of wolves howled behind the glass, and light steps answered 

them. They neared the room, unhurried and strong. 

A tall man appeared in the doorway. He was dressed in 

black, with impeccability and style of someone very wealthy. His 

face had no wrinkles, yet he seemed strangely old, ancient 

almost. His eyes switched from bits of red glinting ice one 

moment to dull empty holes another. 

He smiled, revealing sharp white teeth.  

“Welcome, my friends.” His voice was smooth and low, almost 

charming, if not for the hint of courteous indifference. 

“I welcome you to my castle.” He added with a quick nod. 

“You came here freely. You shall remain my guests for as long as 

you like. I take it you enjoyed dinner?” 

His words put them at ease, but as soon as he stopped 

talking, Bells felt her stomach knot.  

“Count Dracula?” She heard herself ask, bedazzled. 

“Yes, I am Dracula. And you lovely miss would be?...” 

“Belladonna Monterey.” Bells heard herself say, although 

she wasn’t quite sure how her tongue moved. “It is very nice to 

meet you.” She curtsied. 

“Is it?” Dracula’s bloodless lips stretched into a 

semblance of smile. “Well, I am delighted you think so.”  
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Peacock crawled under the table and held to one of its 

thick legs. 

“There is no need to be afraid.” Said Dracula to him. 

“Peter Sutton, is it?” 

“Yes.” Croaked Peacock. 

The howling of the wolves erupted to a high-pitched chorus. 

Dracula smiled wider. “Ah, the music of the night.” He said 

dreamily and shifted his gaze to the badlings. “You must be 

tired from your journey. You need to rest. Let me show you to 

your rooms.” 

They nodded, spellbound. 

Bells pinched herself. It helped her find the words.  

“Thank you for your offer, Count Dracula,” she said 

politely, “but we don’t think we need to rest, we have actually 

slept quite well in your friend’s book.” She stressed the word 

‘friend,’ hoping for a desired effect, but Dracula’s face was an 

unreadable mask.  

“The Little Blank Hen,” she clarified, “about Blackey and 

Alyosha. If you care to know, Blackey is a ghost now in the Ex 

Pyre, because Mad Tome destroyed his book. We saw it happen. We 

think this is some all kind of a test. Is it?” She waited. 

Count Dracula merely looked at her, cold as stone. 

Bells shifted uneasily. 
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“I like your spirit, Belladonna Monterey,” said Dracula 

smoothly, and took a step to the table. 

Peacock stared up at him from below. 

Bells gulped. Grand and Rusty sidled up to her, standing on 

either side, Rusty’s small hands balled into fists, Grand’s 

round face set and somber.  

“Aren’t you scared of me, Belladonna?” Asked Dracula and 

took another step. 

With panicked agility Peacock lurched from under the table, 

snatched two knifes, crossed them and thrust this makeshift 

cross at Dracula. “Leave us alone! I’m sorry I ripped your book, 

okay? Ask your sisters why. They were whispering things to me. 

They said they would kiss me and feast on my blood. I heard them 

like they were talking to me in real life. There, I apologized, 

can we go now?” 

The Count merely raised a brow. 

Peacock began to shake. “I didn’t do it on purpose, okay? I 

won’t do it again, I promise!” He started sobbing. “Please!”  

“Put that down, my friend.” Said Count Dracula coldly. 

“You’re only tiring yourself out. I do not intend to do you any 

harm. You are my guests. You have entered of your own free will 

and, as I said before, you may stay here for as long as you 

like.” And he smiled another menacing smile that meant the exact 

opposite. 
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Peacock dropped the knives and bolted for the door in a mad 

attempt to escape. Dracula caught him, dragged him back as if he 

were a puppet, and put him on his feet. “I insist you stay.” He 

said, his eyes riveted on Bells, sizing her up. 

Bells held his gaze, shivering violently. “Please forgive 

Peacock, Count Dracula, he didn’t mean it. He was scared. Your 

story scared him. What does he have to do, for you to let us go? 

We really need to find Mad Tome and destroy it. The Unread has 

asked us to...aren’t you friends with them?” 

“Do you always speak on behalf of your friends, 

Belladonna?” Asked Dracula interestedly, ignoring Peacock’s 

thrashing and kicking. 

“I—I’m—” Bells faltered. 

“You think you can figure out things better than them?” 

Continued Dracula, smiling. 

“No, I just...” 

“Please, go on.” 

“Well, scientifically speaking, you don’t exist.” Stated 

Bells. “Vampires don’t exist. This is just a story an author 

wrote about you and you’re acting it out. So you’re not a real 

vampire, and in that sense, I’m not afraid of you.” Lied Bells, 

her heart pounding. “Your book is part of Manic Domain, and if 

Mad Tome tears it up, you will be a ghost, so if you won’t let 

us out, you risk meeting the same fate that Blackey—” 
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“Do you wish to outwit me, young girl?” Interjected Dracula 

in the tone that promised endless torment.  

“No,” squeaked Bells, “I just—” 

“That is admirable, to say the least.” Said Dracula, 

unmoved. “You are the most stubborn badling I have met so far. I 

would be more than happy to take on the challenge.” His eyes 

glinted. “But first, let me show you to your rooms. Come.” 

His words were like a command.  

Bewildered, the badlings obeyed. 

Dracula clasped Peacock’s arm and seized Bells by the 

wrist. His fingers were so cold, her skin burned and she thought 

his grip would break her bones. He led them down the steps into 

frigid air of the floor below and here, in an identical 

corridor, he flung open the doors into a guest room. 

“Is Belladonna your friend?” He asked Peacock. 

“Ye-e-es.” Peacock shrunk under his stare. 

“And you would do anything to save your friend, would you?” 

“Yes.” Peacock shrunk even more. 

“The price for your assault on my book, Peter Sutton,” 

announced Dracula grandly, “is Belladonna’s life.” 

Bells uttered a mortified gasp. The boys stared at her and 

at the Count, unable to move or speak. 

“Do not despair. I must say, I grew rather bored in the 

years my story wasn’t read.” Said Dracula absently. “It’s only 
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fair to exchange a favor for a favor. If you amuse me and figure 

out a way to save your friend,” he nodded at Bells, “before 

midnight the next day, I’ll let her go. If not, well, she will 

stay with me forever.” Dracula breathed the last word with such 

coldness, the air around him frosted into tiny flakes of snow. 

He ushered the boys inside. They watched the door swing 

shut, heard the bolt slide into place, and then all was silent. 

They were trapped. 
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Chapter 17. The Healthy Boy Fight 

A well-paced book is like a time bomb. It has a clock. If you 

won’t watch it, it might explode right in your hands. Or else, 

it might make your heart burst to pieces from violent pounding. 

In either case, it will make you bite your nails and wish the 

minutes wouldn’t tick off so quickly.  

This is more or less what the boys thought, staring at the 

door. Victoriously and quite rudely, the door stared back—it had 

nothing to stare with, but it seemed to sneer at them 

nonetheless, daring them to pry it open.   

“He got Bells!” Cried Rusty, shaking the knob that wouldn’t 

budge. He spun around and blurted out the phrase he’d been 

nurturing since Blackey told them about Dracula’s misfortune, 

“Thanks to you, moron.” His fist clenched tight, he pulled back 

his arm and punched Peacock in the nose. 

Peacock staggered back, surprised. “You hit me!” 

“And I’ll hit you again!” Cried Rusty, advancing. For all 

his height and knobbly build, he towered over his gangly friend 

who seemed to dry out and crumble to half his size. 

Peacock raked his hair, squinting. “You want to fight, is 

that what you want, monkey?” 
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Rusty opened his mouth, searching for a word to retort. 

When no word came, he hunched, tucked his shoulders, and ran, 

ramming his head straight into Peacock’s stomach.  

Peacock doubled over, winded.  

Rusty, elated by this unexpected victory, rained punches 

left and right. 

Grand watched the spectacle with mixed feelings. On one 

hand, instinct told him to grab them by the hair and pull them 

apart, like he did with his two little brothers. On the other 

hand, he wanted to shout encouragements and directions to Rusty 

for a better aim or better hook throw or a better kick. 

He decided to give them another minute. 

Rusty pounded on Peacock’s crouched back until his arms got 

shaky. “Man,” he wheezed, “this is...hard. I’m...tired.” 

Peacock took a hand away and peeked up. “Are you done?” 

“I...dunno.” Gasped Rusty and clonked Peacock on the head 

one more time, just for closure. “How do they...fight...in 

movies...forever?” 

“It’s movies, Rusty.” Said Peacock knowingly through 

interlaced fingers. “They fight for a couple minutes at a time.” 

“Don’t talk to me like nothing happened!” Cried Rusty. 

“Liar!” And he smacked Peacock, which finally has proved enough 

to break even Peacock’s cowardice. He sprung up and pushed Rusty 

off. “Get your hands off me!” 
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Grand concluded that he has satisfied his yearning for 

justice and stepped between them. “Guys, please.” 

“But Grand,” pleaded Rusty, “he lied!” 

“Um.” Grand thought about it carefully. “He was scared.” 

“That’s no excuse!” 

“What?” Snapped Peacock. “Like you never lied before?” 

Grand employed the maneuver that has never failed him. He 

grasped both Peacock and Rusty by the hair and held out his 

arms, which, considering Grand’s intimidating girth, was hard to 

ignore and impractical to attack. 

It took them another fuming minute. 

“Um, guys?” Said Grand importantly, looking both of them 

over. “I’m going to let go, but no more fighting, please. And 

Peacock? My mom says, if you own to your mistake, it will make 

you feel better and you’ll forget it faster. Try it.” He 

released his hands. 

Rusty rubbed his head, glaring. 

Peacock sighed. “I’m sorry, okay? I already said I’m sorry, 

didn’t I?” 

“You said it to Dracula,” conceded Rusty, “but not to us!” 

Peacock blushed. 

Grand and Rusty waited.  

“Look, I am sorry. For real.” Peacock raised both arms. 

“Sorry I was a jerk.” And then he added quietly, “I mean it.” 
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“No use for it now.” Said Rusty unexpectedly. 

“Do you want me to say it again?” 

“Not anymore!” Rusty scrunched his energetic face into a 

grimace of distaste. “What’s the use of it now? Your sorry is 

not going to bring Bells back, is it? What a stupid thing to do, 

rip a book. Don’t you have a brain? And you call me monkey.” 

Peacock hung his head. “I’m sorry.” 

They stood in silence, contemplating. 

“We’re doomed.” Said Grand dejectedly. “What are we going 

to do now? Dracula will bite Bells’ neck and drink her blood and 

infect her with his vampire blood, so tomorrow, by the time we 

figure out how to save her, she will turn into a vampire and 

bite all of us, and we will turn into vampires too, and stay 

here in this book and sleep in the coffins during the day and at 

night we will hunt—” Grand felt Rusty’s hand on his shoulder and 

stopped. “Um. Got carried away. Sorry.” 

“No, it’s cool.” Said Rusty. “I like your stories, just not 

now, man.” 

“What do you say we do?” Asked Grand. 

“I know what.” Rusty sized up Peacock. “It’s your fault 

we’re here, you figure out how to fix it.” 

“That’s enough, Rusty.” Said Grand. “Pointing fingers won’t 

help us get to rescue Bells.” 
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“So he can be mad at me any time and call me monkey, and I 

can’t? Why not? He did it, he needs to solve it!” 

Peacock avoided Rusty’s eyes. “How?” 

“I don’t know! Figure it out! What are you, dumb?” 

The word struck him like a slap. Peacock cringed. 

“We could ask The Unread for help?” Theorized Grand. “Only 

we have no way of reaching them.”  

Rusty suddenly jumped. “I know, I know!” He sputtered. “We 

can kill him, right? We totally can! We just need to drive a 

stake through his heart! Or something!” 

“Or shoot him with a silver bullet.” Offered Grand. “The 

only problem is, we are locked up here, and I don’t see any 

stakes or guns with silver bullets. Even if we found them here, 

how would we get out of the room?” 

“Right. I didn’t think about that.” Rusty rubbed his nose. 

“We need to wait.” Said Peacock quietly. 

The boys looked at him mistrustfully. 

“What for?” Asked Rusty. 

Peacock’s ears turned pink. “It’s like Grand said, 

remember?” He explained. “When you stay long enough on the same 

page, it repeats itself. Whatever part of the story is written 

on it, after a while will start all over again.” 

“Um, that’s what happened in The Headless Horseman.” Said 

Grand.  
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“Listen to this.” Continued Peacock a bit bolder. “If we 

sit and wait, at some point this door will be open. I didn’t see 

Dracula unlock it when he got here. Did you?” 

“Wow, Peacock!” Rusty said in admiration. “That’s right! 

Only we can’t stay here long, he said by midnight the next day.” 

“We can try it?” Said Grand. 

Agreed, they crouched by the door, listening. For a while 

nothing stirred, but just as they were beginning to doubt their 

idea, a dull thud shook the door. The bolt shifted, reverting to 

the position it was at the beginning of the page. The boys 

looked at each other. Peacock pulled on the knob and the door 

swung open. 

“It worked!” Proclaimed Rusty in an excited whisper. 

“That was a great idea, Peacock.” Said Grand. 

“Thanks. It wasn’t mine, though. It was yours.”  

They grinned at each other and thus their peace was sealed. 

At least until the next squabble erupted. 

“Now what?” Asked Peacock. 

Grand shrugged. “We try to find Bells?”  

“Dracula will be here soon, probably. I saw him stare at us 

from the window above the door.” 

As if on cue, distant footfalls marched through the hall 

behind them. Spooked, the boys scurried to the staircase and 
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skipped over it full pelt, jumping over two steps at a time. The 

steps behind them accelerated as well. 

“He’s after us!” Shrieked Rusty. 

They took off blindly, skidding along unfamiliar corridors 

and turning into narrow passageway, until they suddenly burst 

through the open doors and emerged into the shadowed courtyard 

behind the castle, stark and foreboding in the cold light of the 

moon. It was a large stone square hemmed by tall walls with 

turrets that leaned with way and that, threatening to collapse. 

Frigid night air chilled their faces. The wolves howled 

over the wall, as if sensing their presence. Whoever was 

pursuing them, broke into a trot. 

“Over there!” Pointed Rusty. 

They skidded after him through a crude dilapidated arch and 

found themselves in another yard, smaller, mossy stones wedged 

crookedly among patches of grass like jagged teeth. 

“It’s a cemetery.” Croaked Peacock. “It’s where the sisters 

sleep. I’m out of here.” 

“Um.” Grand seized his arm. “No, you’re not. You’re 

staying.” 

“Look! What’s that?” Gasped Rusty. 

They squinted. Where darkness became so black, it seemed 

liquid, hazy light shone through. The boys inched toward it 

cautiously. 
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“It’s the other edge of the page!” Said Rusty. 

A curious phenomenon occurred where Dracula’s book ended 

and something else began. It wasn’t Ex Pyre with its grey mist, 

it was another book docked to it, and there reigned sun and 

warmth that clashed with the cold and the night of Dracula.  

The badlings ground to an abrupt stop. 

“It’s another book.” Breathed Peacock. 

A gust of freezing air flirted up to them. It blew from the 

arch. The badlings pressed themselves into the wall and stared 

into darkness with horror.  

“Something is moving there.” Breathed Rusty. 

“Where?” Peacock asked in a shaky voice. 

From between tombstones three smoky figures rose and 

quickly solidified into women dressed in white, their skin 

translucent, almost bluish, their lips bright red, their eyes 

shining with hunger. Moonlight gave their features a sharp 

morbid look, and there was no shadow on the ground where they 

stood. 

Peacock screamed and bolted for the light. Shouting his 

name, Grand and Rusty bolted after him. In a moment they pierced 

the thin veil that separated the books and crashed through a 

whirlwind of sand that hovered over an empty sun-bleached road. 
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Chapter 18. The Ingenious Knight 

Characters have to travel in an arc. Well, okay, not as if shot 

out of a cannon, flying—Wheee!—through the sky and dropping in a 

pile of dung. No. An arc to grow and change and arrive at some 

kind of an enlightening life wisdom, which, in turn, changes the 

character for the better (or worse). 

Peacock sat up, blinking at the light and reeling. 

Painfully bright sky arched overhead. Not a cloud in it, 

not a bird, only gusts of hot wind. Patches of brown grass ran 

up the hillock and over a flat plateau where a dozen windmills 

stood out like bleached bones. Their blades rotated lazily, 

creaking and swishing, as if passing gossip from windmill to 

windmill about unfortunate badlings that landed in their book.  

“What place is this?” Said Peacock, getting up. His fingers 

tingled pleasantly, warming up after the chilly night in Castle 

Dracula. 

“Come on!” Called Rusty, dusting himself off. “Let’s get 

back!” 

Peacock shook his head, “I’m not going back.” 

“Windmills...” Said Grand absently. 
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“Hey, we can’t stay here!” Cried Rusty. “Bells is alone 

there with those creepy whatever their names are, stupid vampire 

freaks! Grand, tell him!” 

Grand stared around, his mouth open. 

“What are you looking at?” Demanded Rusty. 

“I read about them...” Grand faltered. “In...in...Don 

Quixote.” He ducked. Nothing happened. He looked up. “I thought 

it’s a Manic Domain book. So it is Don Quixote. Looks just like 

in pictures.” 

“Don Quixote?” Repeated Peacock. “Who is that?” 

“It’s this knight who lived in Spain, in La Mancha. In,” 

Grand scrunched his face, trying to remember, “seventeenth 

century, I think.” His face suddenly sagged. “We need to leave 

this book as soon as possible.” He ambled after Rusty. 

“Why?” Asked Peacock nervously.  

“He is crazy.” Explained Grand, huffing along the road to 

the spot of darkness. “He goes on these quests to revive 

chivalry and attacks everyone and everything he meets.” 

Peacock took off after Grand. They broke into a run. 

“He thinks he’s being romantic...and noble,” Grand caught 

his breath, his legs pumping, “because...he wants to win the 

heart...of this lady Dulcinea, so he fights things...for her.” 

He wiped sticky hair out of his face. “If he sees us...he will 

kill us.” 
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“Can he help us kill Dracula?” Asked Peacock hopefully. 

“He has a spear,” theorized Grand, “but he’s nuts. I don’t 

know how you could convince him, unless he is friends with The 

Unread?” 

They were several paces away from the edge when the ground 

rumbled under their feet. Dracula’s book undocked and soared 

off. 

“No!” Shouted Rusty, flinging himself to the ground. His 

head hung in the mist of Ex Pyre. “Stop! Get back!” 

The gap widened with an alarming speed. Already the 

darkness receded into grey swirls of vapor. 

Grand and Peacock hastened up to it and looked down. 

“Too late.” Said Grand morbidly.  

Rusty regarded Peacock with a look that could only mean 

another healthy fight. Peacock quickly took a step back. Distant 

canter of hooves made them forget their animosity for a moment. 

Two dots appeared on the road. 

“Um.” Said Grand. 

“Is that...what’s his name?” Asked Rusty. 

“Don Quixote.” Stated Grand and gulped. “We better find a 

hiding place. Behind one of the windmills would be good.” He 

crept off the road, mumbling, “I’d like to meet him, but I’m not 

ready to meet my untimely death.” 

“Who is the other guy?” Rusty pointed to the smaller dot. 
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“It’s Sancho Panza, his squire.” Answered Grand. “Guys, we 

really need to hide now.” 

“Man, is he riding a donkey?” Rusty sniggered. 

The dots enlarged to figures. Rusty scurried after Grand up 

the rocky scree. They slunk into shadow behind a windmill.  

Peacock didn’t move. 

“Peacock.” Called Grand. 

“Leave him.” Grumbled Rusty. “If he wants to be skewered on 

that spear, great! It’s his decision, right?” 

“But he is our friend,” objected Grand. “We can’t just let 

him do something stupid because he feels bad.” 

“Why not?” Rusty gaped. “Tell me you didn’t want to punch 

him in the face when Blackey said he ripped Dracula’s book! He 

blamed Bells and tried to run away! That’s not cool, man!” 

Grand considered it. 

“Come on, tell me!” Demanded Rusty.  

“Well,” Grand sighed, “maybe a little.” 

“See? I knew it!” 

“That doesn’t mean he’s a bad person. He was scared. We all 

get scared.” Grand called again. “Peacock.” 

Peacock didn’t answer, standing taller. 

The figures now morphed into weary riders, a lanky knight 

in dented armor upon a mangy horse and a pot-bellied peasant on 

a donkey.  
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The knight shook his spear and shouted through a grey 

mustache. “Behold the giants, Sancho! Look at their thousand 

arms! They are mocking me, despicable monsters!” 

“What giants, sire?” Asked Sancho dumbly, peering at the 

windmills. His jolly face puckered in concentration. “Those 

aren’t giants, sire, those are—” 

“I will battle them, Sancho! Prepare my steed!” Don Quixote 

dismounted and marched ahead until he glimpsed Peacock. 

“Who are you?” He hefted the spear and thrust it at 

Peacock’s chest. Its sharp end quivered inches away.  

Peacock flinched but didn’t retreat. 

“I am the renowned knight Don Quixote of La Mancha. What is 

your name? Answer!” Said Don Quixote in tones of one who is not 

used to being ignored. 

Peacock cleared his throat and, reluctantly taking his eyes 

off the spear, looked up and spoke in what he hoped sounded 

awed. “Oh, esteemed knight Don Quixote! I have heard so much 

about you. You are well known for your famous deeds of chivalry 

and courage!” 

Grand and Rusty looked at each other. 

“What is he doing?” Asked Rusty. 

Grand shrugged. “I don’t know. Talking to Don Quixote?” 

“I can see that!”  

Peacock quickly turned his head and winked at them. 
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“Well known, am I?” Don Quixote straightened a bit. 

“Oh yes, you are.” Said Peacock and gently pushed the spear 

aside. 

The knight appeared not to notice this sly maneuver. “You 

say, you have heard of my deeds, have you?” He asked. 

“Oh yes, beloved knight.” Said Peacock, rather enjoying 

himself. “I have heard of your adventures. Allow me to tell you 

something of which your excellency might not be aware, yet I 

believe will rush at once to her aid, as she is in grave 

danger.” 

Rusty’s mouth opened. “Where did he learn to talk like 

that?” 

Grand shrugged. “No idea.”  

“She?” Don Quixote frowned. “Who is this she you mention, 

stranger? Tell me your name, before I impale you on my spear!” 

Peacock winced, raising his hands. “No, no, please don’t 

impale me. That sounds painful. My name is Peter Sutton.” 

“Hmmm.” Grumbled Don Quixote. “You’re not who I’m looking 

for. There are only three of you.” He glanced at Grand and Rusty 

who froze. “Get out of my way.” 

“Who is it you’re looking for?” Asked Peacock. 

“Why, four new badlings.” Said Don Quixote. He cast a wide 

look around and grunted. “Sancho! Do you see them?” 
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“See who, sire?” Asked Sancho, jerking his head up and 

waking from a doze. 

“Did you say, four new badlings?” Said Peacock. 

“But of course! Did you happen to see them? Answer at 

once!” He swung the spear so close, Peacock had to duck. “This 

is an urgent matter! I must rescue them, by the plea of The 

Unread and The Snow Queen herself!” 

“It’s us!” Cried Rusty, running out of the shadow and 

sprinting to the road. “It’s us you’re looking for! We’re the 

new badlings!” 

“Rusty.” Hissed Peacock at him. “Get back.” 

Don Quixote frowned. “This cannot be true. Where is the 

fourth one? Do not dare to deceive me!” He thrust his spear at 

Rusty. 

“We were four,” Rusty’s eyes focused on the sharp tip not 

too far from his nose, “but then Dracula took Bells away—” 

“Why, that bloodless hooligan is at it again!” Don Quixote 

whacked the blunt end of the spear on the road. “It is as The 

Snow Queen lamented. Dreadful tidings, dreadful! Tell me your 

name.” 

“Mine?” Rusty blinked, relieved that the spear wasn’t aimed 

at him any longer. “Russell Jagoda. My friends call me Rusty.” 

“Rusty!” Cried Don Quixote. “Like the blood rust on the 

brave knight’s sword!”  
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Rusty grinned at that idea. “I like it!” 

“And who is that?” 

Grand timidly stepped closer, his eyes on the spear. 

“Oh, that’s Grand!” Explained Rusty happily. 

“Grand,” repeated Don Quixote, “like the grand duke!” 

Grand’s whole face split into a grin. “Do you really think 

I look like a grand duke?” He asked shyly. 

“Why, you are magnificent! And you, Peter Sutton? What is 

your other name?” 

“His nickname is Peacock!” Interjected Rusty, nearly 

jumping from excitement. “Blood rust on the sword, that’s so 

cool!” 

Peacock gave him a cold stare. 

“Peacock,” Don Quixote rolled the name in his mouth. “Like 

an exotic bird dazzling the eyes with a feast of colors. Azure! 

Turquoise! Cerulean!” He waved an arm with his eyes closed at 

the recollection of the marvelous creature. 

Peacock smoothed his hair. “I never thought of it this way. 

I can see how it can be dazzling.” And he smiled. 

“The name of your missing companion!” Demanded Don Quixote. 

“Bells.” Said the boys as one, suddenly aware of the 

passage of time. 

“Like the ringing bells of a beautiful cathedral.” Don 

Quixote said and opened his eyes. “I humbly apologize. We 
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mustn’t tarry. Lead on, Duke Grand, Dazzling Peacock, and Brave 

Rusty!” 

“But,” began Grand, “Dracula’s book had flown off.” 

“Fear not!” Cried Don Quixote. “His is not the only one 

that can fly. We shall hasten on its trail at once, before it 

grows cold. Sancho, my squire!” 

Sancho nodded sleepily, his donkey brayed, and at once the 

pages of the spread came to life, rising as wings. The book 

slowly veered up, climbing the mist in irregular bursts. 

“Can we go faster?” Shouted Rusty over the wind. “Dracula 

will turn Bells into a vampire if we won’t make it before 

midnight!” 

“Ha! Same old tricks!” Don Quixote curled his mustache, 

oblivious to swirling dust and grit flying in his face. He 

patted his horse that neighed anxiously. “Fear not, we will 

rescue Beautiful Bells! Sancho? My sword.” 

Sancho handed it to him, and Don Quixote carelessly waved 

it about.  

“Sire...careful, sire.” Muttered Sancho. 

“Spur it on, Sancho!” Commanded Don Quixote. “Didn’t you 

hear the words of these noble fellows? Too slow!” 

“Sorry, sire.” Sancho kicked his donkey, the donkey let out 

an upset bellow, and the book jerked in an effort to speed up. 

Peacock grabbed to the horse’s tail to keep his balance. The 
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horse reared and kicked. Peacock fell, pushing Grand down with 

him. 

“Get up, my friends!” Shouted Don Quixote, trotting to the 

very edge of the page and peering into the mist. “We are nearly 

there!” 

“Careful, sire!” Cried Sancho. “You might fall over!” 

“What do you annoy me for?” Said Don Quixote vexedly. 

“For your safety, sire.” 

“What safety do you speak of, when a fair maiden’s life is 

at stake, you poor fool? After me!” 

Don Quixote’s book kicked into Dracula’s, and with a scream 

the badlings rolled off the scorched plain of La Mancha onto the 

cobble pavement of Castle Dracula court.  

It was after midnight of the next day. Chilly wind cut 

through their clothes. Wolves howled hungrily not too far away. 

And from one of the castle windows, so high up, it almost 

touched the starry sky, a figure in black flapping cape was 

crawling down the wall. It stopped, grew wings and took off to 

the moon as a giant bat. 
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Chapter 19. The Inside Out Rescue 

What reader wouldn’t delight in a story about valiant knights 

rescuing frightened maidens from castles of terribly evil 

fiends? Even badlings finish reading stories like that. Not this 

book, though. In this book, irritated at not being saved fast 

enough, it’s the maiden that sets out to scold the tarry knights 

and bring them back on task. The tarry knights had no idea about 

this. Not yet. 

They stared after Dracula until he vanished. 

“Holy cow.” Croaked Peacock. “Did you see that? He just 

turned into a bat.” 

“Um. I think he went on a hunt,” said Grand gloomily. “It’s 

what he does every night. He hunts innocent people, catches them 

unaware, drinks their blood, and returns in the morning to sleep 

in his casket in the dungeon, in the dark and the mold and the 

death around him.” 

Peacock stared. “You read Dracula?” 

Grand shrugged. “A while ago.” 

“And you didn’t get scared?” Asked Peacock, impressed. 
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“Well, maybe a little.” Confessed Grand. “There is nothing 

to be scared about. He is sad and alone and wants company. My 

mom says living people are scarier than dead ones.”  

“Why did he leave?” Cried Rusty anxiously. “Did he bite 

Bells already? Are we late? That must be it! We’re late! We’re 

late! It’s all your fault!” He glared at Peacock. 

“Sire?” Sancho scurried to his master. “Sire!” 

The boys spun around to look. 

Don Quixote did something bizarre. He took off his helmet, 

bent his head, and fell to one knee, stretching out both arms to 

three figures that stepped out of the gloom. 

Peacock felt his legs give out. “Oh no...” 

The sisters smiled, advancing. 

“Oh, beautiful maidens!” Intoned the knight. “How fair is 

your skin! How precious your faces! Your lips are so red, they 

put the sunset to shame! Oh, let me feast on your beauty with my 

ancient eyes. I am your humble servant, the revered knight Don 

Quixote of La Mancha. Command me.” 

“Whoa. They’re so pretty.” Said Rusty, spellbound. “Guys, 

look! They’re not scary at all!”  

Moonlight shone on sisters’ faces, making their skin as 

smooth as that of porcelain dolls. One of them was blonde, the 

other two dark-haired, all three standing elegantly poised. If 
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not for the unnaturally crimson lips, they could pass for a trio 

of very pale, very lost young women seeking shelter.  

“That beauty is deceiving,” said Grand meekly, every hair 

on his skin standing up in fright, “they’re worse than regular 

vampires, because they feed on children and infants.” 

“Hey, I’m not a baby anymore!” Exclaimed Rusty. A second 

later his exuberance vanished. 

“You can take that one.” Said the blonde to the taller of 

the dark-haired sisters, pointing a long bony finger at Grand. 

“He looks young and juicy, just the way you like them.” 

“I shall.” Agreed the tall one with a blood-curdling sneer. 

“Come, badling.” She beckoned to Grand, flicking a scarlet 

tongue and passing it over bloodless lips. He obediently waddled 

up, dazed. 

“I’ll get the little one, he seems to be full of life.” The 

other dark-haired vampire, shorter and rounder, nodded at Rusty. 

He took a step after a step, grinning in a way a delirious 

lunatic does. 

Peacock wanted to scream, but his throat sealed. No sound 

would come forth except a hoarse croak. The blonde regarded him 

with her hypnotic eyes and he wanted nothing more but to come 

closer. 

“How nice to meet you face to face,” she murmured, lifting 

his chin. “Peacock, is it? I knew you’d come to our bidding. You 
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poor badling, did you think ripping our book would kill us?” She 

gave a burst of raucous laughter. “You were wrong. We live in 

too many minds. It will take more than tearing our book apart to 

banish us into the Ex Pyre.” She smiled, revealing a pair of 

sharp cutters, tilted Peacock’s head back and fell on him, 

gurgling in the ecstasy of feeding. 

The two other sisters hissed, salivating, their hands deep 

in the boys’ hair, about to make them breakfast according to the 

normal vampire schedule. 

The knight and his squire watched this, paralyzed. 

“Peacock!” Bells’ voice suddenly screamed from above. 

“Grand! Rusty! What took you so long?” 

They raised their heads, hardly remembering her. 

Bells hung out from the third story window. “Wake up, you 

idiots!” She shouted, waving arms. “You missed the deadline, but 

thanks to my brains I’m still alive!” 

Peacock blinked. “Bells?” 

“Sssss!” Hissed the sisters. “Don’t listen to her.” 

“Shut up, stupid vampire freaks!” Cried Bells. “Guys, push 

them away! Do it, before they get you!” 

The boys were trying.  

Peacock weakly raised his arms and dropped them. Grand 

slumped into the vampire’s arms, nearly knocking her off her 

feet, and Rusty tugged at the skirt without looking, simply 
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because it was the first thing he felt under his fingers. His 

eyes were riveted to the vampire’s face. Even Sancho looked up 

and scratched his balding head.  

“Where is my donkey?” He asked dumbly. Neither the donkey 

nor the horse was to be seen. The wolves weren’t seen either, 

only strange slurping and crackling noises emanated from behind 

the castle walls. 

“Do I always have to do everything myself?” Bells’ furious 

glare had a sobering effect on everyone, even on the sisters. 

They screeched their displeasure at being interrupted.  

“Where did you go?” Demanded Bells. “Who is this?” 

“Don Quixote.” Said Peacock automatically, sensing the 

blood drain out of him. “He is a knight, he came to help us 

rescue you.” 

“Whose brilliant idea was it?” 

“Mine.” 

“You blockhead!” She shouted as loud as she could. “You’ll 

get all of us killed! You should’ve stayed where you were and 

waited for me, why did you have to come back to vampires, are 

you out of your mind? Hey, dead girl, get away from him!” Bells 

reached behind her and flung something out the window. 

It was a candle candelabra. It hit the tall sister square 

in the face. She yelped and jumped away from Grand, her teeth 

bared in a snarl. 
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“Huh?” Grand woke as if from a slumber.  

The vampire lunged back at him.  

With a roar of unimaginable strength, Peacock shoved the 

blonde away from him and threw himself in front of Grand. His 

eyes were blazing with terrible wrath. Startled, the sister drew 

back. 

“Don’t touch my friend, you undead cow!” He shook so hard, 

his last word came out through a choke. “Don’t you dare bite 

him, or...or...” He struggled to come up with a horrific enough 

consequence, when the vampire spoke. 

“You’re right, badling. Who wants to feed on a fat kid? His 

blood must be stale from not moving around much. You, on the 

other hand, promise to taste much better.” She sniffed and 

lunged for Peacock, her sweet cloying breath muddling his mind. 

“I’ll show you fat,” muttered Grand and brought his whole 

weight on the creature, knocking her off balance. She windmilled 

her arms for a short moment and sat back hard, staring at 

Grand’s mighty fists. “If you weren’t a girl,” he said 

dangerously, “I’d pummel you into pulp. But, um, you’re a girl 

and I can’t hit you. My mom says boys can’t hit girls. I think 

it’s not fair because Bells beats us up all the time, but she 

can do it because she’s a friend, so we understand. Do you need 

help getting up?” He offered her a hand. 
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The vampire stared, and then said in a breaking voice, 

“This is the nicest thing anyone has said to me in my entire 

life. It’s a long and sad life we vampires have to endure, if 

you must know.” She sniffled, touched. 

“Um, you’re only pretending to be vampires, I think.” Said 

Grand knowingly. “You are acting out your book. Am I right?” 

“We’re doing a pretty good job, though, aren’t we?” She 

asked. 

“It’s so cool!” Exclaimed Rusty dazedly. “It feels like 

it’s not pretend at all!” The other dark-haired sister sneered 

above his neck, sniffing it. 

“I think all three of you are doing a great job.” Confirmed 

Grand with a nod at Peacock struggling in the blonde’s hold. 

“This prop blood you’re using looks very real.” 

“I know, right?” Said Rusty, still bedazzled, the need to 

rescue Bells completely blotted out of his mind. 

“You think so?” The tall vampire’s face lit up. 

“We’re good at this, aren’t we?” Added another. 

Bells’ scream interrupted them. 

“Peacock, no!” She screamed. “Guys, help him!” 

Peacock slumped in the blonde’s arms, his eyes glassy, her 

lips glued to his jugular vein. 

“It’s okay, Bells!” Shouted Grand upward, hands around his 

mouth. “It’s not real. She’s only pretending.” 
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“No, she’s not! Looks plenty real from here!” Objected 

Bells. 

Don Quixote suddenly stirred and sprung up, brandishing his 

sword. “Oh, how mistaken I was!” He cried miserably. “Dracula, 

you old crook! You fooled me!” He swooped on the blonde and in 

one powerful move smote her off Peacock so that she landed by 

the stone fence with a resounding smack. Faithful Sancho came to 

his aid. He egged her to the wall, holding out a silver cross on 

a chain from his neck. The vampire writhed and snarled and 

screamed, no longer a charming maiden with an elegant poise, but 

a revolting undead creature. 

“Put it away, put it away!” she hissed, shielding her eyes. 

Her dark-haired sisters flanked her. 

“Please.” Pleaded one. 

“She’s not hurting anyone, we promise.” Implored another 

one. “She is only enacting the story.” 

From above they heard a horrified intake of air and Bells’ 

furious shout. “There is blood on your mouth! You...you... You 

bit him!” Next a rain of various objects pelted the sisters’ 

heads, everything from silk pillows and balled up blankets to 

heavier items like ceramic vases, bronze statuettes, a 

paperweight in the shape of a squatting bat, and, finally, a 

heavy book that struck the blonde sister on the head. 
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“Why do you hate me so, badling!” She cried, glancing up. 

“I’m only doing my job. Do you think I enjoy frightening little 

children? Oh, you’re wrong. It breaks my dead heart to see 

horror on their mute terrified faces before I sink my teeth into 

their soft pulsing necks.” 

“She was only pretending!” Cried the tall sister, shielding 

herself from a flying chair. 

For a moment Bells paused, as she ran out of things to 

throw, unless she managed to somehow lift the four-postern bed 

and hurl it out the window. She was contemplating it, but then 

decided it was not worth the effort. She leaned out and shouted. 

“If you want to help, you better get me a ladder or something, 

to get me out of here before Dracula returns. The door is locked 

and I can’t get out!” 

Below another drama was unfolding. Grand and Rusty slowly 

gained their senses, while Peacock was losing his, and Don 

Quixote with Sancho looked around in search of the horse and the 

donkey. 

“I wasn’t pretending.” Said the blonde guiltily, wiping her 

mouth. 

“You fed on him in earnest?” Asked the tall sister. 

The blonde kneaded her hands. “Oh, I simply couldn’t 

resist. What was I to do?” 
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“But...” The other sister faltered. “You were not supposed 

to, not yet.” She jabbed the blonde in the ribs. 

A gust of freezing air from above made them look up. In the 

waning darkness, high above the highest castle turret a sleigh 

pulled by three glittery horses broke through the clouds and 

made a graceful arc on the air, slowly descending. There was no 

sound of hooves clopping on the ground, of course, as there was 

no ground to clop on, only the swishing of the air and the cry 

of a small boy who stood up and was peering down at them, next 

to a regal figure in a white cloak. 

“There they are!” he cried. 

“I see them.” Answered the figure in white and tugged on 

the reigns. The horses reared and, snorting plumes of warm air 

from their velvety nostrils, softly landed on the cobbles right 

in front of the astounded company. 

“The Snow Queen!” Cried Bells.  

The Snow Queen stepped out of the sleigh, her bluish face 

stern and unhappy.  

“What are you doing in our book?” Snapped the blonde 

vampire. “Leave at once! Count Dracula—” 

“Count Dracula is not coming back.” Said the Snow Queen 

gravelly. “We have captured him. He is in Mad Tome, in the 

mansion of Prince Prospero, or, as you know him, badlings, 

Prince Lion.” 
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“What for?” Asked the blonde innocently, as much as you can 

imagine a vampire being innocent. “What did you capture Dracula 

for?” 

“Do not pretend you don’t know.” Said the Snow Queen icily. 

“You are well aware of Dracula’s affairs. He schemed against The 

Unread with Mad Tome. He lured four new badlings into his book 

for the purposes we can all imagine. And now we will add one 

more crime to his roster. He aided in damaging one of the four 

badlings to claim him as his. He went against us when it was us 

who—” 

“Damaging?” Interrupted Rusty, and suddenly exploded. “Was 

it Bells? Did he bite her? He said her life was the price! He 

said if we won’t save her before midnight, she’ll stay in his 

book forever! It’s after midnight, right? Is it?” His lifted his 

head and shouted. “Bells, what did he do to you?” 

“Nothing, Rusty.” Cried Bells from above. “He told me sad 

stories about his lonely life and I listened, that’s all. He 

said that I was the first one who didn’t think him a creep and 

wasn’t afraid of him. He said he was tired of everyone being 

scared to talk to him. So he decided he couldn’t feed on me and 

went on a hunt. He was actually quite nice and promised to bring 

me doughnuts.” 

“Doughnuts?” Gasped Grand. “Oh.” His stomach rumbled 

appreciatively at the idea. 
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“It’s not Bells who has suffered, as you can see.” Said The 

Snow Queen to Rusty. “One of Dracula’s sisters has bitten your 

other friend.” 

“What? Who?” Rusty searched around. 

“I told you!” Bells cried. “I told you and you wouldn’t 

listen!” 

There was no sign of Peacock. They have lost him in the 

darkness and the chaos. 

“Oh, what have I done. What have I done!” Don Quixote fell 

to his knees before the Snow Queen. “I have failed you, my 

queen, failed you and The Unread. My life is in your hands, do 

what you will with it.” He hung his head, resigned and ready for 

the worst.  

“Rise, knight.” Said the Snow Queen regally. “Do not 

despair. There is work to do still.” 

“Where is Peacock?” Demanded Bells. “And can someone get me 

down, please? My throat hurts from shouting.” 

“I’m here.” Said Peacock quietly, stepping out the shadow 

by the wall. “I’m fine.” 

But he wasn’t. His face lost color and he looked not much 

more than a ghost. And when he smiled, his teeth shone 

dazzlingly white in the waning moonlight. There were two sharp 

cutters protruding on either side. He strolled to his friends 

with a new gait, assured and stately. 
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Grand gulped. “Um, Peacock? You have no shadow.” He said, 

staring at the ground. “I think you have turned into a vampire.” 

“What are you talking about?” Objected Peacock languidly. 

“I feel fine.” He took another step and sniffed the air, which 

made Grand shudder.  

“You smell nice,” concluded Peacock, “I never noticed for 

some reason. Very sweet, like...like doughnuts.” He grinned. 

“Listen to me, badlings. Mad Tome is napping.” Interjected 

the Snow Queen urgently. “We must journey to it before it wakes 

up and starts looking for me. Hurry.” She motioned for them to 

get into her sleigh. 

“Journey? What for?” Peacock tossed his naughtily. “I don’t 

want to journey anywhere. I want to stay here, with Dracula’s 

sisters. I feel very comfortable around them.” He winked at 

them, and they sneered with a happy hiss. 

“Shame on you.” Snapped the Snow Queen at the blonde. “See 

what you did? Undoing this will take time that we do not have.” 

“Why can’t he stay?” Pleaded the blonde. “You have three 

more. Do with them what you please.” 

“What is she talking about?” Said Rusty. 

Grand frowned. “I don’t know.” 

“Hey! Hello? Everyone? What about me?” Shouted Bells, 

waving. “It’s great that you guys have stuff to talk about, but 

can one of you please get me out of here? Like, right now?” 
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“We’ll get to your window on our way up,” said the Snow 

Queen and stepped into the sleigh, pulling Peacock behind her by 

the hand.  

“But I don’t want to go.” He whined. “I want to stay here.” 

The Snow Queen breathed in his face and it frosted over. 

She pushed him into the seat next to Kay and motioned for Grand 

and Rusty to join. They warily climbed in, seating themselves 

across Peacock on the freezing bench. Kay threw a white fluffy 

blanket over their laps. It appeared to have been made from 

snow, and curiously both chilled them to the bone and burned 

them.   

Don Quixote, Sancho, and the vampire sisters, their faces 

absent, silently watched the badlings settle in. 

Grand frowned and edged away from Peacock who took on 

smelling the air around him and grinning in an unpleasant 

manner. “Relax, Grand, I’m fine. Seriously.” 

“Something is not right.” Whispered Grand to Rusty. 

“I know, right?” Gushed Rusty. “I get this weird 

feeling...” 

The Snow Queen piled in, struck the horses, and they swept 

up to the window, halting and hovering in front of it. Bells 

climbed out and over, and before long the sleigh ascended into 

the mist and disappeared, leaving Dracula’s book behind. 
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Chapter 20. The Wrong Council 

Badlings are children who don’t finish reading books, but you 

already know it. Goodlings are those who do, but you know it 

too. What you don’t know will take you by surprise. Books are 

dangerous entities to be treated with caution. If you read a 

book too many times, its pages will start falling out, and the 

characters in it might think you want to move in. Once they 

steal a reader, it’s hard for them to stop. It becomes a habit. 

Unaware of this treacherous character pastime, the four 

badlings sat huddled on the hard seats, peering through the 

curtains of mist. Peacock whispered something to Kay, who 

grinned and whispered something back. They were both blue in the 

face, only in Kay’s case it was from cold, and in Peacock’s from 

rigor mortis.  

Opposite them sat Bells, Grand, and Rusty. Grand’s body 

radiated enough heat for both his friends to feel warm. They 

kept shifting closer, on the pretense of the bench being not 

wide enough for all three of them to fit. 

“What did she mean, ‘claim him as his’?” muttered Bells 

under her breath, careful for the Snow Queen not to overhear. 

“Is that Peacock’s punishment for ripping Dracula’s book, to 
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stay in it forever? I guess it is. Why else would the sisters 

bite him and make him into a vampire? What are we going to do 

now, Grand?” 

“I think there is more stuff to this.” Whispered Grand in 

her ear. “I think—” 

“What?” Rusty leaned over to them. “What did you say?” 

Without letting go of the reins, The Snow Queen twisted in 

her seat and scrutinized them with her icy stare. “Are you cold, 

badlings?” She asked. “Would you like Kay to give you another 

blanket?” 

“No, we’re good. Thanks!” Said Bells politely, willing her 

teeth not to chatter. The blanket was long thrown to the floor, 

lying there in the heap of hoary wrinkles.  

The Snow Queen turned back to her horses. 

“I don’t trust her.” Said Bells as quietly as possible, 

speaking directly into Grand’s ear, the proximity of which made 

her face tingle with warmth. 

“Me neither.” Agreed Grand, and stilled, catching Peacock’s 

glance. It didn’t look good. It looked rather bloodthirsty. 

Peacock’s eyes flashed and he patted the space next to him. 

“Do you want to sit next to me? We have more space here than you 

guys over there.”  

“That’s a great idea.” Said Kay and snatched Bells’ arm. 

Surprised, she didn’t resist, and he pulled her over to sit 
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between them. The cold emanating from two sides enveloped her at 

once. She stared back at Grand, numb and helpless. 

“No, I meant Grand.” Said Peacock petulantly. “He smells 

better.” 

“What?” Asked Bells, offended. 

“You can’t choose, badling,” said Kay through a grin, “not 

yet.” 

“What do you mean, not yet?” Asked Grand. 

“Hush, Kay!” Cried the Snow Queen, the whip high in her 

hand, her eyes glittering fury. 

“Sorry.” Said Kay, shrinking into the seat. “You let things 

slip too, so it’s not just me, by the way.” 

“What do you say, you sit next to me and not with these 

silly boys?” Said the Snow Queen, breathing on Bells. “They 

always fight and get on your nerves, don’t they? How tiresome it 

must be for you.” She smirked.  

Bells’ circle of vision shrunk to the Snow Queen’s face. 

All she saw was two silvery mirrors of the queen’s eyes, deep 

and smooth and oval, like two frozen lakes. All she wanted was 

to hop on them and skate and splinter ice into shards, to inlay 

mosaics on crusted snow. The idea in her head became so real, 

she thought she could stretch out her hand and touch the 

intricate designs that glittered in the cold winter sun. 

Bells felt her hand cramp. 
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The Snow Queen yanked her up, smiling. 

“Sit with me,” she said, and Bells sensed her face stiffen 

with cold, as if she hugged a fridge.  

“I’ll tell you a secret,” said the Snow Queen 

conspiratorially, and lowered her voice, “I’m tired of boys. I 

can’t wait for Gerda to come and take Kay away. She wouldn’t 

stay in his place, obstinate child. I have offered her gems of 

an unearthly beauty, I have shown her the splendor of Aurora 

Borealis, the sparkle of my icy palace, but she insists on 

playing out the story the way Hans Christian Andersen wrote it. 

How boring, the same thing over and over again, wouldn’t you 

agree? I dream of talking to a girl for once, about girly 

things.” 

Despite her numbness, Bells shuddered at these words. 

“Girly things?” She asked, moving her tongue with difficulty. “I 

don’t like talking about girly things. Can we talk about 

scientific things?” 

“Okay, we can talk about scientific things,” backtracked 

the Snow Queen. “If we do, will you stay with me and stave off 

my loneliness?” She suddenly spurred on the horses with a shrill 

cry. 

They neighed in response and jolted upward. 

The haze of Manic Domain swimming with books fell away from 

them, and up above dots of restless Copy Wights appeared, 
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swarming the haze like hungry bees, buzzing and knocking into 

each other. 

Bells saw heads hanging over page rims, shouting their 

excitement and waving and grimacing or roaring, in case of 

beasts. 

The Snow Queen galloped her horses past them, causing them 

to careen and scatter in her wake. There were angry screams 

below them, and a few books flapped their pages, eager to follow 

the sleigh and demand an explanation to such rude behavior, but 

the Snow Queen paid them no heed, speeding on. 

Swaths of vapor rippled around them, disturbed by the rush. 

The sleigh climbed higher and higher. You might think, it wanted 

to climb all the way to the sun, only this was no cloudy sky and 

there was no sun. This was Ex Pyre, and at the very top of it 

reclined Mad Tome, the book stuffed from cover to cover with 

torn unread pages. 

Its shadow fell on them, and soon their ears trembled with 

rustling snores. Gigantic brown leather cover spanned over the 

Ex Pyre like a floating island. The sleigh veered to the right 

and ploughed over the edge, through furrows of white haze. And 

there, below them, so thick and bloated, it couldn’t close 

itself anymore, lay Mad Tome, sleeping.  

Bells held on to the handrail, peering at the landscape 

spreading below. The pages were those of the inside cover on the 
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left and the frozen lake from the Snow Queen’s story on the 

right. It was the very first page in Mad Tome, and that is where 

they were headed.  

“How are we supposed to tear that to pieces?” Breathed 

Bells, sensing her mind slip away from her in all this cold. 

“Grand is right, the only way we can do it is find a way back to 

the duck pond and do it there.” 

“What is it you said, badling?” Asked the Snow Queen 

interestedly. 

“Oh, nothing.” Said Bells and gulped. “I was just looking 

at your frozen lake, wondering where we’re going.” 

“We’re going to Prince Prospero’s mansion, as that is his 

real name.” Explained the Snow Queen icily. “When Mad Tome naps, 

none of us have to pretend to be someone else, except Copy 

Wights, of course.” 

“Is that where The Unread meet?” Asked Bells, hugging 

herself. She could no longer feel her fingers and could hardly 

hear the beating of her heart. “Where the Red Death was, and 

where Bluebeard came to get us?” 

“Yes, that is the place.” Nodded the Snow Queen. “I like 

your inquisitiveness. I hope when you’re mine, you keep asking 

me questions so I can tell you every single one of my stories.” 

Bells cringed. “What do you mean, yours?” 
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The Snow Queen pretended like she didn’t hear the question 

and continued her explanation. “We shall hold a council there, 

on how to proceed with you, badlings. You shall deliver to us 

your findings and reasons on why you have been delaying the very 

important task we have given you. And we shall...help you on 

your way.” She smiled. 

Bells heart dropped into her stomach and sat there like a 

lump of ice. “On our way where?” 

The Snow Queen didn’t answer. 

Flurries sprinkled them in a fine layer of frost. The 

sleigh slowed, descending in a widening spiral, and gently 

landed on the cracked surface of the lake, fanning out the snow 

across dark shiny ice. It was day, and the sun looked on them 

with an eye of one who has been chilled into indifference. 

“Um. Snow Queen? Why are we here?” Asked Grand timidly. 

“You’ll find out soon enough,” said the Snow Queen. “Follow 

me.” She hopped on the ice and, patting the horses, strolled off 

to the shore and into the woods.  

“Please do what she says, before...the book wakes up. We 

don’t have much time.” Kay said urgently. 

The badlings reluctantly filed out, trotting after the 

queen, snow crunching under their feet. They entered the canopy 

of interwoven pine branches and stalked deeper into the silent 

forest, to the same spot where they flipped through the first 
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page of Mad Tome, leaving The Snow Queen and landing in the 

desert where the Baby Prince dwelled. 

Here she stopped, a step away from the hanging fog. “You 

have done a lot of mischief,” she informed them sternly. 

“We did?” Exclaimed Rusty. “Awesome!” 

“Rusty.” Hissed Bells. 

“What?” He fell quiet. 

The Snow Queen waited for them to look at her, so she could 

continue. “In light of this we, the characters from the unread 

pages, or The Unread, intend to hold a council with you.”  

The badlings stole an uneasy glance at each other. Even 

Peacock frowned at this, forgetting his thirst. 

“What kind of council?” he asked. 

“As I already told you, we are going to Prince Prospero’s 

mansion. There we will equip you for your mission as best we can 

and decide what to do with you after you have accomplished it.” 

“You don’t need to decide anything about me,” said Peacock 

smugly, “I want to go back to the vampire sisters. They have 

invited me to go hunting with them.” 

The Snow Queen narrowed her eyes. “We shall see about that. 

They were being naughty and have stepped out of line. We will 

vote. In you go.” 

“Vote for what?” Asked Bells, alarmed. 
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“We don’t have time for this. In you go!” Shouted the Snow 

Queen.  

Kay ran to her aid. Together they lifted the corner of the 

page and, before any of the badlings could object, pushed them 

into the scorching desert, from where, without so much as a 

pause, the Baby Prince sent them to the green grasses of the 

vast pigpen littered with troughs.  

“This is cool!” Screamed Rusty, flailing arms. “We’re 

flipping thought Mad Tome’s pages!” 

“I think we are!” Answered Grand. 

“It’s too hot here! I want to go to Dracula!” Wailed 

Peacock. 

“Don’t call the book by its name, or it will wake up!” 

Shouted Bells at them. 

Mad Tome’s rustling snoring stopped for a bit, then 

resumed.  

The badlings dropped on the tussocky ground and rolled to a 

stop. In no time, Waffle rushed at them, grunted and kicked them 

one by one over the edge of the page and to the foot of the 

mansion, where Prince Prospero, no lion mask on him this time, 

was waiting together with Red Death, caterpillar, Baron 

Munchausen, and the giant Roc chicks. They swooped on the 

badlings and led them through the halls to the rainbow suite, 
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ignoring their cries and questions. Here they were 

unceremoniously pushed into four chairs. 

Bells caught her breath, fuming. “What are we, prisoners to 

be handled like that?” 

“Um. It looks like it.” Confirmed Grand, wiping sweat out 

of his face. 

They were sitting in the center of the room. All around 

them dozens of silk sofas and settees squatted in countless 

rows, hardly any space between them. Every seat was occupied by 

a character. Some they recognized from the books they have 

visited, but most were new.  

“Did they come from other pages of Mad Tome?” Whispered 

Bells to Grand. 

“I think.” He said quietly.  

“Hey, not fair!” Snapped Rusty. “I want to know too!” 

“If you won’t shut up, I will bite you.” Said Peacock 

smugly. 

Rusty stared, hands balled into fists. “Wow! You—” 

“Beating me won’t work,” said Peacock, “and you know it.” 

They would’ve bickered some more, if not for the murmur 

suddenly rising to an impatient clamor. The tide of bodies drew 

back as the Snow Queen entered and sat upon a large armchair 

that could pass for a throne. Next to her astounded badlings saw 

the ghost of Bluebeard stroking his faint beard, the shimmering 
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vapor shape of the black chicken perched on his shoulder like a 

parrot would on a shoulder of a pirate. 

Bells opened her mouth to comment and was interrupted by 

the Snow Queen. “I ask everyone to please be quiet.” The murmur 

died down to an impatient susurration.  

“We have gathered here—” she began. 

“I have suffered the most damage!” Cried a shrill voice. In 

the second row, behind the heads of smoking caterpillar and Red 

Death, the Headless Horseman jumped up, holding out his head in 

outstretched arms. It grimaced, talking with foam at its mouth. 

“I have been traumatized. I cannot perform my story without 

being terrified of a badling stalking me. I want to be 

compensated for this by claiming the fat one.” 

“That is entirely unfair!” Piped up the Baby Prince, the 

pacifier falling out of his mouth. “If anyone could claim him, 

it would be me. He could stroll around in the diaper while I go 

visit home and check on my...my camel, and my...” 

“Please, sit!” Boomed the Snow Queen. 

The horseman plopped back down, his head immediately 

turning and complaining to its neighbor, a bandaged elephant 

bearing scars of Roc chicks’ beaks and claws. The Baby Prince 

crawled up on the seat next to Don Quixote, who helpfully 

cleaned his pacifier with a dirty cloth produced from the 

recesses of his armor. 
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 “The Headless Horseman is afraid of me?” Grand couldn’t 

believe his ears. “And the Baby Prince wants me to, um, walk 

around the desert in the diaper?” His mouth hung open. 

Rusty sniggered, catching Grand’s eye. “Sorry, man, too 

funny.” 

Bells stomped on his foot. 

“Ow!” He cried. 

“I’m going back to vampire sisters,” proclaimed Peacock. 

“They invited me to hunt with them.” 

“We heard that already,” hissed Bells. “I can’t believe you 

said this. Weren’t you terrified of that book? I mean, 

seriously? Are you a vampire for real now?” 

“You want to test it?” Said Peacock and grinned at Bells, 

which made his recoil and shift her chair away. 

“Baron Munchausen was telling me he flew into a tree after 

he saw you,” said the voice behind them. It was one of the white 

trolls. “And what have you done to Solaris? It told me it’s not 

as slimy after your visit, and that it feels rather chapped and 

stiff.” The troll chuckled. 

“I didn’t do anything!” Exclaimed Rusty. “I only petted 

it!” 

“Silence!” Said the Snow Queen. 

Mouths snapped shut and all eyes riveted on her. 
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“We have very little time.” She said importantly, standing 

tall. “The badling by the name of Grand, stand up and tell us 

what you had in mind. What was your method of destroying...the 

book? Take care not to mention its name, or you will send us and 

yourself to doom, which you can witness here in the shape of 

Bluebeard.” 

Bluebeard rose and floated in the air, the little black 

chicken clucking on its shoulder. 

“You may sit.” Said the queen. “Well?” 

“This reminds me very much of the trial in Alice.” Said 

Bells to Grand, passing eyes over the crowd. But, alas, Alice 

wasn’t there, most likely enjoying the madness of her own book 

in her own peculiar way. Bells nudged Grand. “You better get up 

and answer her.” 

He stood, kneading his big hands. “Um. What is it I’m 

supposed to say?” 

“Your method.” Repeated the Snow Queen, measuring him with 

disdain. “We have heard you have devised an ingenious way to do 

it.” 

“Really?” Grand beamed. “Well, um, I thought if we could, 

um, if you could maybe help us somehow get back to the duck 

pond, we could rip it there, because here it’s too big for us, 

and anyway Bluebeard said—” 

“Back to the pond?” Cried someone. 
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The characters rose from their seats, shouting. 

“He said back to the pond!” 

“The are planning an escape!” 

“Seize them! Seize them at once!” 

They stomped and surged at the badlings. 

“Sit down!” Commanded the Snow Queen over the hullabaloo, 

attempting to bring some order to the shifting writhing mass of 

people and animals gibbering, bellowing, roaring, and snorting, 

hemming in Bells and the boys. Faces snarled at them. Wings 

spread. Tails twitched. Teeth bared.  

“Quiet, please!” Boomed the Snow Queen. 

A giant beak knocked on the window. It flung open. 

“So, like, Mad Tome is waking up?” Said Haroun, one of the 

Roc chicks. “You people are too loud, you know?” 

Another chick pushed the first one out of the way. “Did you 

divide the badlings yet?” Said Hinbad, rowing his orange eyes 

and pausing on Bells. “We claim that one. She is clever.”  

The third chick, Hussain, squeezed between the first two. 

“Like, okay. Here is what I have to say. You guys better get out 

of here, because, like, Mad Tome is really mad right now. So, 

like, we can give you a lift, but not to everyone at once. First 

come, first served. That cool?”  

There was a pause, a collective intake of air, and then 

chaos erupted. Chairs overturned with a clutter, vases broke on 
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the floor with a splintering crackle. Cries and shouts mixed 

with the stomping of feet and the trampling of hooves. Some 

characters dashed for the doors, others for the windows, yet 

others grabbed at the badlings, pulling them apart. A low rumble 

rolled through the sky, as if a thunderstorm began brewing, and 

then at once lightning cracked. 

The light dimmed. Darkness oozed into the room, and with 

it, on the gust of an angry wind, broken out from his prison, 

Dracula flew in and alighted next to the badlings, sweeping 

competitors off their feet. 

“You are mine,” he told them, “mine forever. I claim you 

all. Come.” 

“What do you mean?” Screamed Bells over the noise, 

resisting his pull. “What if we don’t want to?” 

“After you destroyed Mad Tome—if you did that, which you 

have failed—we were to choose whose book you would belong to, to 

replace its characters.” Said Dracula with relish, his red eyes 

shining. “Only I don’t want to wait. I want you now.” 

“Replace?” Repeated Grand and Rusty. 

“Replace!” Said Peacock happily.   

“Replace...” Bells gulped. “What do you mean?” 

“Why do you think you are here, badlings? That is your 

punishment for not reading books to the end. You get to remain 

in them and let us become what we want, after you replace us. 
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Why, your friend Peacock here is becoming quite to my liking, 

wouldn’t you say?” 

Bells looked at Peacock in horror, and it seemed to her 

that he had grown taller. “Is he going to become you?” She 

breathed. 

Then the Snow Queen smote Dracula in a powerful swipe and 

grabbed Bells by the arm. “You are mine, mine! I claimed you 

first! I saw you first! Mine was the page you chose!” 

Dracula recovered and hugged the Snow Queen from behind, 

lifting her and sending her flying into the corner of the room. 

 “Oh.” The badlings breathed, looked at one another, and 

bolted through fighting throng, along the hallway, and out of 

the mansion. Fierce gale slapped their faces. Dirt rained on 

their heads. The hills were sprinkled with running figures. The 

sky twirled and flashed yellow. 

“Who dared to wake me?” Thundered Mad Tome’s voice. Dark 

clouds formed the crabby face. It roiled and rumbled, nearing 

them. “Badlings? Is this you?” 

“What do we do now?” Squeaked Bells. 

“Where is Dracula?” Wailed Peacock. “I want to go with 

him!” 

Grand broke into a frightened mumble. “This is it, we will 

die. We will die. This crazy book will rip us to pieces and 

squeeze us into a mush of bones and meat and—”  
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“Guys, over there!” Rusty pointed.  

“What?” Asked Peacock. “Do you see Dracula?” 

“No, look!” Rusty thrust his finger. “Those birds, they are 

taking people on!” 

In the mist over the edge hovered Haroun, Hussein, and 

Hinbad, their mother over them. The characters streamed on their 

backs, and one by one the birds took off, flapping wings. 

Suddenly Mad Tome’s face loomed over, a relief on a page 

that descended with an unmistakable intent to crush everything 

into nothing.  

“You think you can escape me? Think again!” It rustled and 

began closing. 

“Come on, we can still make it!” Shouted Rusty and 

sprinted. “Come on!” 

Bewildered, Bells snatched Peacock by one hand, Grand by 

another, and sprinted.  

The cover hung over them. Another moment, and it would slam 

down and grind them into dirt. But just before it did, they 

reached Hinbad and jumped on his back, into a tumult of people 

and animals crowded there.  

Then several very unpleasant things happened. 

Mad Tome shut with a thud, sending those who didn’t make it 

to one of the Roc birds to tumble into the Ex Pyre. 
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Dracula came out of nowhere, swept down on Hinbad, snatched 

Peacock, and dove into the mist.  

On Hinbad, from the tangle of limbs and bodies the Headless 

Horseman emerged and clasped Grand’s arm, shrieking, “Mine! He 

is mine! Drop us off, Hinbad!” The bird obediently veered to the 

right, and they slipped off his back, falling into the tall dry 

grasses of the prairie in the book hovering below. 

And while Bells and Rusty stared, the remaining people 

started giggling hysterically. 

“We got you! We got you! We tricked the Snow Queen! We got 

two badlings, the boy and the girl!”  

“Monkeys.” Gasped Bells. 

“No way, man!” Exclaimed Rusty. “Where did they come from?” 

All around them sat monkeys, grinning. 

“I command you to stop! You are carrying my badling!” Came 

a shout from the fog, and out emerged the Snow Queen in the 

sleigh, her face livid, her horses neighing in distress.  

Spooked, Hinbad screeched and heeled over, corkscrewing 

into the mists of Ex Pyre. 
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Chapter 21. The Book Jungle 

Once you stay in a book long enough, you become part of it. How 

long is “long enough” nobody knows, but that only adds to 

suspense. It could be a day, it could be a week. It could be a 

whole month. Or it could be exactly thirteen seconds—such an 

unlucky number—provided you shed blood at the hands of a 

character (beware of paper cuts). Peacock has suffered this fate 

already, successfully turning into a vampire. Grand was yet to 

face his decapitation. As to Bells and Rusty...well. 

 Pursued by the speediest steeds in the whole of Ex Pyre, 

namely, the three horses of the Snow Queen, Hinbad was not to be 

outdone. 

“You try and catch me, you crazy icicle!” He squawked 

haughtily. “I didn’t learn to fly for nothing! I can totally 

outfly you, watch me!”  

As is the case with all young men, young giant 

overconfident Roc chicks in particular, Hinbad focused on the 

chase behind more than he should’ve focused on where he was 

going. The monkeys screamed directions at him, trying to prevent 

the crash, and failed spectacularly. 
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Scudding full speed through shapeless drifts of vapor, 

Hinbad saw the book underneath him a tad too late. He careered 

up, desperately flapping wings, and then realized this maneuver 

happened only in his head. In reality he rushed forward 

headlong, tore through the green breathing canopy of the jungle, 

and slammed into rich soil the way a knife slides into butter. 

His whole body quivered from the impact, and for a moment both 

the bird and its passengers resembled a picture that defied 

gravity, then it fell apart. 

Hinbad swayed, tilted, and paraboled into the thicket of 

bramble with a rending crash. The monkeys rained off his back, 

scattering into trees. And Bells and Rusty propelled to a copse 

of young saplings, with a bounce and a skid and a smash. 

There was a silence that happens after big explosions. 

Then it erupted with noises. 

Bells and Rusty sat up, reeling. They brushed off leaves 

and spit out grit and gawked around at the breathing dripping 

forest. It seethed with life. Insects buzzed. Birds shrieked. 

Everything moved and made annoyingly loud sounds. There were no 

visible paths leading anywhere. Tree ranches hung low like green 

outstretched fingers aiming to snag their hair. Flowers emitted 

a nauseating odor. The ground was covered with soft moss that 

squelched when stepped on, an ankle-deep sludge that was 

obviously hungry for someone to get trapped inside it. 
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Bells and Rusty looked at each other. 

“Are you okay?” She asked, wiping sweat off her face. 

“I’m fine!” Said Rusty with forced exuberance, jumping up. 

“You?” 

“I’m good. I’m alive. We’re alive.” Said Bells dazedly. 

“Although I don’t know if it’s a good thing or a bad thing. 

Where did Hinbad and the monkeys go?” She slapped her cheek and 

pulled off a squished mosquito by its wing. “What’s that on your 

face?” 

“Where?” Rusty touched it. A shallow gush ran from his eye 

to his chin in a jagged red line. 

“Did you get scratched?” Asked Bells. “It looks bad, Rusty. 

You’re bleeding.” 

“Ah, right! One of the monkeys clawed at me when we were 

falling.” Rusty sniggered. “It’s nothing, it will go away.  

Where are we, Bells, do you know? This looks cool. Looks like a 

jungle!” His voice came out as strained and shaky. He pawed the 

bark of a tree, peering up into the thicket. 

“I can see that.” Sighed Bells, her lower lip beginning to 

tremble. “Where is everyone...and what book is this? Rusty, did 

you hear what Dracula said?” 

At last Rusty’s smile slipped a notch, no matter how hard 

he tried to keep on grinning. “He said we were to replace them, 

replace the characters, and, I dunno, stay here forever, right?” 
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Their eyes met. 

“What about Peacock and Grand?” Asked Bells quietly. “Did 

you...you saw it, did you?” 

Rusty nodded. “I don’t know, man. We go find them?” 

“But how are we going to do that?” Said Bells imploringly. 

“Dracula got Peacock, and he’s a vampire now, and that Headless 

guy snatched Grand. What is he going to do to him? Aren’t you 

worried? We should do something. We can’t just sit here and—” 

Her eyes widened. 

“What?” Rusty started shaking, unnerved by her stare. 

“Listen,” she said, “just...stay calm, okay? Stay calm. 

Breathe.” 

“Why?” Rusty cried. “What’s happening? What’s the matter?” 

The last word came out as a scream. “What do you see?” He 

touched his face and froze. 

Bells took a deep breath and said in a terrified little 

voice, “I think you’re turning into a monkey.” 

“No.” Rusty patted his face. It sprouted soft brown fur. 

“Ah!” he shrieked and flung both hands on his back. “Ah!” His 

feet mushing the moss, he proceeded to dance around himself, 

screaming. 

“Don’t freak out, please. We’ll find a way to fix this.” 

Said Bells levelly, unable to take her eyes away from Rusty’s 
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back. There a monkey’s tail hung in a curly loop. It was brand 

new and soft and kept growing by the second. 

“What is this...” Rusty ogled himself. “Bells!” 

“You’re...” Bells put a hand on his arm. “A monkey has 

scratched you and...like Peacock, I think you’re becoming one, 

you know, to stay in this book...to replace...” She fell silent, 

crushed by a realization, and quickly looking herself over for 

any snicks or bites. Cold stole into her stomach. “Oh no, a 

mosquito bit me. Did it? Or did I kill it before it did?” She 

stuck out her arms, watching them to see if they’d flatten to 

mosquito wings. 

“This is awful!” Screamed Rusty. “This is not real! Pinch 

me, I’m dreaming! I want to wake up, I want out of here, out of 

here!” And he took off, stumbling through the thicket of hanging 

lianas and other meaty plants. 

“Rusty, wait!” Bells dashed after him. 

Rusty scampered through the greenery, hopping over clusters 

of stinky plants on his spindly monkey legs. 

“Rusty!” Bells shouted. 

A slew of new sounds made her look back. A thump, a chorus 

of snorts, a chilling call, and a crunch. A crunch of snow. 

It appeared that the Snow Queen has found them and landed 

in the book. Arrows of ice shot through the forest and streaked 
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every leaf and branch with glittering frost. The ground crackled 

and groaned, squeezed by an advancing floor of ice.  

“The Snow Queen! She’s after me!” Bells’ voice choked, and 

she struck out across the squelching mud, pulling out one foot 

and plunging the other. 

“Bells, look!” Came from above. “I can climb trees like a 

monkey!” Rusty hardly resembled himself anymore. If not for his 

typical sniggering and boy clothes, he could be easily mistaken 

for a young langur with a tail sticking out at the right angle 

like a fifth limb. He curled it around a liana and whirred down, 

a wide grin on his monkey face. 

“Careful!” Cried Bells worryingly. “You’ll fall like that.” 

“Don’t worry, Bells. This is fun!” Rusty appeared to have 

lost memory of why they were here, enjoying himself immensely. 

“Listen to me.” Said Bells desperately, glancing back. 

“You’re Rusty, Russell Jagoda, my friend. You’re not a monkey, 

you’re a boy. We’re in a book about monkeys, whatever it is. One 

of them scratched you so you could be replaced, do you 

understand? And the Snow Queen is here. She is after me, to make 

me her pet or something. I bet she will poke me with a shard of 

ice, and that will be the end of me. We need to get out of here, 

find Peacock and Grand, and get back to the duck pond, 

remember?” 

Rusty blinked. “Huh? What duck pond?” 
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“Do you want to stay a monkey forever?” Asked Bells. 

“No, but this so cool!” 

She clasped her forehead. “You don’t change, Rusty, monkey 

or not.” 

The crackle behind her intensified, and the nearby trees 

groaned, stooping under the weight of the snow that materialized 

out of thin air. 

“Help me get up this stupid tree!” Bells took hold of the 

bark and watched her hands slide down, dismayed. It was mossy 

and slippery and wet from condensation. 

“Rusty!” 

He didn’t hear her, scaling up the trunk and swinging back 

down from a branch, an exhilarated expression lighting his face. 

The jungle grew strangely still. 

Bells skin crawled. “Where is everyone? I don’t like this. 

Something bad is about to happen.” 

As if to confirm her accurate assumption, Rusty suddenly 

shrieked. “Ahhh!” 

Dozens of furry arms reached out of the canopy and pulled 

him up. Dozens of dark leathery faces poked through the leaves, 

giggling at Bells’ horrified expression. A band of wild langurs 

assembled in a circle around Rusty. 
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“We got him! We got him!” They screamed and, hooting and 

ululating, smashed through the jungle, leaping from bough to 

bough. Their silver fur flashed and was gone. 

“Rusty!” Cried Bells. 

“There you are, badling.” The Snow Queen stepped down from 

her muddied sleigh, stuck in a tangle of lianas, and eyed Bells 

with the smugness of a hunter at last cornering its prey.  

“You look tired and dirty. What is your hurry? Let that boy 

have his fun. Come, sit with me. I will clean your face and give 

you a clean cloak to wrap yourself in.” Her breath frosted a 

cluster of flowers at her feet into a bouquet of icicles. The 

good outcome of this was, they didn’t stink anymore. The bad 

outcome was, the Snow Queen crunched it with her foot, and, 

splintering the ice that spread in front of her like a carpet, 

she strolled to Bells with two limpid outstretched arms. 

Mesmerized by her voice, melodic and enchanting, Bells 

considered this proposition, and could almost imagine herself 

arranging beautiful designs from ice shards. 

The Snow Queen sneered. “I will take you to my palace, my 

clean sparkling palace. Who needs to be in this dirt and filth, 

this is no place for girls.” And that was the queen’s mistake. 

“I will choose what the right place is for me, thank you 

very much.” Snapped Bells, her daze gone. “I will be as dirty as 

I want to, and I’m not coming with you.” 
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The Snow Queen hissed. “Oh, you won’t? We will see about 

that.” With a greedy glint in her eyes, she broke off a piece of 

her sparkling crown and thrust it at Bells. 

Terrified, Bells backed off, missing the sharp pinpoint by 

the inches. Her foot snagged on a root and she plopped down. 

The Snow Queen smiled, stooping, the razor-edged splinter 

quivering inches from Bells’ nose. “What do you say,” she 

intoned sweetly, “you sit in my sleigh instead of—” Suddenly her 

words were cut short. A puzzled and rather blank expression 

spread over her face.  

Bells watched her rise from the ground and hang in the air, 

swaying left and right. 

“Mumph muphm mumph?” Squawked a familiar voice. 

Bells blinked. “Hinbad?” 

The Roc chick spit the Snow Queen out and clacked its beak. 

“I said, is she giving you trouble? She’s like totally acting 

greedy. We were supposed to vote and stuff, for you, who gets 

whom, like—hey, you’re not going anywhere.” 

The Snow Queen was crawling away into underbrush, freezing 

the ground with her palms. Hinbad snapped her by the cloak, 

raised his head, shook it from side to side, and flung her off 

into the hazy green distance. They listened. There was a shrill 

cry, a snap, a crack, and revered silence. 
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“That’s better.” Concluded Hinbad, prancing to Bells on his 

scaly legs the size of tree trunks, his claws crushing plants 

and sending all kinds of startled insects and birds scampering 

out and dispersing through the jungle. 

“Thank you, Hinbad.” Squeaked Bells, standing up. 

He fastened his orange eyes on her. There was a greedy 

glint in them.  

“You’re clever.” He squawked. “You’d make a great Roc 

bird.” 

“I would?” Asked Bells carefully, horror stealing over her. 

“Don’t you want to be a bird, to fly? You know how awesome 

it is?” Hinbad jerked up his head in a typical avian fashion. 

“There she goes.” 

Bells followed his gaze.  

The Snow Queen’s sleigh darted into the mist of Ex Pyre 

with an upset swish and vanished from sight. 

“I have a feeling she will be back,” said Bells. 

“Do you want to be a bird, then?” Hinbad took a thunderous 

step to her.  

She gulped. “Do I...have to decide right now?” 

“I could help you find your friends,” offered Hinbad, and 

clacked his beak. “Like, Haroun and Hussain will be so jealous 

that I got you.” He tittered, which was as close as a giant bird 

can get to laughter. 
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“Can you, please?” Implored Bells. 

“Oh, totally!” Said Hinbad happily. “I can change you into 

a bird right now and you can go fly everywhere yourself.” He 

lowered his voice a notch. “Okay, so like, I’m not supposed to 

do it, Mother told me to wait for her, but she is not here to 

see me. That would be a great surprise for them all, wouldn’t 

it?” 

“Well...” Bells willed her voice to stay steady, “if I 

change into a Roc bird now, my friends won’t recognize me, 

they’ll get afraid. You can always change me later. But, right 

now...could you maybe take me to them? You are so powerful, so 

big, your flight is so...smooth and speedy. I bet you fly faster 

than your brothers.” She watched the effect of her words take 

hold. 

“I totally am.” Hinbad puffed out his chest and folded his 

wings, accidentally uprooting a couple trees in the process. “I 

am the fastest. Mother told me I would never fly as well as 

Hussain, but I am. I’m better than them.” 

“You are, you are graceful and swift. May I experience the 

pleasure of traveling with such a capable flyer?” 

“You shall!” Screeched Hinbad. “Get on! I will take you to 

the Monkey City.”  

“Monkey City?” Repeated Bells. “What book is this?” 
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“The Jungle Book,” answered Hinbad in proud tones of 

someone who managed to recall useful information for once. “It’s 

where monkeys live.” 

“Great. Let’s go.” Said Bells. 

Hinbad flattened a wing, and she climbed up and straddled 

his back, gripping the feathers. In the next moment, Hinbad 

lifted off, plunging through and above the fathomless sea of 

trees that shifted and rippled like emerald water, with splashes 

of color erupting here and there in the shape of fantastical 

birds. They squawked, irritated, rousing more calls from deep 

within the jungle. 
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Chapter 22. The Characters’ Treachery 

For some unfathomable reason it is easier to undo things than to 

do them. For example, it might take you forever to write a story 

by hand in meticulously knurled cursive, and by the same hand it 

will take you a few seconds to tear it and scatter it on the 

wind. Of course, then it will take you another forever to regret 

your undoing, but this is not what concerns us. What concerns us 

is the undoing of Mad Tome and what it will accomplish.  

Bells knotted her brows, thinking.  

“Hinbad!” She called over rushing air. “Can I ask you a 

question? Will my friends return to being themselves? I mean, if 

I find a way to destroy Mad Tome?” 

“What did you say?” Answered Hinbad, skirting the shiny 

roof of leaves spread below. “Like, I can’t hear you!” 

“Nothing!” Cried Bells. “It’s nothing. Just talking to 

myself. It doesn’t make any sense, though, does it?” She 

muttered. “If we rip Mad Tome, how will it make Rusty less of a 

monkey, and Peacock less of a vampire? Is there a way to change 

them back? I wish Grand was here. I hope that headless guy 

hasn’t done anything horrible to him.” She shuddered at the 
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thought. “At least I know where he is, so that’s a good thing. 

And I’m about to find Rusty.” 

Hinbad sunk, his wings brushing the tips of the trees. He 

suddenly tipped forward. Bells had to grip his feathers so as 

not to slip.  

The woods have come to an abrupt stop. In front of them lay 

the ruins of an ancient Indian city like broken jagged stone 

teeth choking a dusty mouth. Every surface, every outcrop and 

shelf and post teemed with monkeys. They saw the circling bird 

and hooted, baring their teeth. 

Hinbad touched the ground, and with the shock of landing 

Bells snatched at the tail of a thought that was eluding her. It 

exploded in her mind like blinding fireworks, making her wince. 

She slid off Hinbad’s back and stared at him, unseeing and 

unhearing. Her heart dropped into her stomach, and a trickle of 

cold sweat traced a line on her back. 

“We can’t rip Mad Tome.” She said hoarsely, more to herself 

than to the Roc bird. She wasn’t sure whom she was talking to, 

she simply had to say it aloud. “Not while we’re here, in Ex 

Pyre. Because if we do...” she continued, oblivious to furry 

bodies surrounding her in a jostling gibbering crowd, “we will 

have no way out. We won’t be able to get back to the duck pond. 

We’ll have to stay here. Forever.” As she said it, she looked up 
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at Hinbad, at his orange unblinking eyes, and felt her chest 

tighten with panic. 

“That is exactly what you want, isn’t it?” She said, her 

voice faltering and catching. Somewhere below her knees an 

embryo of a fury was hatching. Fury at the treachery and the 

lies. It started climbing up, first tensing Bells’ legs, then 

twisting her guts, and finally rippling across her skin in a 

thousand goose bumps. Her face grew hot, and she stared at 

Hinbad, willing him to burn him to cinders. 

Hinbad felt the wrath and blinked his orange eyes. His face 

was all beak and feathers, but if you could imagine a bird 

blush, this would be the time to do it. “I don’t want nothing.” 

He screeched with a guilty air around him, scaring the monkeys 

off. They scattered into gaps and pits, peeking out, and when 

nothing dreadful occurred, slowly crept back. 

“Like, I want to fly. That’s all.” Squawked Hinbad. 

“Hussain and Haroun won’t fly with me. They say I’m slow.” 

“That’s it.” Snapped Bells. “You want someone new to fly 

with. That’s what you want, all of you. You,” she insisted, 

passing her eyes over the congregation of fuzzy creatures 

around. “It’s you who wanted us to come here, it’s you who want 

us to stay. You came up with this idea of Mad Tome being mad, am 

I right? The Unread or whatever you call yourselves? Very 

clever.” 
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She fumed, her hands on her hips. 

It was a scary sight to behold. Bells’ eyes threw daggers, 

her dark eyebrows beetled in indignation, and her ponytail hung 

straight as an exclamation mark. 

“Like, Mother will kill me if I tell you.” Said Hinbad in a 

screeching whisper, scattering monkeys again. 

“Tell me what?” Probed Bells. 

“Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!” Screamed the monkeys and 

swarmed Hinbad in a moving groping blanket. 

“Pfft! Get off me, fuzzy bugs!” He squawked, tossing his 

head side to side and spreading his wings. “Get off!” 

It was no use. 

“So I am correct.” Said Bells, taking a small step forward. 

“It’s you who lured us here somehow, and it’s you who—” 

“We’re great! We’re awesome! We’re smart!” A monkey circled 

its leathery fingers around Bells’ throat and cut off her air. 

Surprised, she staggered back and bumped into another one. 

The first one let go, and Bells rounded on it, shouting in its 

face. “Where is my friend? Where is Rusty? What did you do to 

him?” Her face was red and her breath came out in ragged gasps. 

“We got you! We got you!” The monkey sprung on Bells, 

felling her into the brittle grass, and raised his paw to 

deliver a fatal scratch, when Hinbad’s beak tore the monkey off. 
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“Hey, like, not fair. She’s mine.” He screeched. “She said 

I could turn her. You said I could.” He regarded Bells with his 

orange eyes. 

“When we find my friend, yes.” Panted Bells, pulling 

herself up. She gingerly touched her face. There was nothing on 

it. The monkeys retreated, rumbling angrily. 

“Help me, Hinbad.” She said. “The faster we find Rusty, the 

faster I can take off with you on a flight. You silly goose,” 

she added under her breath, watching with a hidden smile how 

Hinbad obediently stomped onto the stones, chasing the monkeys 

off and poking his head in every fissure and crevice. 

Bells marched next to his giant claws. 

They passed a crumbling stonewall and stepped on a plaza 

overgrown with creepers. At the end of it rose the remnants of a 

once magnificent palace. Few pillars that didn’t collapse stuck 

out like forlorn fingers with no roof to support. The plates of 

the floor were cracked, torn apart by grass and tree roots. And 

beyond it, in the shimmering haze of the heat, stretched a maze 

of abandoned houses with empty window sockets. 

“A king used to live here,” said Hinbad helpfully, watching 

for Bells’ reaction. “He kept his elephants here. Mother liked 

to come here to hunt.” 

“Did you eat all of them?” Asked Bells. “Don’t you ever 

feel sorry for them? Poor elephants.” 
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“You wait,” Hinbad’s feathery face lit up. “When you’re a 

Roc bird, you’ll like them. They taste like...like a very big 

worm, only a bit more chewy and with five ends.” 

Bells glared at him in her bossy way, a livid sense of 

betrayal blotting out the last vestiges of her fear. “That is 

not happening unless we find Rusty.” She declared. 

“Sure, sure.” Agreed Hinbad readily. “Rusty!” He squawked. 

“Hey, fur balls, find us Rusty, will you?” 

The langurs crept closer in a tightening circle, shouting 

strings of the same words on repeat. “We are strong and tricky 

and smart!” Their dark faces radiated mischief and threat. More 

and more of them spilled out of every crack and hole. Soon there 

was no gap to step through, even for Hinbad.  

“I will squish you like bugs!” He warned, raising a foot 

and clicking talons. 

The monkeys retreating with a grumble, but as soon as 

Hinbad tromped, they scurried up and hung on his leg, clinging 

to it like to a liana. He shook them off. But more of them stuck 

to his other leg. The rest gathered around Bells in a menacing 

wall. 

“Hinbad?” Said Bells. “I think they intend to fight us.” 

“They can try.” He screeched. 

“We are wicked and free and bright!” The monkeys hooted and 

ambled closer still. 
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Bells put hands around her mouth. “Rusty!” She called. 

“Where are you?” 

“Here!” Came a feeble cry from the broken dome. “I’m here, 

Bells! I’m okay! I’m having fun! I’d get out but they won’t let 

me!” His fleecy head bobbed over the lip of the roof. Two 

langurs smacked him, pushing him back down. 

“You brainless idiots!” Shouted Bells. “Don’t hit my 

friend. Hang on, Rusty, I’m coming.”  

“She called us idiots! Us, the smartest monkeys!” Scores of 

them overwhelmed her. They shrieked, trying to reach her with 

their sharp nails and teeth, grabbing her ponytail. 

“Leave me alone!” Bells punched a langur in the face so he 

let go of her hair. 

Hinbad lifted her, fighting his way to the dome where Rusty 

received clonks on his head from two langurs. 

Without a warning freezing wind slammed into them all from 

above. Through a shaggy rend in the fog of Ex Pyre the Snow 

Queen’s sleigh sailed in, but that was not what caused Hinbad 

drop Bells rather unceremoniously. 

“Mother?” He squeaked, cowering. 

“Hinbad!” Cried the Roc Mother, soaring over the 

congregation and staring down with her scolding eyes. “How dare 

you defy me! What did I tell you? I said, drop off the monkeys 
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and be back at once. You only just started flying, you can’t 

tire yourself out like that!” 

“But Mother—” 

“I don’t want to hear any excuses. Up you go. You’re 

grounded.” The Roc Mother paused, contemplating. “For a week. 

And no elephants for you, do you understand? Only old chewy 

serpents.” 

“Mother!” Cried Hinbad, horrified. 

“You heard me.” She screeched. “Look at your brothers. Did 

they break my rules? No.” 

“Dude, that’s like, cheating.” Said Haroun smugly, circling 

over the Monkey City and alighting next to his brother. The 

force of his descent sent monkeys rolling over the hill and 

Bells sprawling on the ground. 

“Yeah, dude.” Echoed Hussain. “You broke Mother’s rules. 

That’s bad, man.” He winked to Haroun. 

“Mother, they are making fun of me!” Wailed Hinbad. 

“In your nest! Now!” Screeched the Roc Mother. “My 

apologies, Snow Queen.” She added.  

“No harm done.” Said the Snow Queen regally, drawing 

herself to full height. To her right bobbed Dracula, flapping 

his bat-wings. To her left hovered the ghost of Bluebeard with 

the little black chicken on his shoulder. And a bit behind them 
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the scarlet cloak of the Red Death twinkled. He was hiding 

behind their backs. 

“The Unread! I call to your attention!” Proclaimed the Snow 

Queen. Every head turned to her. The monkeys quieted and stared. 

“We came here to deliver the badlings to their task, the task 

they have been avoiding.” She looked at Bells. 

“Liar.” Said Bells. “Why don’t you tell them how you tried 

to cut me with your crown to get me all for yourself, a girl to 

talk to, because you’re tired of the boys, tired of Kay?” 

Kay gasped, standing up in the sleigh and ogling the Snow 

Queen, his mouth open. “You’re tired of me? You never told me 

that. You always—” 

“Don’t listen to her, Kay.” Placated the Snow Queen in a 

charming trill. “I said nothing of the sort. I adore you, my 

dear boy. How could you ever doubt me?” 

Bells grinned, continuing. “She’s lying, Kay. She wanted to 

get me before The Undead have properly voted on whom we would 

belong to. You know how I know? I guessed it. I guessed that it 

was you, all of you, who lured us into Mad Tome. It was you who 

wanted us to get here, fresh badlings, you called us. And now 

you want us to destroy it so we can never get out! Admit to it. 

I know I’m right, I know!” 

A murmur passed through the characters. 

“How does she know?” A monkey asked, bristling. 
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“She guessed it, hasn’t she?” Mused another. “Clever, that 

one.” 

“Who told her?” Demanded the third. “Someone told her. You 

can’t just guess something like that.” 

“Don’t listen to the badling.” Said the Snow Queen sweetly. 

“You can’t trust a badling. Bad child who doesn’t finish reading 

books.” Her face twisted with menace, and all around voices 

hissed and chittered displeasure. 

“Why, you continue to surprise me, Belladonna Monterey.” 

Said Dracula languidly. “What a mistake to let you slip through 

my fingers. Your friend Peter Sutton proved to be a lesser 

entertainment.” His eyes flashed a greedy red.  

Bells heart shrunk. “Where is he? What did you do to him?” 

“He is about to join you,” stated the Snow Queen, “together 

with the other badlings. You four are to go to Mad Tome and to 

rip it apart. If you won’t, for punishment we will have you 

become Red Deaths, until you repent and admit to your mistakes.” 

She pushed the Red Death upfront. 

He hovered in his cape. “You don’t want that, trust me.” He 

said in a small voice. “It’s dreadful. Everything I touch starts 

bleeding and dies. I’d like to hug someone.” He sniffled, and 

added, “I hate my job.” 

The monkeys grinned and slunk back into the mass of 

identical bodies and eyes. 
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“Are you saying,” began Bells, “that we can continue 

changing into new characters? We can turn into anyone? Anyone at 

all?” 

“Make them monkeys! How would they like that?” The langurs 

started laughing. It sounded strange, like giggling and 

shrieking mixed together. Some of them fell over on their backs 

and rocked back and forth, holding on to their stomachs. 

Bells turned to them, furious. “What are you laughing at?” 

“We play monkeys pretty good, eh?” Said one of the langurs, 

old and bent. “Don’t we?” He looked for approval, and a couple 

dozen hands clapped. 

“Would you like to join us?” 

“Oh, I see. This is all amusement to you,” she scoffed. 

“Well, it’s not to us. We want to get back, and we will. I’m 

sure Rusty doesn’t want stay as a stupid monkey for the rest of 

his life.” As soon as she said it, she regretted it. 

The langur’s face, already dark, got black. “What’s wrong 

with being a monkey?” He bellowed. 

Others chittered angrily, advancing. 

“Enough!” Shouted the Snow Queen from her sleigh. 

“But, Snow Queen, she has insulted us.” Whined the old 

langur. “I think we deserve to get her first, as punishment. We 

have to be monkeys all our lives,” he said, staring at Bells. 

“Monkey this, monkey that. You know how annoying it is to repeat 
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every day, ‘We’re smart and awesome and free?’ over and over 

again? It makes me want to bite off my tail and tie it around my 

neck and hang myself. How about you try it?” 

“Wow.” Said Rusty. He stealthily made his way out of the 

dome and stood in the first row, listening. “That is a great 

idea. I would’ve never thought of that.” 

“Rusty!” Cried Bells. “Are you okay?” 

He scratched his face in a characteristic monkey way. “Will 

you actually suffocate for real?” He wondered aloud. “I mean, 

your tail is soft but it has bones, right,” he fingered his own 

tail, “so it wouldn’t really curl all that well—” 

“Hey, I didn’t think about that.” Said the langur, stumped. 

Bells rolled her eyes and said with feeling, “I can’t 

believe this. Boys are worse than monkeys.” 

While Rusty and the langur discussed the pitfalls of trying 

to hang yourself off your own tail, the Snow Queen reined her 

horses and descended in the company of Dracula and the Red 

Death, bringing with her a blizzard. 

Summer died, strangled by sudden winter.  

Cold flakes stung Bells’ face. The jungle around the Monkey 

City, so green a moment ago, got encased in ice. Every branch 

and bough held up a sheet of snow, fresh and fluffy like white 

cotton balls. 

Bells huddled, her teeth chattering. 
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“Would you like to freeze alive?” Asked the Snow Queen. “Or 

would you rather drip blood for the rest of your meager 

existence? Or do you want to grow fur on your face? Or, perhaps, 

you’d like to know what it feels like to have your head chopped 

off and deposited in your hands?” 

With these words she stepped aside, and three horses 

trotted towards Bells on the ice. On one sat Don Quixote, blue 

in the face from cold, on another the Headless Horseman, blue in 

the face, well, his head blue in the face from being dead, and 

in the middle, on a wild steed of grey color sat Grand, his head 

neatly sliced off and positioned between his plump hands. It 

wasn’t blue at all, it was rather pink. Its cheeks radiated 

warmth, as did his body, enough for both Don Quixote and 

Headless Horseman to inconspicuously gravitate toward him. 

“Um, Bells?” Said Grand’s head. “It’s okay. Don’t worry. 

I’m fine. It actually doesn’t feel all that awful. Bells?” 

Bells’ has gone white as sheet. She opened and closed her 

mouth, trying to say something, but no noise came out. She 

couldn’t take her eyes away from Grand, or, rather, his head. 

Peacock stepped out from behind Dracula, also white in the 

face, as a proper vampire should be. “Very funny, Grand.” He 

said. “You scared her.” 

“I didn’t mean to.” Sighed Grand. “Honestly.” 
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“We’ll do it.” Croaked Bells, finding her voice. “Whatever 

it is you want us to do, we’ll do it.” She stared around. “But 

can Grand please be someone else when this is over? Can you 

please give him his head back?” She implored the Headless 

Horseman. 

“I object!” His head said petulantly. “I have found me an 

excellent companion at last, a worthy replacement. I got to 

visit Alice for tea. You know for how long I wished to do it? 

And my book didn’t suffer, not at all. Grand performed 

excellently.” He lowered his voice. “He managed to make a reader 

scream in fright.” He straightened, his head regarding Grand 

with pride, and maybe even a hint of love, the type teachers 

bestow on their best pupils.  

“It will depend on his behavior,” explained the Snow Queen, 

pleased. “We will decide at our next meeting. Grand may get a 

privilege of making his own choice,” she said importantly. “We 

did not know how to destroy Mad Tome until he said it would be 

easier to do at it the duck pond, because it would be smaller 

there. We thought about it and decided we can do it here. We can 

make it small,” she paused dramatically, “by making you big.” 

“But why can’t you do it yourselves?” Asked Bells. “Surely 

you have enough giant characters around who could easily rip it 

to pieces.” Her glance fell on the Roc Mother, Hinbad, and his 

two brothers. 
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“Oh, we have tried.” Said the Snow Queen icily. “Only those 

of us who dare to raise a hand at Mad Tome get torn, like poor 

Bluebeard or Little Black Hen. Haven’t you seen what happened to 

them?” 

Bells bit her lip.  

“Alice?” Called the Snow Queen. 

The throng of bodies shifted, crunching on the snow, and 

out stepped Alice with a mushroom in her hand. 

“Oh, dear,” she said. “Poor badlings. You look chilled to 

bones. Here, take a bite each. It will make you feel quite 

peculiar in a queer sort of way. Don’t mind it. When it’s over, 

you will feel the urge to say hello to your feet, but they will 

be far away. I daresay, you might miss them dearly. I know I 

did.” She broke the mushroom in four pieces and handed one to 

Bells, one to Rusty, one to Peacock, and stuck one between 

Grand’s teeth as he had no hands to take it with. 

“What’s this for?” Asked Bells. 

“Inquisitive, as always.” Commented Dracula. “It will pass 

into your digestive system and enter your bloodstream, just like 

my venom. It will turn you into Alice. All four of you.” 

“All four of us?” Gasped Peacock. “But I like being a 

vampire. Hunting was fun.” He smiled, showing off his still 

bloody cutters. “All that squealing, and the warm blood on your 

tongue...” 
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“You’re making me want a doughnut.” Sighed Grand’s head. 

“Only I can’t eat anymore, there is nowhere for food to go.” 

“Mushroom! Man, I’d like to get taller. It’d be so cool!” 

Exclaimed Rusty and shoved the mushroom in his mouth, chewing. 

Bells looked at her friends in horror. Their faces were 

vacant, not at all the faces of the boys she knew. They appeared 

to have no care in the world, blank, disinterested. They didn’t 

show signs of worry about their predicament, or any inclination 

of relief at being together again.  

“Guys, what are you talking about?” She said, dispirited. 

“How can you talk about food, when...Rusty!” 

Rusty grinned. His fur fell off in clumps and his face 

smoothed to that of a blonde girl, an identical copy of Alice. 

It didn’t stop at this. He, or now she, started shooting up in 

height. 

Before Bells could object, the Snow Queen stuffed the 

mushroom in her mouth and pinched her nose. Bells had no choice 

but to swallow. Her limbs unfolded like telescopes, and her 

spine crackled, stretching. Before long she was staring in the 

faces of three identical Alices towering over the frosted Monkey 

City. 

“How do girls wear dresses?” Said the first Alice, 

sniggering.  

“Rusty, is that you?” Asked Bells. 
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“Um. It’s so uncomfortable.” Said the second Alice.  

“How do you do it?” Said the third. “This is crazy.” 

They waited for Bells to answer. 

“Don’t ask me,” she said slowly, gazing at them in the 

hopes of finding anything familiar in their eyes and sensing her 

mind slipping into an airily curious mode. “I don’t wear 

dresses. Never will. Girly rubbish.” She yanked on the skirt and 

shook her head, trying to shed the sensation. “I’m turning into 

Alice,” she told herself, “I must stop it before I forget who I 

am. Who am I?” She asked. 

The other Alices stared at her vacantly. “Alice?” They said 

together. 

“Am I?” Repeated Bells. 

Wind blew in their faces. Ex Pyre sat on their shoulders in 

scarves of dense mist. Their eyes met and for a moment there 

flickered a trace of understanding. 

“I’m not Alice.” Said Bells with effort. “I’m Bells.” 

“No way! Do you change names often? Nice to meet you!” Said 

the first Alice. “I’m Alice!” 

Bells rolled a fist and smacked it in her forehead. “No, 

you’re not. You’re Rusty! Remember?” 

The first Alice looked at the second Alice doubtfully. The 

second Alice shrugged. 
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“Listen to me. You’re not Alice. None of you are. You are 

Rusty, Grand, and Peacock.” She touched their shoulders in turn. 

“The book characters made us eat the mushroom, the one from 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. It made us grow big so we 

could rip Mad Tome.” Bells broke into sweat. Her head reeled. 

“If we won’t do it, they’ll keep sticking us into whatever book 

they want. We’ll stay...we’ll stay Alices forever.” 

“Um. What’s wrong with that?” Asked the second Alice.  

“I don’t know about Alice, I liked being a monkey.” 

Ventured the first Alice, frowning. “I am a monkey.” 

“They tricked us.” Said Bells. “The Unread tricked us.” She 

passed her eyes from one Alice to another. 

“We heard you.” Said the third Alice. “Wait, who tricked 

us? I’m thirsty. I want to go hunting with the Brides.” 

The steeds cantered up to them, hovering in the air like 

white bees. The Snow Queen leaned out of the sleigh, regarding 

the badlings. “Your task is to rip Mad Tome.” She said 

hypnotically. “There is no time to waste. Go.”  

At the snap of her fingers the Jungle Book jolted and 

soared into Ex Pyre. Drifts of fog whooshed past them. Something 

white fluttered through it, something thicker than snow. It 

looked like clumps of goose down out of a torn pillow.  

“What is that?” Asked Bells.  
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One of the flakes landed on her face and, flirted up by the 

wind, swirled into mist. “It’s a strip of paper.” Said Bells, 

her eyes wide.  

“A strip of what?” Said the first Alice. 

“Paper. Torn paper.” 

Now they could hear it. Over the droning rush of wind 

crackled other noises. Scary noises. Noises of ripping paper 

mingled with rustling cries of doom. 

“Mad Tome.” Said Bells under her breath, more to herself 

than to anyone else. “It’s Mad Tome.” 

Fortunately, the heads of other badlings were so thoroughly 

muddled, they had no presence of mind to panic. Unfortunately, 

Bells was correct. They were flying straight into the chaos of 

destruction. At its locus raged the disheveled shape of Mad 

Tome. Its claws reached into mist, plucked books at random, and 

with quick practiced moves shredded them to scraps. 
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Chapter 23. The Duck Pond 

When your friends are in peril, and you yourself are in peril, 

and even the villain you have to eliminate is in peril, what do 

you do? You show peril that you mean business. 

Bells set her teeth. 

“I’m not Alice, I’m Bells,” she said, clinging to the sound 

of her words. “You are Grand, and you are Peacock, and you are 

Rusty. We’re in Ex Pyre and we need to get rid of Mad Tome.” She 

shook her head. “No, that’s not right. We can’t get rid of Mad 

Tome. We need to find a way out. We need to get back to our duck 

pond. We need to get out of here. Repeat after me.” She grabbed 

and shook the second Alice by the shoulders. “Say, I’m not 

Alice, I’m Grand. Say it!” 

“Um.” Said the second Alice and blinked. 

“Grand, wake up! You’re not—” Bells’ voice drowned. 

The Jungle Book came to a sudden halt, throwing them off 

balance. If observed from the side, the scene presented a 

peculiar sight of four identical Alices in powder-blue dresses 

clinging to each other for dear life, as if they were a circle 

of naughty girls huddled together, heads bent, deep in throes of 

planning their next mischief.   
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An earsplitting thunder slashed through Ex Pyre. Whole 

pages rained on badlings’ heads, some as big as birds. It was no 

longer possible to see where they were. The mist swarmed with 

character ghosts, their pleading faces yawning wide. 

“Help us...help us...” Whispered some of them. 

“It’s killing us...stop it...” Whined the others. 

Moist clammy hands touched them, desperate cries swathed 

them in foul vapor. People and creatures alike crawled through 

clouds like an infestation of lice in the hoary hair of Mad 

Tome. Because the grey tangled mass that crowned this rampage 

belonged to none other but Mad Tome, a book so fat and full of 

pages, it threatened to split open any moment.  

“Where are they?” it roared. “Where are my new badlings? 

Where did you hide them?” 

It thrust its cover corners like claws and snatched and 

rent and cut. The moans of books, the tumult of their dying 

outcries shook Bells from head to toe.   

“Grand! Peacock!” She cried. “Rusty!” 

The other Alices stood in a trance, staring into nowhere. 

They were helped out of their temporary delirium by The 

Jungle Book. Having delivered its burden to where it was 

directed to by the Snow Queen, it tilted sharply to the right, 

throwing off all four Alices, and ducked into the woolly void 

beneath their feet. If not for Bells’ quick reaction, they 
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would’ve faced the dreadful fate of those around them, falling 

to their imminent death at the bottom of Ex Pyre for an 

eternity, because Ex Pyre had no bottom. 

With a grunt and an agility Bells didn’t know resided in 

her, she leapt for the nearest corner of Mad Tome and grabbed 

onto it at the same time as the first Alice clasped her foot, 

and the second Alice grasped the ankle of the first Alice, and 

the third Alice managed to take hold of the second Alice’s leg, 

and in this queer chain they hung in the mist, dangling like 

four ducks skewered on a spit. 

Speaking of ducks, back at the duck pond they have gathered 

around a leathery corner sticking out of dirt. It made strange 

noises and, if not for its triangular shape, reminded them of a 

giant squirming worm. 

But, back to the Ex Pire. 

With an angry grunt Mad Tome flung Bells and the boys out 

of the abyss and to one of its pages. Naturally, as their luck 

would have it, they plopped straight of the icy lake of The Snow 

Queen, deserted of characters but filled with welcoming gusts of 

wind that tore through their damp dresses with keen accuracy and 

delight. Too large to fit on the page spread, the badlings 

occupied the dark limpid surface like four ruffled pigeons 

crouching on a frozen puddle, trying to stave off the cold. 
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“Alice!” Exclaimed Mad Tome, peering at them from the sky. 

“Alice, it’s as you said! They have betrayed me! After 

everything that I’ve done for them, after I’ve risked my 

existence and cast myself out of Ex Pyre to hunt a fresh crop of 

badlings who won’t finish reading books—as they asked me to, 

mind you—they have turned their backs on me, the insolent 

scoundrels. They have asked for it. I have sworn to obliterate 

all of them, every single one. I will—” It stared. 

Chill colder than the hungriest blizzard clasped Bells’ 

heart. “I knew it,” she muttered. “I knew it.” 

“Hey, Mad Tome.” She said louder, willing her voice not to 

quiver. “I’m Alice. I’m here. I came to...to...see how you’re 

doing. Are doing okay?” She stretched her lips into a smile. She 

hoped it looked convincing. 

“You must help me find them. Help me find them, Alice!” 

Cried Mad Tome. “Who is that you brought with you?” 

Alices slowly roused from their stupor, thanks to 

unpleasant wintry weather. It was Mad Tome’s biggest mistake not 

to throw them onto the page strewn with warm sands of the 

desert. 

“Whoa. Why are we—” Started the first Alice. 

Bells clumped her hand on Rusty’s mouth, smiling at Mad 

Tome assuredly. 
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“Alice?” It repeated, dumbfounded. “There are four of you? 

But how—” It wrinkled its foggy face. “I must be going mad.” 

There was a hint of desperation in Mad Tome’s voice, an ancient 

tiredness, as if the burden of cancerous malice relinquished its 

hold for a moment and the book was simply that, a big book of 

unread pages, sad and bloated.  

“It’s okay, Mad Tome, I think I’m thoroughly mad myself, 

after everything that’s happened.” Said Bells as cheerily as her 

current panic permitted. “Did you say, the characters made you 

look for us—I mean, for the badlings?” She grinned, hoping Mad 

Tome didn’t notice her blunder. 

“Um.” Said the second Alice quietly. “B—” 

Bells put a finger across her lips. 

Shivering, Grand passed his eyes over Mad Tome, then over 

Peacock and Rusty, two blonde girls hugging themselves and 

quivering from cold, then down at himself and paused, amazed, 

fingering the frills on the skirt. Then he touched his head. 

“It’s back. My head is back. B—” He bit his tongue. 

“You are not Alice.” Said Mad Tome, its dim nostrils 

flaring. “You are not the Alice I know! None of you! Who are 

you? Reveal yourselves, before I slash you to bits and chuck you 

into oblivion!” 

“I think this is the moment we run.” Said Grand gloomily. 

“Because if we won’t, we will spend the rest of our lives 
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floating in the fog, wishing it had a bottom, so we could slam 

into it and die already. Instead of having mercy on us, the fog 

will slowly...” He trailed off, aware of eyes on him. 

Bells twitched, suppressing the urge to jump up and skip. 

“Grand!” She cried, forgetting all danger. “You’re back, you’re 

back to being you!” She considered hugging him and stopped. It 

felt odd to hug only one of the Alices, when the other two 

stared at her with obvious longing. 

“Nice way to forget about your friends, Bells.” Said the 

third Alice. 

“I know, right?” Echoed the first. 

“Rusty, Peacock!” She gushed, her eyes shining. “You 

remember who you are?” 

“They don’t need to,” rustled a terrible voice into their 

ears, and they saw Mad Tome’s face so close to them, it hung 

over their heads like a bank of heavy clouds, its curves and 

bends and wrinkles shaping two slanted eyes, one flat sniffing 

nose, and a huge toothless mouth, a grey tongue lolling out of 

it as if it wanted to lick them off the page. 

“Badlings.” It said, sneering. “You came to me yourselves, 

how convenient. Or perhaps the characters sent you to me? Who 

did it? Ah, what does it matter. I will find out everything I 

need to know later. Perhaps I was wrong about them, after all.” 

The grey tongue flicked over the lips, and two claws extended 
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over badlings’ heads, opening and closing with a muffled 

clicking sound. “It is time for you to know what I have in store 

for you. What I do with bad children who don’t finish reading 

books.” 

“Can’t we come to some kind of an agreement?” Ventured 

Bells. “I mean, if that’s the only bad thing we did, we can 

finish reading those books. Isn’t that what you wanted us to do? 

To live out those stories?” 

“That would be too easy to work on stubborn imprudent 

children like you.” Rustled Mad Tome. “I see you are not easily 

persuaded, nor do you possess proper manners, you brazen 

ostentatious girl.” 

Bells sucked in air. 

“Hey, don’t insult my friend!” Said the first Alice, 

balling her hands into fists. “Who do you think you are? Just a 

pile of stupid pages.” 

“Stupid pages, am I?” Said Mad Tome, swiveling its limpid 

eyes at the first Alice. 

“No, Rusty, you got it wrong.” Said the third Alice and 

flipped her hair for confidence. “Here is what I think.” 

Mad Tome halted, curious, its mouth corners curling. 

“I think you’re completely and totally off your marbles.” 

Finished the third Alice. “You know, insane, cuckoo, crazy, 

mental? Any of these ring a bell?”  
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Bells beamed despite herself. “Peacock. I missed your 

sarcasm.” 

“Oh, It’s not me, it’s this thing, I can’t explain 

it...it’s something about being a girl,” said the third Alice, 

flipping her hair. “And this dress, it’s so...ridiculous. It 

gives me a certain,” Peacock groped for a word inside the third 

Alice’s brain, “female grace.” 

Bells grinned. 

The icy floor rumbled with anger. 

Startled, all four Alices fell silent. 

“I hear you made friends.” Mad Tome wheezed, the surface of 

its face tightening in taut cords. “I will make you watch them 

suffer. That will be your first punishment. And after that, I 

will pick the worst, the scariest, the most forgotten book of 

all, and I will put you there for an eternity, and you will 

suffer until you’d wish you were dead. Only there will be no 

death for you, I will see to that. I will make you suffer 

forever.” 

“Um. What’s the scariest book you can put us in?” Asked the 

second Alice.  

“A horror book.” Roared Mad Tome.  

“Oh, classics. Those are my favorite ones.” Nodded the 

second Alice. 

“Yeah, man! Mine too!” Said the first Alice. 
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Mad Tome sucked in air and bellowed. “It will be filled 

with torture! You will tremble with fear! You will shed blood! 

You will be beheaded!” 

“Um, a decapitation?” The second Alice shrugged. “I already 

went through that, it wasn’t actually that bad. It made me feel 

weird, though, holding my own head, but I thought I felt ideas 

move in it.” 

The first Alice gasped. “Wow! For real? What was that 

like?” 

“Well, you kind of sense thoughts moving through your 

forehead, like...” The second Alice groped for words. 

“Like an electrical current.” Offered Bells.  

“Yeah. That’s it.” 

“And then you think it will singe you to cinders,” 

continued Bells, inspired, “and fry your brain to a bubbling 

mush, and then you’re afraid it will leak out of your ears and 

fall on the floor with a hideous plop, and...” She paused, her 

heart drumming. 

The second Alice grinned so hard, her cheeks stiffened and 

crumped. “That’s exactly it.” She said. “Bells, how did you...” 

“I just never told you,” admitted Bells, casting her eyes 

down. “I think these thoughts, but I never say them to you guys, 

because, well, I’m not supposed to, as a girl, to think about 

horrid bloody things like that.” 
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“Rubbish!” Exclaimed the first Alice. “It’s the coolest 

stuff ever! Bells, you’re the best awesomest girl I know! For 

real!” 

Bells blushed. “Really?” 

“Who says you’re not supposed to think things like that?” 

Said the second Alice. “A bunch of slowwitted dolts?” 

“Yeah,” said Bells slowly, speaking with difficulty through 

a smile, “something like that.” 

“Well, that’s utter and total baloney.” Concluded the 

second Alice. “They can all eat dirt from the duck pond or 

something.” 

“Um. Can you tell us some more?” Asked the second Alice 

hopefully. “What happened to the boiled brain after it flops to 

the floor? Does it crawl away?” 

“You want me to?” Asked Bells breathlessly. 

The Alices nodded. 

Suddenly they became aware of the swishing frozen wind and 

silence and glanced up. 

Confusion clouded Mad Tome’s eyes. “Why aren’t you scared?” 

It rustled. 

“Who would we be scared of? You?” Asked Bells. “You’re a 

book. You’re not real. You make us feel like it’s real, but you 

aren’t, really. You’re just a random collection of pages torn 

out of other books. You don’t even have your own story, only 
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bits and pieces of others. That’s why you’re lonely and upset. 

You think that by hurting us you will make yourself feel better, 

but the only thing that will happen is it will make you more 

miserable.” 

Mad Tome curled its lips. “Are you trying to trick me, 

badling?” 

“I’m not.” Said Bells. “Nobody likes you, Mad Tome. Not a 

single character in the whole Ex Pyre. They think you’re mad and 

they’re afraid of you. You have destroyed every book around you, 

and what good did it do? You can stick us anywhere you want to, 

we’ll always have each other. And who will you have?” Bells felt 

he face flush. She surprised herself and the boys, although they 

were in the shape of three enthralled Alices at the moment. 

“Holy cow, Bells.” Gulped the third Alice. “That’s quite a 

speech.” 

Vapor swirled in Mad Tome’s eyes, and it looked 

suspiciously like an onslaught of tears.  

Hope fluttered in Bells chest. “Listen, Mad Tome. I’m sorry 

we never finished those pages. We all are. I know we deserve 

punishment for it, in your eyes. It won’t make you feel any 

better. But you can be our friend and send us back to the duck 

pond. We promise we will read your every page, and every book 

those pages are from. Right, guys?” 

“Yes.” 
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“We promise.” 

“For real!” 

Mad Tome sagged. “I used to have friends.” It said and 

snuffled. “Other books. I was one of the oldest.” 

“What book were you?” Asked Bells quietly. 

“The book of fables, Aesop’s Fables.” Said Mad Tome without 

a trace of malice. “Children read me so often, my pages started 

falling out, and then one day I found myself an empty cover. 

Every single one of my pages was gone. So I started searching 

for them, darting to and fro, but I couldn’t find them. Back 

then most children were goodlings. They read every page many 

times, not willing to let it go. And when it was time for bed, 

they’d hide them under their pillows or blankets or in other 

secret places, and at night read them again, in the darkness, in 

the glimmering candle flame.” 

“Candle flame,” mumbled the second Alice, “that’s, um, that 

sounds like a long time ago.”  

The other Alices huddled to her, to keep warm. Strangely, 

even the freezing wind died on the lake, as if listening to the 

story. Dim shapes hung around the edges of the book, a quiet 

audience of misty ghosts, hovering tensely around, ready to 

scatter at the first sign of danger. But there was none. 
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“Yes, many years have passed since then,” sighed Mad Tome. 

“Times changed. Goodlings turned to badlings. They didn’t want 

to read anymore, they found other things to do. The unread pages 

started appearing in the Ex Pyre. First a handful, but then more 

and more, like a sudden pall of paper. I thought those were mine 

and caught a couple, but they weren’t.” For an intense moment it 

seemed to be recalling the better days. “It was hard to stop 

after that. Hard to...feel empty again. I swore I would find 

every badling and punish it.” Mad Tome paused. 

Bells dared to explore some more. “There were other 

badlings before us?” She asked. “What happened to them?” 

Mad Tome swiveled its foggy eyes at her and said 

suspiciously, “why do you need to know?” 

“I...I just...” She faltered. 

Mad Tome narrows its eyes. “You want to trick me to get 

out, don’t you?” 

Bells gulped, glancing at other Alices. “Look, I didn’t say 

that. We didn’t even complain about being turned into giant—” 

“Complain?” Repeated Mad Tome, and erupted. “What right do 

you have to complain? It is I who can complain! It is the books 

you have never finished reading, you ungrateful selfish brats! 

You are all the same! You grab a book, flip through it and toss 

it, like it’s an ugly toy! You hurt characters’ feelings! When 

another readers wants to hear their story, they can’t perform. 
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They make mistakes and stumble, and you know what happens? The 

reader sets the book aside and becomes a badling! And more pages 

fall into Ex Pyre, and I try to catch them all, but there are 

too many now, too many for me! I’m going mad, mad!” 

“Yeah, you are.” Smirked the third Alice. 

“What am I, repeat what you said.” Demanded Mad Tome. 

“You’re nuts, that’s what!” 

“Peacock, no!”  

“So that’s it. Why didn’t I see it before.” Mad Tome’s face 

twisted. “You want to leave me, like all of you always do. All 

of you, badlings. You make empty promises, and I let you go. You 

always break your word. Too soft in my core, I was, too soft. 

But not this time. This time you will stay here, as an example 

for all those who dare to contradict me, me, the oldest book of 

all!” 

“Mad Tome, please!” Cried Bells. “We won’t break our word. 

We love to read, all of us. We just...” She felt a hand on her 

shoulder. 

“Um, Bells?” Said the third Alice, “it’s gone. It’s, well, 

it won’t hear you. My mom says it’s no use talking to someone 

who’s angry, they won’t hear you and they’ll think you’re 

attacking them.” 

“But Grand, everything it says is—” 

“Guys?” Called the first Alice. “Look.” 
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The ground under them shifted. The whole book jerked. 

Mad Tome choked on its words, staring around. “Who did 

this? What did you do?” It rounded on Alices. “You filthy—” 

Another jerk cut it off, then a pull and a yank. 

Shrieking, four Alices tumbled one over another.  

We shall leave them to their irrational fear and get back 

to the duck pond, where curious ducks, baffled by the strange 

behavior of a leathery thing, tugged at it, thinking it might be 

food. It yielded a little, and the duck that loved Grand’s 

doughnuts the most, smelled the sweet alluring smell, and, 

exhilarated by the promise of such delight, clamped its beak 

around the cover and gave it a hearty tug. 

Now, back in Mad Tome the following events occurred. The 

world around Alices folded, then creaked, then yawned in a 

scream of unimaginable agony. Mad Tome sensed the unbearable 

pain and thrashed, trying to shake it off, which naturally, only 

made it squirm and made look more appetizing back at the pond.  

The duck let got for a moment, titled its head, and when 

the book attempted to crawl back into dirt, snatched it firmly 

and, quacking through its clamped bill, heaved the book out of 

the soil and dragged it to the pond, dunking it into water and 

quacking one more time, feeling rather proud of itself. 

The other ducks quacked at this, only instead of pride it 

expressed their amusement at the fat duck’s folly, and they 
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laughed at it now, clearly seeing that whatever it fetched was 

not a worm. And, therefore, it wasn’t edible. 

The fat duck rebuked their mocking with a determined quack 

and signified something along the lines of, “You can laugh all 

you want, I will eat it anyway.” 

This was met with calls was debate that quickly escalated 

into the flock of ducks separating into two camps. One declared 

that Bill—as that was the name of the fat duck in question—was 

out of his mind and that thing was not edible. Another, 

consisting mostly of young inexperienced ducks, shoved and 

jostled to Bill, demanding he share the catch with them. One of 

them seized the corner of the book and tugged. Bill, not to be 

outdone, grabbed another. Around them formed a circle of excited 

fowl, the spectators. They urged them to fight to the death. 

Which they did. But not to the death of each other. Sadly, 

cutting the spectacle short, after only a couple minutes they 

tore the soggy book in half, and out of it, to their immense 

surprise and frightened quacks, emerged four children, one girl 

and four boys. They coughed and sputtered and gazed around at 

the pond, blinking. 

“I told you it was edible,” quacked Bill. 

“Run, fool!” Quacked the others. 

Bill did, crying and flapping his wings, rushing through 

the cool air and slamming into the frightened flock huddled on 
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the carpet of yellow leaves by the maple tree, next to a pile of 

four bikes carelessly tossed one on top of another. 
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Chapter 24. On The Importance Of Doughnuts 

The smallest kindnesses (or follies) can bring about the biggest 

fortunes (or disasters). If Grand didn’t feed half of his 

doughnut to Bill the duck, Bill wouldn’t smell any on Mad Tome 

and wouldn’t drag it out. If there were no duck fight over the 

book, the badlings would’ve never found a way back. And if Bells 

didn’t throw Mad Tome at the ducks or, if Peacock didn’t rip 

Dracula in the first place, none of this would’ve ever happened. 

Only it did.  

And it wasn’t over yet. 

The children sat stock-still, transfixed. The air around 

them was crisp—not too cold, not too warm—a perfectly normal air 

of a sunny September afternoon. It smelled like fall and 

standing water. The pond was its usual watery self, open for 

another dose of pebbles. And at the foot of the maple mooched 

the ducks. As soon as they saw Grand, they wobbled over with 

loud quacking, demanding treats. 

Grand blinked. “Um. Is this...our duck pond?” 

“Holy cow. Is it, really?” Asked Peacock. 

“Guys! We’re not Alices anymore!” Exclaimed Rusty, gingerly 

touching his face and patting himself down.  
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“Is this true?” Muttered Bells. “I can’t believe it. It’s 

too easy. How did we just...” She shook her head, squinted her 

eyes and opened them again, staring around. 

“Does anyone have any food?” Asked Grand. Bill insolently 

nipped at his pants, demanding he feed it. 

“It is our pond.” Commented Peacock. “I remember this duck. 

It’s always obnoxious.” 

Bill quacked sharply. 

“Hey, what’s that?” Rusty squattered through the shallow 

water and plucked out two dripping parts of Mad Tome. He turned 

to his friends, triumphantly holding it out. “Look! It’s Mad 

Tome! Someone ripped in half!” 

“What?” Said Peacock, staring. “Are you sure?” 

“Who could’ve ripped it?” Asked Bells. 

“I dunno.” Rusty shrugged, scanning the beach, his eyes 

stopping at the maple. “Ducks?” He sniggered. 

The children turned to look.  

The ducks spread their wings and quacked angrily in Bill’s 

direction as if they understood what was being discussed. Bill, 

oblivious to the cause of attention, happily nuzzled at Grand’s 

pant pocket. Despite the tribulations they have been through, it 

still smelled like doughnuts. 
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“My bike!” Peacock sprung up and rushed to the pile, 

pulling out his bike and checking the wheels and the pedals and 

the gears. “It’s fine. Doesn’t look like anyone touched it.” 

“Rusty, can I see?” Said Bells eagerly. 

“Sure.” He handed her what remained of the book. Bells 

studied the swollen binding, turning it in her hands. On the 

front cover empty depressions once filled with golden paint 

spelled out Aesop’s Fables. 

Rusty and Grand peeked over her shoulder. 

“There is no author name,” she said wonderingly. 

“Naturally, Aesop must be the author. So it is Mad Tome. Don’t 

you guys think?” 

“I told you!” Said Rusty. “Crazy, right? We were inside 

this thing? I mean, is that nuts or what?“ 

“I wonder...” Bells twirled her ponytail, “...I wonder if 

the unread pages are still in it.” 

“Um, you can take a look?” Said Grand with a sigh. 

“Okay.” Bells brushed the soggy lump of paper. She pushed a 

finger under a page and pulled. The paper peeled up with a 

squelching noise and started tearing. She carefully slid it 

back.  

“I can’t, it’s too wet.” 

“We could dry it?” Offered Grand. 

“Let’s put it in the sun! That will dry it faster!” 
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“That’s a great idea,” told Bells Rusty encouragingly and 

placed both parts of Mad Tome on the grass by the maple, where 

the shafts of sunlight chased away the mottled shadow.  

“Are we really here? I mean, it seems too easy...” Said 

Bells, looking down at the mangled book. “Did the ducks do it, 

you think? I mean, who else could it be?” 

“What are you guys doing?” Called Peacock. 

“Drying Mad Tome.” Answered Bells.  

Peacock ambled over, wiping his hands. “Listen. I checked 

your guys’ bikes, all of them, they work fine. We can go home 

now or whatever.” 

“Hey, thanks, man!” Said Rusty. “I kind of feel like I want 

to climb the maple. It was cool being a monkey, I kind of miss 

it.” He sized the maple up and down. 

“I’m not sure I miss being a vampire.” Peacock shuddered. 

“Bells?” Grand picked up his bike with a sigh. “This feels, 

um, weird. Don’t you feel weird to you?” 

“It does.” Echoed Bells. 

Their eyes met. 

“I wonder...” she started. “I wonder how it was possible 

for us to get inside that. It seems...seems far away somehow, 

like it never happened. And everything looks smaller, like it is 

our duck pond and isn’t anymore. Do you guys think it was real? 

All of it?” 
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“Who cares?” Peacock saddled his bike. “Let’s get out of 

here. I never wanted to get home so bad in my life.” 

Bells stood in a trance. “But it doesn’t make sense.” She 

said quietly. “Scientifically speaking, it was not possible for 

us to be inside a book.” 

“I can’t go home yet,” said Grand. “My mom will ask me what 

I’m doing home to early. It’s her day off.” His stomach grumbled 

and he held a hand over it, his face flushing red. “We could go 

eat somewhere?” 

“Or we could climb tress! Let’s climb trees!” Rusty’s grin 

died at his friends’ stares. “What? I’m only trying to make 

everyone feel better.” He pouted. 

“Bells, what’s wrong?” Asked Peacock. 

“Nothing.” She blinked. A strange sense of déjà vu made 

hairs stand up on her arms. “It’s just...it’s like I’ve seen 

this all before, you know? Like I’ve lived through this, and 

knew exactly what is coming next. For example, I know that we’re 

about to get on the bikes. Don’t you feel the same?” 

The boys waved their heads no. 

“Okay, here are the facts. It looks like no time has passed 

here at all.” Observed Bells, squinting at the light. “The sun 

is in the same position as when we left, see? The only thing 

is...it seems smaller somehow, even the pond looks like it 

shrunk.” 
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“Um, what is the matter, Bells?” Asked Grand cautiously. 

“Is there something you see that we don’t?” 

Bells through him and suddenly leapt to her feet. “Let’s 

go!” 

The boys looked at each other, unsure of this change. 

“Come on!” Bells urged them, her hands shaking. She yanked 

up her bike and slammed a foot on the pedal. 

“All right, all right! We’re coming.” Peacock rolled his 

bike to hers. “Hey, I wanted to say...I’m sorry.” He kicked a 

pebble with his sneaker. 

Bells raised her brows. “For what?” 

“For being a jerk.” 

“No, you got it wrong.” Said Bells, hiding a smile.  

Peacock stared at her, bewildered. “What do you mean?”  

“You were never a jerk, only a dolt. Well, sometimes an 

idiot and a blockhead, but mostly a dolt. Oh, and a girl. How 

did that feel, by the way?” 

It took Peacock a second to process it. 

“Did I mention, slowwitted?” prompted him Bells. “You were 

faster when you were a girl, you know?” 

A corner of Peacock’s mouth crept up and up and he said, “I 

liked being a girl. It felt splendid. My very bones were flooded 

with female grace.” He lightly punched Bells in the shoulder. 

“I’m glad to hear that. Was Mad Tome annoying?” 
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“Oh, totally. Nuts.” Said Peacock with conviction. 

“Well, that is how I feel about boys. Get it now?” 

Peacock grinned. “So you’re not mad at me?” 

“Mad?” Bells smirked. “Nope. Not at all. If not for you and 

your fear of whispering vampire sisters, we wouldn’t have gone 

on this wild adventure.” 

“I know, right?” Rusty pedaled up to them. “Thanks, man, it 

was cool! I want to go again! Would you guys want to go again? 

Hey, maybe there is another book buried here somewhere? You want 

to look?” 

“Rusty.” Bells put a hand on her hip. “Come on. I think 

we’ve had enough for one day.” 

“Um. I’d go again,” said Grand timidly, “if we had time to 

prepare properly, pack sleeping bags with us, and snacks, and, 

you know, some doughnuts...” he trailed off. “It was great, 

guys. I’m...I know you don’t like me telling scary stories about 

death and dead people, they just...come out of my mouth and I 

don’t know how to stop them, and—” 

“Nah, we like them.” Said Peacock. 

Rusty nodded. “Dude, totally! They’re funny!”  

“Do you?” Grand’s face lit up. “My mom says,” he faltered. 

Bells, Peacock, and Rusty were silent, waiting for him to 

continue.  
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He straightened and spoke louder. “My mom says friends are 

the most important people in your life, and...and, she says true 

friends are those who will go after you when you’re at the very 

bottom, I mean, when you get yourself in the worst trouble. And 

I wanted to say...” He paused. 

“You wanted to say?” Prompted him Bells. 

“You’re my best friends.” His face reddened and his big 

hung limp. “For life.” He added quietly. 

“Grand?” Peacock sighed. “I’m sorry if I was mean. I was 

scared. The sisters, they whispered in my ear, I’m not kidding. 

I swear. I promise I’ll never harm another book in my life.” His 

voice grew feverish. “If not for you, Grand—” His eyes widened. 

“Hey! What are you doing?” 

Bill the duck spit out the cud of paper he was about to 

swallow and waddled away from Mad Tome, quacking irritably. 

“It was eating it!” Cried Rusty. 

“Did it,” said Bells, thinking out loud, “did it maybe 

think it was food, and, you know, tried to eat it? Could it be 

the ducks?...” 

“Why not?” Mused Peacock. “I bet they’re jealous they can’t 

read it or something.”  

“I want to read all those books we got in.” Said Rusty with 

admirable determination. “All of them!” 

“That’s what Mad Tome wanted us to do.” Added Grand. 
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“That Red Death guy? Man, I was so scared! And he was like, 

this dude, right?” 

“Dracula was bored out of his mind.” Said Bells. “He asked 

me if I could tell him some stories, so I told him about Sindbad 

the Sailor, and he made me repeat it over and over again, that 

part about flying and—” 

“It felt so odd to have your head cut off.” Broke in Grand. 

“One moment it was there, another it wasn’t. And it tickled. I 

didn’t think it would tickle. I thought I would die from fright, 

though, when he lifted the axe—” 

“It was freezing on the lake!” Said Rusty with feeling. 

“And the monkeys?” Bells stared at him. “I thought I was 

going to faint when they got you, Rusty.”  

“The Headless Horseman was awesome, though. I’d like to 

have him as a friend.” Grand sighed. 

“What? The Headless Horsemen gave me the creeps.” Peacock 

shook all over. “Dracula was not as scary. And his sisters were 

nice to me, we hunted a few people—” 

“You hunted people?” Bells gaped. 

“I never bit anyone, okay?” 

“But you said...you had blood on your teeth—” 

“Alice’s book was the best.” Interrupted Grand. “I want to 

go back there. No monsters, to dead people, just flowers and 

mushrooms—” 
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“I thought you liked stories about dead people?” 

“That smoking caterpillar was just like I imagined—” 

“I loved the flying mattresses, and the Manic Domain, those 

ghosts, brrr...” 

“No, man, Bluebeard’s dead wives! Now that was scary—” 

“Yeah, those dead wives were the worst—” 

“Flying on the Roc bird was fantastic, though, if not for 

Peacock’s whining.” 

“I didn’t whine.” 

“Yeah, you did.” 

“Guys, please.” 

They were standing over their bikes, out of time, out of 

place, recounting the stories they visited, interrupting each 

other, and all the time Bells had a nagging feeling in her 

stomach that spoiled her relief at being back. She couldn’t tell 

what it was and shoved it in the back of her mind to deal with 

it later. 

“So there is here,” Peacock was explaining, “which is 

reality. The duck pond, us, you know. Everything. Then there is 

Mad Tome. Somehow it showed up here. That is the only thing I 

don’t understand. Did it just crawl out of Ex Pyre somehow?” 

“Someone put it here?” Ventured Grand. 

“Who, ducks?” 
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“I know! I know!” Rusty stalled under Peacock’s glance.  

Peacock blushed. “Go ahead. What is it you wanted to say?” 

Rusty grinned. “There could be books inside books, right?” 

Peacock frowned. “What do you mean?” 

Rusty drew in air. “Dude, easy! If this is not our pond, if 

this another book, then any character could just drop off Mad 

Tome here, right?” 

They all stared at him. 

Rusty’s smile faded. “What? What did I say wrong?” 

“But this is not a book.” Said Bells slowly. “This is our 

duck pond.” She glanced at the water, then back at the boys.  

“What is it?” Asked Peacock. 

Bells laid her bike on the ground, scooped a handful of 

dirt and sniffed it. “It smells real.” She mumbled and rolled it 

between her fingers. “Feels real too.” She stood up and felt for 

stones in her pocket, picked one out, squinted, aimed, and threw 

it in a perfect arc. 

“Eight, nine, ten.” She counted. “Ugh.” 

“Hey, you almost did it.” Peacock looked over her shoulder. 

“Almost eleven. Congratulations.” He patted her shoulder 

awkwardly. 

She forced a smile.  

“Mind if I join?” 

“You think you can beat me?” 
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“Wanna bet?” He produced a sparkling diamond polished to 

perfection. 

Bells eyes widened. “Where did you get this?” 

“Where do you think?” He smirked. 

“No way.” Breathed Bells. 

“Way.” 

“That’s stealing!” 

“Nope, only borrowing. There are plenty more there, you saw 

it.” 

Bells swallowed. A light wind sent a ripple across the 

pond. “I don’t like this, Peacock. Something is wrong.” 

“Relax, it’s all good.” Peacock flung the gem. It raced up 

and forward in a glittering arch, then bounced one, two, five, 

ten... 

“Eleven.” Whispered Bells. “You got eleven.” 

“It’s the girl in me.” Explained Peacock. “Whatever 

remained of the female grace from Alice.” 

“Nice throw.” Said Grand. “Where did you get that stone?” 

“From the Roc birds’ nest.” Said Bells and shivered. “I’m 

cold. Let’s go.” 

They all looked at the duck pond. 

The day was warm, the sun was high, yet a keen chill crept 

over the grass to their feet. Something changed. The place 

didn’t hold its magic anymore. It felt dangerous and empty, as 
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if whatever happened here could never be erased from their 

memories and had to stay there for the rest of their lives. It 

was just a duck pond in a park, nothing special. It has lost its 

charm.  

Bells climbed on her bike. Somber and without a word, the 

boys followed her example. 

“I miss my brothers,” mumbled Grand. “I wonder what mom 

will say when I tell her.” 

“Grandma will lose it, man!” Said Rusty. “She will totally 

lose it when I say I got to meet Dracula!” 

“Nobody will care to ask me where I was.” Sniffled Peacock. 

“Maybe you should tell them without waiting for them to 

ask?” Said Grand.  

Bells pushed off and they rode behind her, biking up the 

familiar path they always took. But when it ended, when the 

bushes parted, they found themselves back to the pond again. 

“What the...” Peacock ruffled his hair. 

“We must have missed our turn.” Said Bells quickly. “Let’s 

go back.” 

They rode out on the path again and a few minutes later 

halted with a collective cry of surprise.  

They were back at the pond.  

Without a word Bells furiously pedaled back out to the 

road...and pushed on her brakes, dropping her bike. 
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“It’s...it’s...” she stammered, “it fell the same way it 

did when we got here.” 

“What is going on?” Said Peacock. 

“Um, I think it’s repeating itself.” Said Grand knowingly. 

“Like the same scene on a page.” 

The water in the pond suddenly sloshed. The ground trembled 

and throbbed. The ducks fled to the maple with agitated cries. 

Angry ripples formed on the glassy surface of the pond. A few 

yellow leaves seesawed to the ground. Then all was still. 

“What was that?” Asked Peacock, alarmed. 

“I don’t know,” said Bells. “But I don’t like it.” 

“Guys?” Said Rusty, pointing.  

A thin layer of fog spread over the pond like a hoary tide. 

It swirled in tongues, licking the shore, crawling toward them. 

Grim silence pressed on their ears, and in that silence, gently 

parting the mist, scores of figures drifted in their direction. 

They made no noise. There was no rush of air ahead of them, no 

murmuring, nothing but steady advance. 

“Um.” Said Grand. “Is this when we run again?” 

They couldn’t, poised on the edge of terror and curiosity. 

The mass of moving bodies hovered closer. They were ghosts 

of characters from the books they have visited, and they were 

coming for them.  
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Chapter 25. The Last Page 

To you, the reader, the last page of a book signifies the end of 

the story. Well, lucky you. Not so to the characters, especially 

to those who have enacted their roles for the first time. When 

you close the book, they gather and quickly recount their 

successes and failures to prepare for the next read, which could 

happen in a minute, or in a week, or in a year.  

Imagine their anxiety. 

Now imagine the wrath of those who have been left without 

their book and, therefore, without their purpose. For years—and 

sometimes for centuries—they have been performing the same tale. 

“Then some silly badlings show up and ruin it for all of 

us,” said the ghost of the Bluebeard crossly. 

“If I may say so, I tried stopping them,” said the ghost of 

the Little Black Hen sitting on his shoulder. 

“Ha!” Snorted Bluebeard. “More like you were helping 

Dracula to get the badlings all for himself. Now we have all 

lost our chance.” 

The Black Hen tilted his head. “And yet, if you kindly 

allow me to remind you, if they have stayed with Dracula, we 

would still have our books intact.” 
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“Hush! There they are.” Said the Snow Queen. 

The characters glided over the pond in an drafty foggy 

formation. They were all ghosts now, every single one of them. 

Don Quixote with Sancho, and all of the monkey people, the Red 

Death and Prince Prospero with his guests, the Headless 

Horseman, and Roc chicks, Alice and caterpillar, and more 

characters from Copy Wights, without disguise this time, and 

from Manic Domain. And even those who were ghosts already showed 

up, merely for entertainment value, as it gets boring hanging 

for eternities on end in the fog of Ex Pyre. 

 On the shore the children stood paralyzed. 

“What are they doing here?” Asked Bells, amazed. “They 

can’t be here.” 

“Man, they’re all ghosts, look!” Rusty pointed. “There is 

the Snow Queen, and Bluebeard, and his dead wives. They’re what, 

double-dead?” 

“This is sick,” proclaimed Peacock. “We just left them.” 

“I could really use a doughnut right now.” Said Grand and 

gulped. “Eat a nice sweet doughnut and take a nap and forget 

everything.” 

The ghosts surrounded them, still and silent, their colors 

faded, their faces washed out and empty. Out stepped the Snow 

Queen, lifeless and milky against the grass and the sun. 
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“Badlings!” she began, her voice sinister and cold, “How 

pleasant it is to find you in blood and flesh, when we who have 

given you so much are measly bodiless apparitions. It has 

happened at your hands. You are the ones responsible for our 

torment.” Her eyes flashed. “You think you have escaped your 

fate? You are mistaken. We were going to make it easy for you, 

we were going to let you live on as characters in our books. 

Alas, that is not what you chose. You chose to pursue your own 

path. I can only tell you that you might never be read about 

again, and you will be doomed sitting on your pages, lonely and 

wishing you have never destroyed our homes, our...our...” She 

passed out freezing breath, searching for a word. 

“Classic,” whispered Bluebeard. 

“Classic books!” Finished the Snow Queen’s ghost with a 

flourish. “What are you? Look at yourselves. What is your story? 

Who knows about you? You’re brand new. I shall see how you fare 

and laugh with my ethereal lips in your frightened disappointed 

faces.” 

“Snow Queen?...” Bells cleared her throat. “What is this 

fate you’re talking about, and how did you get here?” 

“Do not interrupt me!” The Snow Queen’s ghost said sternly. 

“You will find out soon enough. Now listen. Before we declare 

our verdict, we would like you to know that we have always 
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helped you despite everything you did. We were going to help you 

more, but you have destroyed our books.” 

“Destroyed?” Bells felt faint. “But we didn’t do anything.” 

“Then who ripped Mad Tome?” Demanded the ghost of the Snow 

Queen. 

“We actually didn’t do it.” Answered Bells. “We were 

talking to Mad Tome, and then the ground shook and Mad Tome 

screamed, and there was this earsplitting noise, and then we 

were in the pond. We thought maybe you know who did it?”  

“We think it’s the duck!” Cried Rusty. 

“Rusty!” Bells stomped on his foot. 

The Snow Queen’s ghost peered down interestedly. 

Bill the duck edged back, and Grand picked him and held him 

in one arm, covering him up with another protectively. 

“You did it?” Asked the Snow Queen. 

“Um,” said Grand, “I don’t think it can talk.” 

The duck quacked. 

“For this you deserve to die.” Declared the ghost of the 

Snow Queen calmly. “All of you.” 

“Whoa, whoa, lady.” Started Peacock. “Let’s not kill anyone 

here, okay? This is not your book, this is real life, so why 

don’t you get back to your Ex Pyre or whatever and leave us 

alone.” 
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The Snow Queen’s ghost looked at him so severely, his mouth 

snapped shut with a click and the bike tumbled out of his loose 

grip. The characters moved in to within an arm’s length. It air 

around them was hostile and murderous, and the children 

trembled. 

“You went a little over board, don’t you think?” Continued 

the ghost of the Snow Queen, her eyes growing larger and whiter. 

She was talking to the duck. Bells stared at Grand, he stared 

back, as puzzled as she was. 

“Hey, are you talking to the duck?” Asked Rusty suddenly. 

“Is it a talking duck? Can it talk? Can it talk for real? It 

would be cool if it could.” 

“Okay, this is ridiculous,” said Bells and stomped her 

foot, to jolt herself out of the daze. “Scientifically speaking, 

you’re not here and you can’t be here. So I think we’re all 

hallucinating or something of the sort. And what are you going 

to do to us? You’re ghosts, you can’t even touch us.” 

She swiped a hand at the Snow Queen’s ghost and tore it 

back with a cry. Whatever she touched was there without a doubt, 

and it stung her with freezing cold. 

“Yeah, they’re biting like that.” Said Rusty and sniggered. 

“When I petted them in the Ex Pyre, man, I thought my hand would 

turn into an icicle and fall off!” 
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“You think you’re so special!” Cried the Snow Queen’s 

ghost. “You think just because you’re new, everyone will rush 

and read about you, and we will be forgotten, aimlessly drifting 

across Ex Pyre like some empty smoke? All those years of work 

wasted for nothing? You think you can do this? I would like to 

see you try!” 

“Don’t worry, Snow Queen, they wouldn’t last a month,” said 

Bluebeard bitterly. 

“What are you talking about?” Said Bells. “Read about us? 

Read what?” 

“Please pardon me, but I think they don’t understand where 

they are,” said the Black Hen.  

“They don’t! They don’t! They’re not smart and wonderful 

and free like us!” Hooted the ghosts of the monkeys. 

Then the ghosts parted and out crawled the caterpillar. He 

slowly took the hookah out of his mouth puffed a ring of smoke 

and droned, “I told you, you were in a book. Did I not?” 

“You did? Oh, you naughty thing.” Said Alice’s ghost. 

“What book?” Asked Bells in a small voice. 

The characters threw astounded glances at each other.  

“Okay, mates, that’s enough.” Quacked Bill the duck. “It’s 

you who going overboard now. Yes, we’re brand, that doesn’t mean 

you can show up and confuse us.” 

“It talks! It talks!” Rusty jumped up and down. 
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Grand dropped Bill out of his hands with a little whimper. 

The ghost of Red Death pushed other ghosts aside. “You are 

so cruel.” He chastised them. “You are in a book that’s called 

The Badlings.” 

“The Badlings?” Repeated Bells. 

“Yes, that’s the—the—the title of it.” He stammered. “You 

see, I don’t—don’t—don’t like talking be—be—bacause I stutter. 

It’s very annoying, really. But whe—whe—when you’re death, you 

don’t have to talk mu—mu—much, and nobody else wa—wa—wanted to 

replace the Red death, so I took it.” 

“Replace? Repeated Bells again. She felt her head empty of 

all thought and incapable of producing anything of its own 

except repeating what was being said by others. 

“Well, mo—mo—most of us here were ba—ba—badlings like you, 

and the—the—then we got into Mad Tome and into bo—bo—books. The 

real Red Death is drinking tea with the re—re—real Alice.” He 

hiccupped. 

“This is crazy, this is just crazy.” Mumbled Peacock. 

“Um,” said Grand hoarsely, “are you saying someone wrote a 

book about us?” 

The Snow Queen’s ghost rolled eyes. “See?” She said to 

Bluebeard. “I said it was a bad idea to bring him along. Now he 

spoiled the surprise.” 

“It was written by Ksenia Anske,” said Alice’s ghost. 
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“Who is that?” Asked Bells. “Never heard of her.” 

“Just some writer,” said Hinbad. He was patiently listening 

to the conversation under the stern look of his mother. “Like, 

you know how many writers there are? Anyone can write a book.” 

“Totally.” Nodded Hussain. 

“Yeah, I could write a book.” Said Haroun. 

“No, you can’t.” Objected Hinbad. “What will you write 

with, your wings? You don’t even know the alphabet.”   

Bells clasped her head. I’m going to fix this,” she 

muttered, “I’m going to.” 

“Dear book characters,” she said louder. “On behalf of my 

friends I’d like to apologize for all the wrongs we did to you. 

It was bad, it was awful, and, naturally, we deserve to die for 

it.  

The Snow Queen’s ghost started answering, but Bells was 

faster. 

“I understand that it’s not an excuse. We should’ve known 

better, and all that. But we’re tired and hungry and we want to 

get home, okay? So why don’t you wait here, and we’ll be back in 

a couple hours?” She elbowed Rusty and hissed, “get on the 

bike.” 

“What?” He said, startled. 

Bells already mounted hers. “Get on the bike! Come on, 

let’s get out of this madness, or my head will explode.” 
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The boys didn’t need to be asked twice. In a flash they 

hopped on and pedaled after Bells. 

“You have destroyed our pages!” Shouted the Snow Queen 

behind them. “We only asked you to rip Mad Tome, we didn’t ask 

you to soak our pages in water! They are ruined now, and we have 

no home!”  

Bill the duck quacked something, but by now the children 

were too far to hear.  

Bells rode over the grassy hillock, ignoring the path, 

racing straight out across the lawn, to where there should’ve 

been the road. She looked up and shrieked, breaking. Her bike 

skidded out from under her and she fell headlong into the 

ruffled turf. The boys screamed and crashed into her bike one 

after another, which has saved them. 

They sat up, panting, their hearts drumming in unison. 

A few paces ahead the park ended into nothing. There hung 

the familiar misty void of the Ex Pyre, countless faces of book 

ghosts sneering and grimacing and otherwise expression their 

derision and ridicule. 

Bells’ hair stood on end. She felt Grand’s hand find hers 

and squeeze it. 

“Are we...” she started saying. 

“In a book?” Finished Rusty. 

“I think we are.” Said Grand, not feeling his lips move. 
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“Are you all off your marbles?” Peacock crawled to the edge 

and with a wail scooted back, falling over. 

“How do you like it?” said the Snow Queen’s voice behind 

them. “You will stay here and die here, because nobody will read 

your silly story. That is our verdict.”  

Bells gulped. “Why wouldn’t anyone read our story?” 

“Because it’s the most ridiculous story I have ever heard 

of.” Said the Snow Queen and laughed, chilly rustle of it 

spreading around her and infecting others.  

“So we are characters in a book.” Whispered Bells, 

mortified. 

“Unexpected, isn’t it?” The Snow Queen drifted into the 

fog. A fierce wind was born. “Goodbye.” A fierce wind was born 

It lifted her and every other character, weightless like paper. 

“Wait!” Called Bells. “You can’t just leave us.” 

Then Peacock jumped, screaming, “Get her!” He snatched at 

the Snow Queen’s legs, but his hand went right through it and he 

slipped off the page edge, his torso dangling dangerously.  

“Peacock!” Bells seized his legs and pulled. Grand tucked 

her under the arms and together they rolled back, panting and 

staring at the sky. For a while the figures above them were 

visible in the white haze, then they vanished into nothing, like 

those balloons you let go and try to see and can’t spot anymore.  

The children looked at each other. 
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“This is not real, any of it.” Said Peacock and passed a 

hand through his hair as if trying to hold on to it. “What are 

we going to do now?” 

“Look for some doughnuts?” Said Grand meekly. 

“Let’s rip it, this book we’re in! It’s just paper, right? 

Does it look to you like paper, guys? Look, look! It’s paper!” 

Rusty kicked at the ground with his sneaker, sending up little 

puffs of soil.  

“What’s that gonna do? Do you want to end up a ghost like 

them?” Asked Peacock. 

Bells was quiet, thinking. 

“I wish there were doughnuts here.” Sniffled Grand. “I’d 

like to eat another doughnut before I die. Just one.” 

“Why do you think we’re going to die?” Exploded Peacock. 

“The Snow Queen said so.” 

“What does she know? Is she in this book? No. Forget about 

her.” Peacock’s voice caught and rose a pitch. “This is not 

real, is it? Listen, it can’t be! Bells, you’re the scientist, 

tell them that stuff like this doesn’t happen.” 

“Well, it did.” Said Bells. 

“It’s insane!” 

“Look, I’m scared too, okay? So will you stop freaking out? 

You’re not letting me think straight.” They each contemplated 
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their own thoughts, except Rusty. He wandered off and halted by 

an old maple, staring up with his mouth open. 

“Guys?” 

“What?” Bells followed his eyes. 

Up above, in the sky, there was movement. Then at once, 

without any warning, a monstrous hand the size of a house 

emerged and swiped at the edge. It had put a giant finger under 

it and appeared to be about to flip the page. 

“Alice?” Said Peacock. “Is that you?” 

“It can’t be.” Whispered Bells. “We saw her ghost flying 

away.” 

“Maybe it’s the real one, they one who got replaced?” 

“Maybe she brought us snacks?” Grand was staring at the 

hand longingly. “What did they eat when they had tea in the 

book?” 

“Look! It’s turning our page!” Rusty sprinted to the hand, 

then stumbled and slipped, sliding back. The ground tilted, 

rose, and curled, and the children toppled over, breath knocked 

out of them. They scrambled up and craned their necks.  

Above them hung a huge face. It filled the whole sky and 

was blinking. 

“We are in a book.” Said Bells and looked at the boys. 

“We’re not real. We’re characters in a book.” 
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“That’s cool, right? What was it, The Badlings? By what’s 

her name?” Rusty knocked on his head, trying to remember. 

“And how is that?” Peacock ogled the face above. 

“That is the face of a reader who is reading about us right 

now,” stated Grand solemnly. “And that hand will squish us like 

bugs and our guts will spill on the page in a bloody mess and we 

will slowly loose our blood over hours and hours and then 

finally—” 

 “No, we won’t.” Said Bells with mischief in her eyes. “We 

will pull that reader in to replace us. If the other characters 

did it, why can’t we?” She went for the finger that was tucked 

under the edge of the page, about to flip it, and flung herself 

at it with all her night, clinging to it in a way she’d cling to 

a trunk of a tree. “Help me!” 

“We’re coming, Bells!” Cried Rusty. 

“Hold on!” Peacock shouted, sprinting. 

“Wait for me.” Grand huffed behind them. “Please.” 

They each grabbed a finger, wrapping their arms and legs 

around it. The hand twitched, but the children had a good grip. 

Grinning, they looked up and saw you.  

Yes, you, the reader.  

It’s your fingers they’re hugging, your astounded face they 

smirk at. They will pull you in, you know, if you keep reading. 
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What are you waiting for? This is the last page. It’s the end of 

the story for you. 

Congratulations.  

You made it.  

You’re a goodling.  

Now be a good sport, close this book, and go read another. 
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Mentioned Books, Book Terms, and Other Book-Related Oddities: 

Badling: A bad child who doesn’t finish reading books and 

performs any of the following activities: kicks books, rips 

books, maims books, bends or smudges or in any other way dirties 

its pages, and disrespects them in any similarly terrible 

fashion. 

 

Mad Tome: The book of unread pages. Every page on which a 

badling has stopped reading a book ends up in Mad Tome, no 

matter how much that page or its characters struggle against it.  

 

Mentioned Mad Tome pages are from the following mentioned books: 

 

1. The Snow Queen by Hans Christian Andersen 

2. The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry  

3. The Magician’s Nephew by C.S. Lewis 

4. The Masque of the Red Death by Edgar Allan Poe 

 

Unmentioned Mad Tome pages are from the following unmentioned 

books...but wait, they have something to say to you. They were 

rather eager to be mentioned in The badlings book. But, as all 
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stories have to end, there simply weren’t enough pages for them, 

except for this one. They have told me they are eternally 

grateful. They have also asked me to tell every badling who has 

managed to finish reading this book to go back to them and 

finish reading them as well. Here they are. 

 

5. Tale of Cipollino by Gianni Rodari 

6. Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren 

7. The Complete Tales of Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne 

8. The Wonderful Adventures of Nils by Selma Lagerlöf 

9. The Golden Pot by E.T.A. Hoffmann 

10. Mary Poppins by P.L. Travers 

11. The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien 

12. The Snuff-Box Town by Vladimir Odoyevsky 

13. Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift 

14. Uncle Remus by Joel Chandler Harris 

15. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum 

16. The History of Little Mouk by Wilhelm Hauff 

17. Golem by Gustav Meyrink 

18. The Centerville Ghost by Oscar Wilde 

19. The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells 

20. Ruslan and Ludmila by Alexander Pushkin 

21. Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne 
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Copy Wights: Books whose authors have been dead for less than 

seventy years. It’s a strange rule, isn’t it? 

 

1. The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

2. The Magician’s Nephew by C.S. Lewis 

3. Finn Family Moomintroll by Tove Jansson 

4. Solaris by Stanisław Lem 

 

Manic Domain: Books whose author has been dead more 70 years or 

more ends up here. Don’t ask how this came about, or your brain 

might start smoking out of your ears. 

 

1. The Snow Queen by Hans Christian Andersen 

2. Bluebeard by Charles Perrault 

3. The Masque of the Red Death by Edgar Allan Poe 

4. The Headless Horseman by Mayne Reid 

5. The Seven Voyages of Sindbad the Sailor by Unknown 

6. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll 

7. The Surprising Adventures of Baron Munchausen by Rudolf Erich 

Raspe 

8. The Little Black Hen by Antony Pogorelsky 

9. Dracula by Bram Stoker 

10. Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes  
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11. The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling 

 

Ex Pyre: Where all books fall after they expire and float in the 

misty smoke, expired. 


